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Abstract

Experience with operational wind turbines over the last few years, has triggered

much interest in three-dimensional effects and the unsteady aerodynamics of Ho-

rizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTs). Currently these effects are not commonly

incorporated into blade design routines. This has led to conservatively over-designed

turbines and in some cases, has even compromised the structural integrity of some

machines. With this is mind, the work carried out in this thesis is aimed at develop-

ing simple unsteady aerodynamic models, that can, at an early stage of the design,

be used to both identify and predict unsteady aerodynamic phenomena affecting

wind turbines.

After introducing the main features of the aerodynamics of wind turbines, a re-

view of key theoretical studies and aerodynamic modelling methods provides the

opportunity to focus on predictive methods and the main technical challenges asso-

ciated with the aerodynamics of HAWTs. The basic aerodynamic method adopted

in this study, a classic Blade Element Momentum theory model, BEM, is described

next and its extension to yawed flow is detailed for completeness. Analysis then

focuses on how stall delay due to three-dimensional effects can be predicted on a

HAWT. Implementation of a semi-empirical stall delay model shows sensitivity to

blade geometry but no dependency on wind velocity or rotational speed. This seems

to be physically incorrect and suggests that a deeper understanding of 3—D effects

is still needed if better algorithms are to be developed.
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The work then examines the onset of dynamic stall. A 2—D semi-empirical cor-

relation of vortex stall onset, developed previously at Glasgow University, is imple-

mented and validated through available field data from the NREL turbine Phases

II and IV. The comparison of measured and predicted locations of dynamic stall

onset highlights some interesting features of the three-dimensionality of the process;

after the local inception, earlier dynamic stall appears to be triggered in adjacent

stations. An attempt to study how 3—D stall delay interacts with the onset of dy-

namic stall, shows that stall delay appears not to influence the inception of dynamic

stall in the way it does static stall. Moreover, the firsts signs of dynamic stall onset

are generally best characterised by the correlation when it assumes locally 2—D flow.

This is a significant result, as it demonstrates that the earliest signs of dynamic

stall onset on wind turbines can be correctly predicted using 2—D tools. A closer

examination of the discrepancies between the predictions and measurements has

highlighted the particular aerodynamic characteristics of the S809 aerofoil, utilised

as the blade section of the NREL turbines. The unusual stalling characteristics of

this aerofoil bring into question the significance of the static stall angle in relation

to dynamic stall. It is show that other features of the static behaviour may provide

a more appropriate link to dynamic stall for some aerofoils.

Finally, the phenomenon of tower shadow on a downwind turbine is studied.

Unaveraged pressure measurements and integrated normal force coefficients from

tests conducted at Glasgow University are analysed. The analysis highlights many

interesting features of the tower shadow response. In particular, as the blade enters

the tower shadow region, there is a rapid reduction in normal force due to the

tower wake velocity deficit. As the blade leaves the tower shadow, the recovery is

consistently slower and more progressive and apparently extends further than the

edge of the velocity deficit region. These observations are then used in a examination

of tower shadow modelling. A steady model, based on a cosine shaped velocity deficit
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is evaluated by comparison with the wind tunnel measurements. Unfortunately

neither the phase nor the intensity of the response is adequately captured. This

leads to the implementation of a new model, based on classic unsteady thin aerofoil

theory that accounts for the aerofoil wake induced velocities. The unsteady model

captures, in a satisfactory manner, the global response of the blade through the

tower shadow region, with a negligible computational cost.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

After describing the main features of the aerodynamics of wind turbines this chapter

continues with a brief review of key theoretical studies and aerodynamic modelling

methods. This provides the opportunity to focus in the following section on the

aerodynamic challenges that face predictive methods for horizontal axis wind tur-

bines. The chapter then concludes by identifying the aspects of the unsteady three-

dimensional flow environment that will be addressed in the following chapters.

Wind turbine aerodynamics deals with the interaction between the turbine struc-

ture and the surrounding air flow. This interaction of the air flow with the tower,

nacelle and rotor blades determines the loads on the turbine and its energy per-

formance. Obviously, the aerodynamic loads must be well understood before the

structural response can be accurately determined. Wind turbine blade performance

is concerned with the amount of energy extracted from the air flow and the dynamic

loads caused by the wind interacting with the turbine structure. From the point of

view of the wind flow, the turbine extracts the energy at the cost of the dynamic

loading. Therefore, a mathematical representation describing the air flow, which

aims to accurately predict power output and blade loads, seems the first require-

ment towards success of a rotor blade design. The Navier—Stokes equations, known
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since 1821-1845, provide a complete mathematical description of the physics of the

fluid motion. However, analytical solutions are known for very few limited cases,

and full solutions for the flow conditions and geometries of interest for wind tur-

bines have not, as yet, been obtained numerically. Some further remarks regarding

Navier—Stokes methods will be made later within this section. Thus, theoretical

approximation studies of the relevant physics involved in rotor aerodynamics have

been carried out for more than a 100 years. Depending on the approach and the

assumptions made when representing the flow field, the resulting model can offer a

different spectrum of applications and purpose.

There are different ways of classifying the types of flow relevant to rotor blade

aerodynamics. If spatial and time scale classifications are used, the global flow

field can be distinguished from the local blade field, despite the fact that both are

intimately related. The flow in the global region extends from far upstream of the

turbine to far downstream. The spatial scale in the global field is the rotor diameter

2R, and the time scale is 2R/V,, where V is the wind velocity. The local blade

field, refers to the local flow in the proximity of the rotor and around the blade

surface. Here, the spatial scale is the blade chord c, and the time scale is c/1 r,

where is the rotational speed and r represents the blade local radius. Both flow

fields have a strong interaction with different time and spatial scales. The overall

flow around the rotor determines the inflow conditions for the local blade flow, and

vice versa, the forces on the blade affect the global flow field.

In the following section a review of aerodynamic studies of rotor performance

is presented, in which both global and local flow theories are merged into unified

modelling approaches. A review of separated global and local flow theories can be

found in other sources such as Snel (1998).
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1.1 Theoretical Studies of Rotor Performance

Modelling of the rotor performance of a wind turbine has been attempted using a

rich diversity of methods which solve the global and local flow fields based on differ-

ent levels of approximation; from simple blade element momentum theory, through

simplified or full potential flow models and more sophisticated viscous—inviscid in-

teractive codes, vortex wake methods and Reynolds averaged or full Navier-Stokes

solvers. These studies are summarised below starting with the earliest approaches

and progressing towards more complex and time demanding performance models.

BEM

Modelling of the global flow field around wind turbines has its origins in marine and

aeroplane propeller theory. The first published paper on lifting propellers was due

to Rankine (1865), where one-dimensional momentum theory was applied to analyse

the global flow behaviour on a propeller disc. Later, Froude (1889) incorporated the

local flow of the rotor as a disc at which there is a sudden change in pressure without

any discontinuity of velocity, into what is generally known as one-dimensional ac-

tuator disc theory. One-dimensional or axial momentum theory for global flow was

extended to a two-dimensional level for concentric annuli by Glauert (1935). He

added the angular momentum balance which incorporates the tangential velocity of

the rotating blade; this is known as general momentum theory. For the local flow,

Glauert applied blade element theory. Here it is assumed that the aerodynamic

forces at independent elements of the blade are equal to the forces on the same

aerodynamic profile taken from two-dimensional wind tunnel aerofoil tests. This

approach is based on Prandtl's slender wing, lifting line approximation; the forces

on a wing element are taken equal to the two-dimensional forces for an equivalent

angle of attack, which is formed by the mean flow plus the velocities induced by the
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three-dimensional trailing system. On a wind turbine blade the induction is due to

the helical trailing vortex in the rotor wake. This induction is assumed equal to the

axial and tangential induction velocity factors of momentum theory. Blade element

theory is usually employed to analyse the local blade flow when the Momentum the-

ory is used for the global flow region. Together, they form what is commonly known

as Blade Element/Momentum theory, (BEM). Most of the contemporary predict-

ive and design codes for wind turbine rotor blade aerodynamics are based on the

analytical work of Wilson and Lissaman (1974) using the BEM method.

The validity and limitations of the BEM theory are still under discussion. Sorensen

and Mikkelsen (2001) analysed some of the basic assumptions behind this theory.

Comparison of BEM results with an unsteady model of the axisymmetric inviscid

form of the Navier—Stokes equations, showed the worst case to produce a maximum

error of up to 3% in the axial induced velocity on the rotor. They concluded that

"In general, the results demonstrate that inherent inconsistencies of the BEM model

result in negligible errors".

Potential Flow

Two-dimensional potential flow has been used by some of the earliest aerofoil design

methods such as the Eppler code. The major application of potential flow is found in

panel methods were the local blade flow and the global flow including the wake, are

covered with panels that induce a velocity of infinite extension. Therefore, the panels

on the blade and on the wake have to be resolved simultaneously or by iteration if

the geometry of the wake is modified. This may take significant computational time.

Full potential methods were ignored by wind turbine researchers due to difficulties

in modelling the rotor wake, despite the fact that they have been widely used in

helicopter aerodynamic research. If an inadequate grid size is used, the methods

suffer from the fact that vorticity diffuses at a much faster rate than would be
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expected in real flows under the influence of viscosity. This may lead to errors in

the calculation of blade aerodynamic characteristics (Conlisk 1997).

Recently, some wind turbine researchers, however paid renewed attention to sim-

plified potential methods. One such method is the asymptotic acceleration potential

model (Bussel 1996). Under the assumption that the pressure field acts as an ac-

celeration potential, there is no need to model the wake and only the blades are

represented by means of pressure distributions. This method has been used in the

Deift University design code Predichat.

Viscous-Inviscid Interaction

Viscous—inviscid interactive codes introduce viscosity by separating the flow domain

into an outer region of potential flow and a thin viscous boundary layer on the

surface of the blade. The popular XFOIL code for aerofoil design makes use of

this technique. One of the first applications to predicting 3—D stall on a wind tur-

bine by a viscous-inviscid interaction model can be found in Sorensen (1986). The

main advantage of such methods is that they demand less computing resource than

Navier—Stokes solvers. A major drawback, however, is that they are not reliable

when a large part of the boundary layer is separated. These models were developed

specifically to simulate attached steady flow, and so are generally unable to simulate

unsteady behaviour such as dynamic stall or vortex shedding due to separation.

Vortex Wake

In a vortex wake model, the incoming wind flow is vorticity free and only the evol-

ution of vorticity contained in the wake, which was generated at the blades, is

calculated in time. This method is unsteady in nature and it is therefore applicable

to time-varying flow. There are three approaches to modelling the rotor wake: rigid

wake, prescribed wake and free wake techniques.
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In the rigid wake technique (Miller et al. 1978, Rawlinson-Smith and Hales 1990),

the vortex system position is specified as a function of tip speed ratio and thrust.

The expansion of the wake is not taken into account and thus the blade load cal-

culations tend not to be very accurate. However, the level of precision of the wake

geometry has proved to have only a small influence on gross power and thrust;

Gould and Fiddes (1992) concluded that, for one example rotor, the power output

and thrust loading were insensitive to the shape of wake. For that case, a prescribed

wake expansion of 35%. compared to a cylindrical wake produced a change in power

prediction of approximately 4% and 1% in the thrust.

Prescribed wake methods tend to be more complex and make use of experimental

data or numerical results to locate the wake position. The vortex system is assumed

to move initially, near the disc, with the fluid velocity and then, at a certain distance

downstream, is assumed to roll into root and tip vortices. Normally the prescribed

wake technique is used for the global flow region with lifting line or lifting surface

formulations applied to the local blade flow. When using lift coefficients obtained

from wind tunnel measurements, the lifting line method is equivalent to the 2—D

blade element method as far as local blade flow analysis is concerned. Over the

last eight years, Glasgow University has developed (Robison et at. 1995, Coton and

Wang 1999, Coton et at. 2002) a prescribed wake model for the prediction of the

aerodynamic performance of HAWTs. Here the wake is divided into a near wake

and a far wake. The geometry of the near wake is prescribed by simple functions

based on momentum theory, while the latter is modelled as a semi-infinite cylinder.

The prescribed wake method offers an balance of computational time and accuracy

that could be appealing for future design applications. A prescribed wake code still,

however needs to incorporate effects such as 3—D stall delay, dynamic stall onset

and tower shadow by some corrective scheme in the same way as the blade element

momentum technique does.
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Hybrid methods have been also developed in which the near wake (e.g. one

rotor diameter downstream) is considered as a free wake and the rest of the wake

treated as a prescribed wake. One of these methods appears to give a 75% reduction

in computational time whilst only introducing a 5% error compared to free wake

computations (Bareif3et al. 1996).

In free wake methods, the wake is allowed to develop in time avoiding the dif-

ficulty of prescribing the wake geometry. This strategy is suitable for detailed cal-

culations of the complex flow field that HAWTs normally encounter but at the cost

of introducing large amounts of computational time, making them somewhat im-

practical as a design tool. (Simoes and Graham 2001) combined a vortex lattice

representation of the local flow over the blade with a free vortex near wake. Bey-

ond this region the near wake was merged with a simplified axisymmetric far wake.

Their comparison of the free wake with a BEM method, produced generally good

agreement for the axial and tangential induced factors, except at the root and tip,

with little differences in the predicted power output of the rotor for both attached

and separate flows.

Navier—Stokes

The global and local flow field of a wind turbine can be studied in more detail by

methods based on solution of the Navier—Stokes equations. The full set of equa-

tions is non-linear in the velocity components and, therefore, analytical solutions

are restricted. On the other hand, direct numerical solution of the equations at

high Reynolds numbers has proved difficult. The flow over a wind turbine encom-

passes a Reynolds number range of iO for the global flow to 5 x 106 at the blade

local flow for megaWatt sized turbines. This variety can create instabilities in time

and space on such small scales that current computational capability cannot deal

with. Consequently, solutions have just started to appear in the literature using
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the Reynolds averaged Navier—Stokes, RANS, equations. These methods require, a

suitable turbulence model to be chosen from the many existing models. This may

introduce some uncertainty and precaution should be taken when interpreting the

results. Voutsinas (1995) points out that Navier—Stokes methods for calculating

the viscous flow around wind turbine blades, are highly sensitive to the choice of

turbulence models.

The Navier—Stokes method is not often applied to model the global flow. How-

ever, Madsen (1996) and Sorensen et al. (1998) used the axisymmetric inviscid form

of the Navier—Stokes equations for the global flow together with an actuator disc

to represent the local flow of the rotor. This approach can be of help in correct-

ing the momentum theory method for yawed flow or high rotor loading (low wind

velocities), were wake states can be analysed in severe reversed flow conditions.

Another hybrid approach is that of Xu and Sankar (2000) who used a Navier-

Stokes / potential flow solver. The local flow at the blade was provided by the

Navier—Stokes equations but the variations of circulation on the blade were captured

using vortex filaments freely convected by the local flow. The global flowfield was

modelled using potential flow theory.

The work of Duque et al. (1999) presented the first Navier—Stokes computation

of a wind turbine rotor, tower and nacelle. The computed results are still not quite

satisfactory, mainly due to grid density mismatches in the analysis and dependence

on the turbulence modelling. In his own words, (Duque 2001): " the computations

were very expensive and really not too practical".

With the improvements in the speed and memory of computers and with the

advances in computational fluid dynamics techniques, the Navier—Stokes solvers are

becoming a promising method for analysis of wind turbine aerodynamics. The state

of the art of these techniques in Europe, for studying the aerodynamics of wind

turbine blades can be found in Sorensen (1999).
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1.2 Aerodynamic Challenges for Predictive Codes

The application of predictive codes to augment reliability and reduce the costs of

wind generated energy has a recent history of about 30 years. In most of the actual

design codes, the aerodynamics are treated with Glauert's blade element momentum

theory, due to its simplicity, reduced computational requirements, and reliability.

Over this period BEM models have been used in blade design, performance pre-

diction and in the determination of dynamic loads and aeroelastic applications.

(Griffiths 1977, Viterna and Janetzke 1982, Tangler 1983, Hansen et al. 1990, Riz-

iotis et al. 1996, Giguere et al. 1999). A recent comparison of the aerodynamics

of several BEM wind turbine design codes conducted at the National Renewable

Energy Laboratory, NREL, (Buhl et al. 1997) showed that, although the produced

results are not identical, the agreement between them is quite reasonable.

BEM theory, however, is not able to predict all flow conditions and so cannot

accurately represent some of the flow states encountered by the wind turbine in

real situations. Some attempts to overcome its limitations are summarized in this

section. Before this, however, the basic flow states are described with reference to

one-dimensional momentum theory. A full description of this theory is provided in

Chapter 2.

1.2.1 Basic Flow States

The gross flow behaviour of propellers and rotors (Stoddard 1977, Eggleston and

Stoddard 1987) can be described by reference to the different flow states of the air

stream through the rotor disc:

• Propeller state, when a < 0

• Windmill brake state, when 0 < a 0.5
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. Turbulent wake state, when 0.5 <a < 1

. Vortex ring state, when a = 1

• Propeller brake state, when a> 1
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Figure 1.1: Thrust coefficient for basic flow states, (source: Eggleston et al. 1987)

where a is the axial interference factor indicative of the extent to which the

flow is slowed down by the rotor disc. This term is discussed fully in the following

chapter. The main features of these states are illustrated in Figure 1.1. In the

figure the thrust coefficient, CT, is shown as a function of the axial interference

factor, a, for various flow states. For a ^ 0 the rotor works in the propeller state

and for 0 < a 0.5 it is operating in the so called windmill brake state, which

is the usual operating condition for a wind turbine. For a values greater than 0.5,

one-dimensional momentum theory is no longer valid because the far wake velocity

V,, = (1 - 2a)V becomes negative, violating the one-dimensional flow assumption.

The turbulent wake state appears for 0.5 < a 1 , where recirculation of the flow

takes place downstream of the rotor. In this range the usual equation for thrust
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coefficient, CT = 4a(1 - a), is normally replaced by an empirical relation. Several

correlations have been proposed on a experimental basis:

Glauert (1948): CT = 0.89 - 0.44a + 1.56a 2 , for a> 0.4

. Wilson (1981): CT = 0.578 + 0.96a, for a> 0.38

. de Vries and den Blanken (1981): CT = 0.53 + 1.07a, for a> 0.4

. Anderson et al. (1982): CT = 0.425 + 1.39a, for a> 0.326

For a = 1 the velocity of the air at the disc V = (1 - a)V becomes zero.

The flow through the rotor is completely blocked, and the rotor is in its vortex ring

state. This is the transition phase between energy being extracted from the flow and

energy being put into the flow. For a > 1 the rotor acts as a propeller brake such

that energy is added to the flow, and a forward flow is induced and a downwind

thrust created. Wilson and Lissaman (1974) introduced the absolute sign to the

thrust and power coefficient equations in order to cope with this situation i.e.

CT = 4a1 - a
	

(1.1)

= 4a(1 - a)I 1 - al	 (1.2)

A wind turbine is operating as a energy extraction device when C ^ 0 for

0 < a 1, that is in the windmill brake, turbulent wake and vortex ring states.

For most normal operating conditions a 0.5, however, "for off design conditions

spurious solutions with 0.5 <a < 1 might occur", (Wilson and Lissaman 1974).

Windmill Brake State

In momentum theory a velocity discontinuity line divides the flow into two regions

at the rotor radius, r < R and r > R, each with a constant velocity. In Sorensen
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et al. (1998) the tip vortex is seen to alter the flow field near the tip region, where

a peak in a, is seen to occur for CT values greater that 0.5 . This effect becomes

more pronounced as CT is increased, indicating that the basic assumption that the

induced velocity factor in the rotor plane, a is half the value far downstream, is vi-

olated for highly loaded rotors. This peak in a can be explained by the expansion of

the wake. Navier—Stokes calculations, Sorensen et al. (1998), show good agreement

with momentum theory up to a = 1/3 after which, in accordance with experimental

observations from Gessow and Myers (1952), they start to deviate. At a = 0.5 mo-

mentum theory gives CT = 1, but, from calculations (Sorensen et al. 1998), CT = 1

is reached at a = 0.39. This result is in good agreement with the computations of

(Madsen 1996), which also include turbulent mixing.

Turbulent Wake and Vortex Ring

For very highly loaded rotors, a ^ 0.4, the rotor flow can transition from the windmill

brake state to the turbulent or vortex ring state. For a wind turbine this state is

reached at high tip speed ratios (i.e. small wind velocities) or by adjusting the pitch

setting (i.e. negative pitch).

In the turbulent wake state, an important amount of kinetic energy is converted

into turbulent recirculation. The flow is seen first to create a recirculation bubble

downstream the rotor. Next, a large recirculation bubble encloses the rotor. The

flow becomes unsteady and goes through a complicated transient phase, after which

it settles to a steady state when the large bubble shrinks and a slender recirculation

bubble is formed upstream of the rotor. The resulting flow field settles to a steady

state corresponding to the propeller brake state, as predicted by momentum theory.

Although a BEM technique may be able to provide an estimate of the final steady

state conditions, it will not be able to predict the transient loads experienced by the

turbine during the transition to this state.
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Increasing CT further results in the vortex ring state. Recirculation bubbles are

now formed in the rotor plane and owing to self induction they move upstream in the

opposite direction to the incoming wind. The induced flow goes through a periodic

transient and, in its final state, the flow becomes steady and similar to that of the

propeller brake state as in the turbulent wake case.

The wind turbine entrance into the turbulent wake state brings flow reversal,

high turbulence, vibration along the blades and a decrease in shaft torque (Stoddard

1977). It is rare that a wind turbine will operate in the turbulent wake state, except

as a transient, since it most probably will stall and lose induced velocity. For a

constant rotational speed wind turbine, it occurs at winds much lower that the

rated wind velocity. As the phenomenon takes place at low wind speed, where energy

generation and blade loads are low, the problem has not been a priority for the wind

turbine community; "Although for a fixed speed wind turbine it can be estimated

that 15%-20% of the yearly energy generation takes place in this condition" (Snel

1998). For a variable speed wind turbine it might not occur at all during normal

operation (Molenaar and Dijkstra 1999).

1.2.2 Yaw Misalignment

Non axial flow is beyond the capabilities of a pure classic BEM model, and so it

cannot be used to predict the flow arising from yaw misalignments. For practical use

it is necessary to extend the capability of the model to include yawed flows. This

is important since wind turbines normally operate in some degree of yawed flow,

where cyclic variations in incidence may result in dynamic stall.

At high yaw angles, the wake is skewed and the induced velocities may be prone to

error. Attempts to alleviate this problem have been made and prescribed empirical

distributions of azimuthal induction have been proposed (Hansen 1992, Snel 2001),

some of them taken from an early model by Glauert (1935).
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1.2.3 Dynamic Inflow

The BEM method is time independent and therefore assumes that the induced ve-

locities react instantaneously to a change in blade loading. Wind fluctuations and

blade movements produce continuous variations of the load on the blade. The mass

of air in the wake makes the change in induced velocity lag the blade response.

This is well known from helicopters, and it is these that have resulted in the first

dynamic inflow models. This engineering approach involves introducing differen-

tial momentum equations in time that allow a new steady state to be reached after

some time lag (Snel 2001). A major Joule project study on dynamic inFlow [SneI and

Schepers 1994) concluded that wind turbine blade pitching movements have more

effect on dynamic inflow than wind fluctuations. This is important for control tech-

niques, aimed at reducing dynamic loading effects, such as fatigue, and improving

the rotor efficiency.

1.2.4 3—D Effects

Blade element momentum theory assumes that there is no aerodynamic interference

between one blade element and another. Therefore, blade geometry and end effects

have been only partially incorporated in BEM models via some form of tip-loss,

traditionally due to Prandtl or Goldstein (Wilson and Lissaman 1974), that accounts

for the finite number of blades, but not for the finite length of the blades. Thus, for

example, tip and root vortex effects are not considered and there is no aerodynamic

model to account for the aspect ratio of the blade within the BEM. In addition

the radial, or spanwise, flow is not taken into account. This assumption may be

acceptable in attached head-on flow but under stall conditions produces a severe

deviation between the predicted and measured normal force coefficients and power

levels. This is commonly known as 3—D stall delay (sometimes referred to as 3—D
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rotational effects) and has recently been a major focus of attention for wind turbine

blades. Constant operation in stalled conditions is unique to stall regulated wind

turbines compared, for example, to helicopter rotors. The massive flow separation

on a rotor blade in three-dimensional conditions where rotational effects are present

has been the focus of several studies (de Vries 1979, Viterna and Janetzke 1982,

Milborrow 1985, Rasmussen et al. 1988, Madsen and Rasmussen 1988). It has been

established, for example, that measured pressure distributions on inboard blade

sections differ considerably from their 2—D counterparts (Butterfield 1989b, Musial

et al. 1990, Madsen 1991, Acker and Hand 1999). This has been primarily associated

with a delay in the forward movement of separation with increasing incidence that

leads ultimately to a delayed stall. As a result, very high maximum lift coefficients

have been recorded on the inboard sections of some wind turbines.

Prediction of load distributions near the blade root by BEM or other conven-

tional techniques, which utilise two dimensional blade sectional data is, therefore,

problematic. In the case of separated flow, the characteristics of a stalling aerofoil

are different to those of a rotating blade. For example, Figure 1.2 illustrates the

extent to which such a prediction may differ from measured data on a typical wind

turbine. It can be seen that at all four span locations, the normal force coefficient,

C is higher than the wind tunnel 2—D aerofoil value, and has different stalling char-

acteristics. At 30% blade span, a severe increase in C values is observed on the

rotating blade with no sign of a drop in C at high angles of attack.

Amongst others, Snel et al. (1993) and Tangier and Selig (1997) relate the in-

crement in lift due to stall delay to the local blade solidity, c/r. The recent work of

Du and Selig (1998) presents a correction formula based on two key parameters (the

ratio of local chord to local radius c/r, and the ratio of rotational speed to inflow

velocity A ) and three empirical factors. These techniques have been applied with

varying degrees of success.
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of normal force from field data to -D wind tunnel meas-

urements, (source Hansen 1993)

1.2.5 Dynamic Stall

The BEM theory is steady in nature, with time not being explicitly included in its

formulation. There are many unsteady factors such as atmospheric turbulence, wind

shear and skewed flow that result in a typical turbine operating almost continuously

in some degree of yawed flow. Under yawed conditions the blades experience cyclic

variations in incidence which can, if severe enough, result in dynamic stall (Shipley

et al. 1995a). The severe load fluctuations associated with this phenomenon can

play an important role in both the aerodynamic performance of the turbine and the

fatigue life of its structure.

Figure 1.3 shows the difference between the lift force and pitching moment vari-

ations during dynamic stall compared to the static case (bottom plots). The figure
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also shows (top plots) the evolution of the aerofoil dynamic stall vortex process.
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Figure 1.3: Dynamic stall process and lift force and pitching moment variations,

(source: Ekaterinaris and Platzer 1997)

Studies have been initiated to examine wind turbine dynamic stall (Bjorck 1995)

and the results from these studies have fuelled the development of new predictive

methods.

1.2.6 Tower Shadow

In BEM theory the inflow velocity at the blade element is uniform. On downwind

wind turbines, the presence of the tower reduces the local velocity encountered by

the blade as it passes the tower. Tower shadow is a factor of concern for new

conceptual downwind designs. The influence of the turbine tower on the blades

(Powles 1983), contributes to the wind turbine unsteady aerodynamic envelope. It

has the potential to trigger dynamic stall and also introduces unsteadiness even

under attached conditions, once every cycle.
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It has become clear that blade element momentum theory has some specific defi-

ciencies that limit the useful information, that can be generated by BEM techniques.

In recent years, much effort has been made towards improving modelling strategies

by understanding the physical rotor flow field. Although contemporary aerodynamic

prediction models reflect more of the flow physics than was previously possible, a

key aerodynamic issue remaining to be addressed is the manner in which unsteady

three-dimensional flow develops and subsequently influences the loading distribution

on the blades. Robinson et al. (1995) concluded that unsteady aerodynamic effects

"must be considered in the design of future turbines if there is to be a significant

decrease in the cost of energy production by such devices". The ability to charac-

tense three-dimensional unsteady separated flow could dramatically improve both

the performance and life span of a wind turbine; hence the interest in design tools

that can predict these effects in the preliminary stages of blade design.

General Trends for Solution

The BEM theory has been extended by engineering methods to overcome some of

its deficiencies, but these tools are still under development since the understand-

ing of the physics behind the problems and appropriate implementation of reliable

solutions still remains a challenge. There is a need to gain more knowledge from

experimental studies such as field and wind tunnel measurements, in order to clearly

understand the aerodynamics of rotating blades and aerofoils specifically designed

for wind turbines. The International Energy Agency, lEA, through Annex XIV and

Annex XVIII (Schepers et al. 1997) has published a comprehensive experimental

dataset on field tested wind turbines. On the other hand, the NREL Unsteady

Aerodynamics Experiment has produced an important database of field measure-

ments (Simms et al. 1999, Hand et al. 2001a), a small subset of which has been

included in the TEA collaboration. The field environment is influenced by complex
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atmospheric conditions that prevent researchers from isolating the complex inflow

from the benign steady state. A serious attempt has just been made to address this

problem; the NREL wind turbine was tested in the NASA Ames full-scale 24.4 m by

36.6 m wind tunnel on the 17th May, 2000 (Hand et al. 2001b). This has provided

the wind turbine community with quality data from steady tests, which are virtually

free of wind tunnel constraint effects, that should provide a basis for the evaluation

and improvement of predictive codes (Simms et al. 2001).

At this stage, it seems clear that both, experimental and modelling efforts are still

needed to help to incorporate engineering corrections into the prediction methods

and design codes used for wind turbine aerodynamics.
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1.3 Scope of the Study

The aim of this study is to develop tools to aid in the prediction of the three-

dimensional unsteady aerodynamics of HAWTs for design applications. The partic-

ular aspects covered in this investigation are the three-dimensional rotating response,

the onset of dynamic stall and the tower shadow. In all cases, the developed tools

will be embedded in a classic BEM, Blade Element Momentum theory scheme. The

intention is not to provide a comprehensive modelling tool but rather a method

that allows the designer to identify potential problem areas at the conceptual design

stage in advance of detailed performance calculations.

HAWTs operate all times under unsteady aerodynamic conditions. In addition

to the ground boundary layer and atmospheric turbulence, which are not addressed

here, field operating conditions such yawed flows and the tower shadow cause cyclic

and impulsive variations of the blade loads. Under these circumstances, the blade

can stall dynamically generating transient forces that can be up to five times the

steady predicted values (Robinson et al. 1995). These unsteady loads can produce

power output fluctuations, and can have a serious impact on the fatigue stress

levels, increasing maintenance requirements and reducing the life of the wind turbine

machine components.

In head-on flow, three-dimensional rotating effects are responsible for the delay

of the flow separation process over the blade surface. This delay in stall could

increase, by up to twice, the steady aerodynamic forces (Hansen and Butterfield

1993), especially near the root of the blade span. This makes it difficult to accurately

predict the structural loads and the peak power performance.

If advances in rotor blade design are to be achieved, then modelling and pre-

diction of three-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics seems a necessary step to take

in the preliminary stage of any wind turbine design. To provide a fast and reli-
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able aerodynamic prediction is still desirable for the designer and a challenge for

the aerodynamicist. Limitations, exist in every modelling strategy. Computational

Fluid Dynamics, CFD, and free wake vortex methods have recently started to show

some degree of promise. Unfortunately, these highly computationally demanding

methods are still inappropriate for day to day engineering purposes, although they

can be useful tools to enhance engineering methods.

Less time consuming, is the prescribed wake strategy which can also give detailed

information on the blade loads. However, the accuracy of this method is comprom-

ised because of the necessity to incorporate empirical formulations (to represent the

wake) and, to an extent, its capacity is limited by the accuracy of the BEM theory

that forms part of the prescribed wake calculations. If accurate representation of the

wake can be achieved, then the prescribed wake method has considerable potential

to improve modelling strategies.

Blade element momentum theory, with its inherent limitation of steady flow,

is intensively used as part of present design methods for blade tailoring because

it produces rapid and acceptable results for some of the flow states considered in

the wind turbine design process. However, without the ability to model three-

dimensional unsteady aerodynamics BEM modelling performance is severely limited.

A relevant part of the research community has been occupied over the past few years

in a effort to incorporate the unsteady aerodynamics of wind turbines into simple

schemes. If constructed appropriately, a BEM scheme offers the opportunity to focus

on and study features of the unsteady three-dimensional effects. For this reason,

basic BEM theory has been adopted in this study and extended to include yawed

flow, three-dimensional stall delay, the onset of dynamic stall and a tower shadow

model.

The methodology and results of this investigation are documented in this thesis,

covering
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1. A brief introduction to wind turbine aerodynamics.

2. The basic BEM aerodynamic model extended to incorporate yawed flow.

3. A study of 3—D stall delay effects.

4. Prediction of the onset of dynamic stall on HAWTs, its severity and a study

of the effect of three-dimensionality on the dynamic stall onset process.

5. Enhancement of tower shadow modelling and preliminary validation via wind

tunnel experimental data analysis.

6. Concluding remarks and suggested further work.

With the exception of the opening and concluding chapters, every chapter has

an identical structure; a basic introduction describing the phenomenon, a literature

review concerning experimental and modelling efforts, the methodology, results and

discussion, and finally, conclusions based on the content of the chapter.



Chapter 2

Basic Aerodynamic Model

2.1 Model Description: BEM Formulation

The modelling technique adopted in the present study is the classical combination of

blade element strip theory with one-dimensional momentum theory. This approach,

often described as a blade element momentum theory BEM, provides a simple and

fast solution for steady one-dimensional head on flow. As mentioned in the Intro-

duction, despite several limitations, at moderate and high wind velocities Glauert's

BEM method demonstrates accurate agreement with, for instance, experimental

data (Stoddard 1977) and numerical analysis (Sorensen et al. 1998). It also has the

advantage of being computationally efficient.

For the range of flow states considered in the present study, a pure BEM model

would not be sufficient. For this reason, the engineering tool described below, based

on BEM theory, has been extended to cope with yawed flow, tower shadow and three

dimensional flow effects. The method also includes a correlation used to identify the

possibility of dynamic stall.
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2.1.1 Blade Element/Momentum Theory

In this section, axial momentum theory is introduced, and then the blade element

momentum theory formulation is considered.

Momentum Theory: Rankine-Froude

Rankine-Froude axial momentum theory considers one-dimensional flow past a rotor

in which the blades have been replaced by an actuator disc enclosed in a streamtube.

The assumptions for the flow are:

• steady: time independent flow.

incompressible flow.

• uniform flow.

• axial flow:there is no radial flow component, and so radial forces are ignored.

• irrotational flow: there is no rotational motion in the fluid, i.e. turbine wake

does not rotate.

• no energy losses: no turbulence, no dissipation.

• inviscid: no viscous interaction, i.e. drag assumed to be zero.

The analysis applies conservation of mass, linear momentum theory and the

energy equation in order to determine the thrust T on the actuator disc and the

work done by this force: i.e. the power P extracted from the air. In this analysis,the

actuator disc device, of area A = irR2 , accounts only for the extraction of kinetic

energy. It does not explain what happens to that energy in terms of work and energy

losses. Before the wind interacts with actuator disc, Figure 2.1,it has a velocity V,.

The cross sectional area of the fluid that will ultimately interact with the disc can,
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at this stage, be expressed as A. The flow gradually slows down as it gets close to

the rotor disc area A, reaching a velocity V at the disc itself. As the air proceeds

downstream, a further slowing down of the wind continues until it reaches the steady

far wake velocity V at which point it has a cross sectional area A. Application of

continuity of the mass flow rate through the streamtube gives

Far wake

Figure 2.1: Schematic One-dimensional Actuator disc flow

QAVr = 0AV = QAV	 (2.1)

where is the density of the air,i.e. the mass flow rate is the same at any section

within the streamtube.

Considering the rate of change of momentum of the air passing through the disc,

the thrust can be expressed as

T = irR2 V (V - V)	 (2.2)

The thrust due to the pressure difference zp across the actuator disc can also

be formulated as
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T = /pA = Q(VOO 2 - V 2 )'irR2	(2.3)

where the pressure drop Lp is calculated by applying Bernoulli's equation to

both the upstream and downstream regions of the rotor disc. Equating Eq. (2.2)

and Eq. (2.3) then gives

v_voc +vw

2

	
(2.4)

This equation states that, the air velocity at the disc is half of the sum of the air

velocities far upstream and far downstream. It is practical to consider that the disc

interferes with the free stream and that the magnitude of this interference follows

from

a= TT

	 V
	

(2.5)
V 00	 Vcc

which, in terms of the velocity at the disc is simply

V=(1—a) V00
	

(2.6)

where the term a is called the axial interference factor or axial induced velocity

factor. So from Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.6) the velocity of the far wake is given by

Vw(12a) V00	 (2.7)

Comparing Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) it may be observed the axial induced velocity

factor in the far wake, 2a, is twice that across the disc.

The force coefficient is defined as
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CT = QV0o27rR2 
= 4a(1 - a)	 (2.8)

and represents the efficiency of the rotor disc, which is maximum for a = 1/2.

Assuming that the pressure of the wake far downstream is atmospheric, the work

done by the thrust force is P T V. Thus the power coefficient is defined as

P
= 1	 = 4a(1 - a) 2	(2.9)

QVc37rR2

where the numerator is the power output extracted by the disc and the denom-

inator represents the power available in the air, which is the kinetic energy of the

air contained in an area equal to that of the rotor. The maximum value of Cp in

Eq. (2.9) occurs when a = 1/3, hence the maximum power coefficient

Cpmax
	 16	

(2.10)

this is widely known as the Betz limit.

BEM: Blade Element/Momentum Theory

One-dimensional momentum theory does not account for either the geometry or the

rotation of the blades. Glauert's BEM method, combines 2—D Momentum Theory

with Blade Element Theory to address these deficiencies.

The analysis begins by applying 2—D, axial and angular momentum to concent-

nc annular elements of the disc to determine the thrust T and the torque Q. Next,

the two expressions, containing the induction velocities of momentum theory, are
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equated to the thrust and torque obtained by blade element theory, based on 2—D

geometry, aerofoil section wind tunnel tests. From here, a set of non-linear equa-

tions can be solved numerically in an iterative fashion to obtain the axial thrust and

torque of the rotor, as well as the power.

2—D Momentum Theory

The actuator disc is divided into concentric circular streamtubes, which are assumed

to work independently of each other. By applying the axial momentum equation to

an annular ring at radius r with width dr, the local thrust is given by

dT = Q27rrdrV(V - V)

or combining, with Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7)

dT = QV27rr4a(1 - a)dr 	 (2.11)

From angular momentum conservation, the local torque Q produced by the tan-

gential force on a circular element at radius r is given by

dQ = 2irrdr V (wr - wr) r 	 (2.12)

where w is the angular velocity of the wake far downstream, and 	 is the

angular velocity of the wind far upstream.

Considering a' as the tangential interference factor or tangential induced velocity

factor, the rotation of the wake and the rotor is introduced as

(2.13)
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where w is the angular velocity of the wake just behind the disc, and is the

angular velocity of the rotor disc. Assuming then that w = 2a'fl and that the wind

far upstream is irrotational, w00 = 0, then rewriting Eq. (2.12) gives the torque

dQ = . 27rrdr V(1 - a) . 2a'r r	 (2.14)

Blade Element Theory

From blade element considerations it is assumed that the blade element acts like

a two dimensional aerofoil. Applying the velocities obtained from 2—D momentum

analysis to a blade element at radius r, the non-dimensional normal and tangential

forces on the rotor disc, C1, and C, acting on the blade element can be calculated.

From Figure 2.2 the following trigonometric relations are obtained. The local

relative inflow velocity W at the blade element is

W= .,,/V(1_a) 2 +f 2 r2 (1+aI ) 2	 (2.15)

acting at an inflow angle q to the plane of rotation, which can be determined by

V(1—a)	 1—a
tan= 

r(1+a') = Ar(1+a')	
(2.16)

where Ar = A is the local tip speed ratio, A = R/VOO the tip speed ratio, and

= r/R. The angle of incidence or angle of attack, a, is then given by

a=q—O
	

(2.17)

where, is the inflow angle and 0 the blade pitch angle.

Knowing the two dimensional aerofoil lift and drag coefficients, C1 and Cd, re-

spectively, as a function of the angle of attack, a, it is now possible to determine

the normal and tangential force coefficients at the rotor disc, C and C,
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Cl	 Cn

r ( 1 + a')

Figure 2.2: Schematic inflow velocity and aerodynamic forces at the blade element

Cx=Ci COSq+Cd sin4	 (2.18)

= C1 sin q5 - Cd cos	 (2.19)

where C is the force coefficient normal to the rotor disc and Ci,, the force coef-

ficient tangential to the rotor disc. This nomenclature is used here to distinguish

between these terms and the normal force coefficient of an aerofoil, C, and tan-

gential force coefficient or chordwise force coefficient of an aerofoil, C, which will

appear in the following chapters

C=C1 cosc+Cd sina	 (2.20)
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C.=C1 Siflc — Cd cosc	 (2.21)

From the normal and tangential force coefficients at the rotor disc, C, and C,

the elemental thrust and torque can be calculated

dT_?_QW2BcCxdr	 (2.22)

dQ= gW2BcCyrdr	 (2.23)

where W is the relative velocity, B is the number of blades, and c the chord of

the blade element.

Equating the elemental thrust obtained via momentum theory Eq. (2.11) to the

expression given by blade element theory Eq. (2.22), results in

a - aC
1 - a - 8 sin2

where a = Bc/(7rr) is the local solidity.

(2.24)

Similarly, equating the expressions for torque, Eq. 2.14 and Eq. 2.23, we obtain

a' -	 aC
(2.25)

1+a' - 8sinq cosq

For each blade station , the axial, a, and tangential, a', interference factors

can determined by the following procedure. For a given rotor configuration and

operating conditions and knowing how the two-dimensional aerofoil lift and drag

coefficients vary with the angle of incidence and assuming c and 9 at a given r, B,

, V, C1 and Cd are known then the set of non-linear equations can be solved

numerically in a iterative fashion:

1. Assume initial values of a and a' (a = a' 0 is a reasonable starting point)
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2. Calculate from Eq. (2.16)

3. Calculate a from Eq. (2.17)

4. Calculate C1 and Cd

5. Calculate C and C, from Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19)

6. Calculate a from Eq. (2.24)

7. Calculate a' from Eq. (2.25)

8. Go to step 2 and repeat until a and a' converge.

Once the spanwise variations of a and a' are determined, the rotor thrust, torque

and power coefficients, CT, CQ and C can now be calculated from blade element

considerations. By integration of Eqs. (2.22) and Eqs. (2.23), respectively,

CT = QV7rR2 
=	

Bc w
2 C d	 (2.26)

irR

CQ=1V?R3= fW2Cd
	 (2.27)

J—pirR

where the non-dimensional relative velocity W is given by

W= -=	 (2.28)

and R0 = Ro/R, R0 the radius at the blade root, and R the radius at the blade tip.

The power coefficient can then be obtained from

CP =.ACQ	 (2.29)
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2.2 Yawed Flow Model

Yaw misalignment, occurs when the direction of the incoming wind velocity and the

rotor axis are not parallel, forming an angle y 00, in a manner that the flow can

not be considered axial anymore. The non axial state is beyond the theory of a pure

classic BEM model, which is unable to predict yaw misalignments. To allow the

model to address the phenomena examined in the remainder of this thesis, it is first

necessary to extend the capability of the model to include yawed flows.

Real wind turbines operate at all times in an unsteady aerodynamic environ-

ment. Factors such as atmospheric turbulence, wind shear, skewed flow, and the

influence of the turbine tower on the blades, etc., all have significant effects on tur-

bine blade inflow conditions. In addition to these factors, the disparity between

the time scales associated with changes in wind direction and the yawing speed of

a typical turbine inevitably results in the turbine operating almost continuously in

some degree of yawed flow. Under yawed conditions the blades experience cyclic

variations in incidence which can, if severe enough, result in dynamic stall (Shipley

et al. 1995a). The severe load fluctuations associated with this phenomenon can

play an important role in both the aerodynamic performance of the turbine and the

fatigue life of its structure. Obviously, the aerodynamic loads must be well under-

stood before the structural response can be accurately determined. Studies have

been initiated to examine dynamic stall, tower shadow on downwind machines and

dynamic inflow and the results from these studies have fuelled the development of

new predictive methods. The impact of this work on the aeroelastic tailoring of

future blade designs should not be underestimated.

The way in which the onset flow conditions for such a flow are modelled are described

here. The sign convention and reference systems for yaw 7, and blade azimuth angle

, follow those used in the TEA Annex XIV Field Rotor Aerodynamics (Schepers et
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al. 1997). The configuration for yawed flow is showed in Figure 2.3.

V00

Figure 2.3: Schematic yawed inflow configuration for a downwind wind turbine

For non-zero yaw the incoming wind speed, V can be reduced to normal and

cross-flow components relative to the rotor disc

	

vn = V00 cos 'y
	

(2.30)

	

Vc = —Vc,sin'y
	

(2.31)

Then, the tangential velocity to the rotor is given by

	

V = r + V cos
	

(2.32)

Where r is the rotational velocity at the blade radius under consideration, and

is the blade azimuth angle measured from the upward vertical position. Thus, the
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local tip speed ratio at a given radial location and azimuth angle in yawed flow can

be expressed as

Vt	 r—Vsin'ycos
Ar = - =	 (2.33)

Vn	 Vcos'y

From Eq. (2.33), the dependence of Ar on azimuthal position implies that the angle

of attack of the blade will vary with time in yawed flow.

As stated above, the angle of attack at the blade is therefore no longer constant

around the azimuthal angle, '. This cyclic variation in incidence results in a effective

pitching of the turbine blade. If the reduced frequency of this pitching is high

enough, unsteady effects are manifest, deviating the loading from the steady values.

If unsteady effects become severe they may result in dynamic stall.

2.3 Results and Discussion

As mentioned previously in Chapter 1, the basic model will still exhibit the classical

limitations of a BEM model at low wind speed or high yaw angles; i.e. the predicted

blade incidence will be prone to error. Although the predicted unsteadiness, i.e.

locations of dynamic stall will be sensitive to this effect, it is likely that the gross

distribution will still be correctly characterised. Nevertheless, the general level of

prediction obtained from the scheme is suitable for preliminary investigations. This

is illustrated in Figure 2.4 where the BEM predicted spanwise variation in blade in-

cidence on the NREL Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment, UAE Phase IV turbine

is compared with predictions from the more sophisticated Prescribed Wake scheme

of Coton and Wang (1999) over a range of wind velocities. The general level of agree-

ment shown in this figure gives confidence that the BEM model provides a suitable

platform for the following investigation of three-dimensional unsteady effects.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of BEM and Prescribed Wake predicted incidence, yaw=O°



Chapter 3

Three-Dimensional Stall Delay

Modelling

3.1 Three-Dimensional Effects in Stall

With the appearance on the horizon of new rotor technologies such as megaWatt

wind turbines, tiltrotor helicopters, microflight machines and space rotary wing

devices, and the increased tendency for more aerodynamically efficient blades, in-

terest has grown in understanding the physics of rotating blades. Specifically, the

way in which non-linear additional lift is generated when compared to the classical

aerodynamics of a wing section in a steady airflow, has received considerable interest.

In real conditions rotor blades operate facing an unsteady 3—D flow (axial, tan-

gential and radial to the rotor plane), which includes aerodynamic transients in

time bound together through the rotational movement of finite blades with a 3—D

geometry.

For attached flow on rotating blades, the radial or spanwise flow is not effective

compared to chordwise flow and hence the flow might be considered 2—D (Fogarty

1951). Thus, application of lift and drag coefficients, C1 and Cd obtained from 2-
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D wind tunnel measurements to predict the aerodynamic forces on rotating blade

sections shows a good degree of accuracy, provided the sections are operating well

below stall.

In contrast, for separated flow, rotating blades exhibit a sensitivity to chordwise

flow which changes the stall mechanism. At high wind speeds, when the rotor blade

is close to stall, the measured power curve and C values on a stall regulated wind

turbine exceed the values predicted by steady 2—D aerofoil data. More generally,

through experiments (Milborrow 1985, Butterfield 1989b, Madsen 1991, Butterfield

et at. 1992a, Butterfield et at. 1992b), it has been established that, especially on in-

board sections of the blade, stall is delayed to angles of attack well above those meas-

ured in two dimensional wind tunnel tests. This is due to a rotating blade stalling

differently. In steady head on flow, this has been related to how the boundary layer

on a rotating blade delays stall beyond the non-rotating static stall angle measured

in a wind tunnel. Moreover, this stall delay gives rise to larger lift coefficients, which

can be close to twice those obtained in 2—D wind tunnel tests. Figure 1.2, showed

the extent to which such a wind tunnel prediction may differ from field measured

C data on a typical wind turbine.

In reality, as discussed above, there exists a spanwise flow along the rotating

blade, resulting in strong 3—D flow effects (McCroskey and Yaggy 1968, Young and

Williams 1972). Thus, BEM prediction methods, based on traditional 2—D aerofoil

data, under-predict aerodynamic forces particularly at high wind speeds when the

blades are operating at or above the 2—D stalling incidence. Peak power is under

predicted by 10% to 30% in these conditions, (Tangler and Selig 1997).

Within a BEM model, it is assumed that there is no aerodynamic interference

between one blade element and another and that steady 2—D aerofoil lift and drag

coefficients obtained from wind tunnel experiments can be used on each element. At

each element, one-dimensional momentum theory is applied in the axial direction
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and radial dependency is exclusively included kinematically, through local incidence

and rotational speed.

In steady flow, significant 3—D considerations are i) non rotational, tip and root,

end effects, and ii) three-dimensionality arising from the blade geometry and ro-

tation. The former has traditionally been incorporated in BEM models via some

form of tip-loss correction. The latter, which is the primary contributor to the stall

delay phenomenon, is not usually represented in a BEM model. Nevertheless, it is

possible to include the effects of 3—D stall delay within such a model by adjustment

of the sectional aerodynamic data used to drive the calculation. The extent to which

this can be done successfully is considered in the remainder of this chapter. Both

steady and unsteady inflow conditions can contribute to the 3—D effect but, only

time averaged head on flow, is considered. Later, in Chapter 4 an attempt is made

to model the impact of unsteady 3—D effects on the stalling process.

3—D Rotating Stall Delay

Stall delay due to rotation is by no means new, and can be found throughout the

whole spectrum of the rotor aerodynamic community. An extensive experimental

stall delay related bibliography covering tests on helicopter rotors in hover and

forward flight, wind turbines, tiltrotor experiments, and propellers operating within

a duct or in a free stream, can be founded in Corrigan and Schillings (1994). The

experimental work from the authors cited in this paper concluded that a rotating

blade section behaves differently from an aerofoil section isolated in a free stream.

As discussed above, the rotating blade section generates much higher lift than the

aerofoil, through some stall delaying mechanism.

Three-dimensional stall delay due to rotation has been attributed to a radial flow

which is initiated by centrifugal viscous pumping and the radial pressure gradient,

resulting in an outboard spanwise flow from root to tip, Snel et al. (1993). The
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spanwise flow is then influenced by Coriolis forces on the rotating blade. These

Coriolis forces will produce (positive) favourable pressure gradients in the chordwise

direction, significantly increasing suction in the separated region. As a result, the

separation is shifted to a higher angle of attack by the favourable pressure gradient,

generating higher Cjm than on a non-rotating blade (Schlichting 1979).

Himmeiskamp (1947) was the first to measure an increment in the amount of

lift on a rotating blade system when compared with 2—D data. For his experiments

he used a two-bladed propeller, where one of the blades was instrumented with

pressure taps along circular arcs at various radial blade stations. A lift enhancement

was obtained from the rotating blade sections compared with a stationary aerofoil

measured in the wind tunnel. Further, the stall delay became more severe on the

inner blade sections towards the center of rotation. He ascribed the effect to a

the radial flow created by centrifugal and Coriolis forces with the most important

mechanism being the resulting thinning of the boundary layer, delaying stall.

Milborrow (1985), studied the development of spanwise flows on wind turbine

blades and a fan, where a critical evaluation of experimental data from different

sources is made and a theoretical basis for radial flow is developed.

A more recent experiment on a rotating and a non-rotating wind turbine blade

was conducted by Ronsten (1992). The author indicates that the strongest 3—D

effects appear to be confined to regions of separated flow on the blades.

Stall delay due to rotation has been modelled with sophisticated CFD methods

by for example (Sorensen 1986, Narramore and Vermeland 1992, Chaviaropoulos

1996, Duque et al. 1999). Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, these Navier-

Stokes codes have some specific drawbacks including extensive computational time.

Additionally, as a participant on the Joule II Project, Dynamic Stall and 3—D Effects,

Voutsinas (1995) noted that Navier—Stokes methods for calculating the viscous flow

around wind turbine blades, were highly sensitive to the choice of turbulence models.
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Despite these problems, systematic use of such codes may help to develop new simple

and practical engineering tools.

For design purposes, simplified methods need to be implemented in prediction

codes that capture the first order effects of rotation. Progress has been made in

developing such engineering tools. A useful review can be found in the next section,

before the engineering method adopted here to model three-dimensional steady stall

due to rotation is described.

3.2 Modelling Tools Background

Over the past five decades theoretical research has been carried out on the solution

of the boundary layer on a rotating blade. Fogarty and Sears were among the first

researchers to publish work on the rotation of laminar boundary layers (Sears 1950,

Fogarty and Sears 1950). The assumptions made by these researchers, consisted

of the chordwise and radial momentum equations being decoupled. The chordwise

velocity at radial stations was independent of the spanwise velocity due to rotation,

thus the separation was unaffected by rotation. Therefore, their results for the

rotating environment were similar to those of the boundary layer behaviour on a

fixed wing. This work provided no insight into why a rotating blade section performs

differently from a static aerofoil.

Subsequently, other researchers took a different approach. Without making the

same assumptions, Banks and Gadd (1963) established a set of equations coupled

through the Coriolis and centrifugal forces. In addition, they assumed an external

flow having a linear adverse velocity gradient, acting in the chordwise direction on

the blade's suction surface. Banks and Gadd (1963) concluded: "rotation is found

to delay laminar separation and sometimes to prevent it entirely". Following a

more detailed analysis, by means of a straightforward integration technique, Dwyer
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and McCroskey (1970) confirmed Banks and Gadd's results and concluded that the

turbulent regions of the boundary layer are the key to understanding the effect

that rotation has on the stall delay process. Almost 20 years later, Narramore and

Vermeland (1992) conducted computations using a Navier—Stokes solver with an

algebraic turbulence model, and showed that laminar boundary layer separation was

postponed by rotation and particularly at inboard sections the delay on separation

was extremely pronounced on a blade similar to the V-22 tilt rotor system. They

also concluded that Banks and Gadd's results are also manifest in a turbulent flow.

As a result of the theoretical modelling efforts, engineering methods have emerged.

Methods of this type, based on experimental observation and simplified theoretical

analysis of centrifugal and Coriolis terms, have been proposed for rotating wind

turbine blades (Viterna and Corrigan 1981, Eggers and Digumarthi 1992, Snel et

al. 1993, Corrigan and Schillings 1994, Tangler and Selig 1997, Du and Selig 1998).

Viterna and Corrigan (1981) proposed a method based on the modification of

2—D lift coefficients via field test measurements of the power in stall. Because of

the empirical nature of the method, it may give good results once the experimental

data are known, but it cannot be used to model different blade configurations under

various flow conditions, especially when dealing with novel designs.

Eggers and Digumarthi (1992) presented a scaling model based on approximate

power series solutions of the Navier—Stokes equations in which the centrifugal and

Coriolis effects on spanwise pressure distributions and flows are considered to be

of first order while the effects of these on chordwise quantities are neglected, and

assumed to be of second order. The rotational effects can then be calculated by

adding scaling factors to the wind tunnel aerofoil data. Therefore, pressure data

from the corresponding blade are required to calculate the scale factors, suffering

from the same limitation as the previous method regarding new blade platforms. The

predicted mean power and pressure distributions from using this approach compare
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well with the NREL Phase II test data for a no taper, no twist blade.

In Snel et al. (1993) a 3—D boundary layer formulation for a rotating system is

simplified to obtain a 2—D procedure using the incompressibility assumption for a

high aspect ratio blade. The effects of centrifugal and Coriolis forces are retained.

This method relates the increment in lift due to stall delay to the local blade solidity,

c/r. The proposed formula is f = tanh3(c/r) 2 3(c/r). The success of the

analysis is only qualitative. It was observed by Corrigan and Schillings (1994) that

the results from this correction, although qualitatively correct, appear to overpredict

the effects of rotation on Cjm by a considerable amount. Snel et al. (1994) also

noted this and recommended, on the basis of the comparison of computed results

against experimental wind turbine data, that f required reduction by a factor of

2/3.

Corrigan and Schillings (1994) empirical model modifies 2—D aerofoil data to

account for stall delay effects due to rotation. Based on Bell helicopter experience

and correlation, the model relies heavily on the data published by Banks and Gadd

(1963). The model assumes an external chordwise flow with an adverse velocity

gradient which provides a parameter to represent the stall delay in the form k(c/r),

where k, the velocity gradient is a function of the local solidity (c/r). The term n

determines the strength of the rotation, and after correlating against some of the

available test data, Corrigan and Schillings indicate that this varies from 0.8 to 1.6,

and recommend the use of ri = 1 for a wide range of cases.

Tangler and Selig (1997) presented an evaluation of Corrigan and Schillings

(1994) stall delay model applied to two HAWT blades; one with a constant chord and

a second with taper, but both with twist. The stall delay model was implemented in

the BEM code named PROP (Wilson and Lissaman 1974), and compared against

NREL test data. They concluded that Corrigan and Schillings (1994)'s model ap-

pears to quantify the first-order effects of rotation and that empirical terms used in
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the method required further evaluation.

Recently a engineering stall delay model, for wind turbine blades has been pro-

posed by Du and Selig (1998). This model is described below and has been adopted

for the purposes of the present work.

3.3 3—D Stall Delay Model

The method of Du and Selig (1998) was chosen for the current work because it

represents the latest generation of engineering methods for 3—D stall delay. More

especially, the new correlation is the first, to the author's knowledge, that accounts

in an explicit form for both, blade shape and rotational speed. By implementation

into the BEM code, described in Chapter 2, an evaluation of its ability to quantify

the influence of 3—D rotational effects over the rotor blade has been conducted and

presented below.

The model is based on the analysis of laminar boundary layer development under

the influence of rotational effects, and, in this way, simulates a delay in the movement

of the separation point for the rotating blade.

3.3.1 The 3—D Boundary Layer Equations

3—D Terms

The equations of motion for the 3—D incompressible steady boundary layer in

cylindrical coordinates, Figure 3.1, are given by

t9Vr	8Vr	 UVr	 1 073 1 OTr (V0 -
Vr+V0+Vz	

++	
(3.1)

Dr	 rDO	 Q
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Dve	
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of 3-D Separation coordinate system on the blade

Vr3V7OV03Vz
—+---+--+---=O	 (3.3)

They are the r-momentum, 0-momentum, and continuity equations, respectively.

It has been assumed that the surface on which the boundary layer develops is in the

plane of rotation z = 0. Tr and r0 are the shear stresses in the r- and 0- directions,

respectively.

From the momentum equations, the 3-D terms can be clearly identified. The
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0-momentum equation (Eq. 3.2) contains the Coriolis-force term (2lVr) and co-

ordinate curvature term (VVo/r). The r-momentum equation (Eq. 3.1) contains

the centrifugal-force term that consists of a coordinate curvature term (V 2 /r), a

Coriolis-force component (-2Vo2r) and the formal centrifugal force (122r) resulting

from the rotation of the coordinate system.

Numerical Solution of Integral Boundary Layer Equations

The technique used to integrate the above boundary layer equations by Du and Selig

(1998) is based on that of Snel et al. (1994). The full 3—D integral boundary layer

equations are simplified into a 2—D form, where the 3—D terms for centrifugal and

Coriolis forces are retained. The solution is further simplified by assuming laminar

boundary-layer velocity profiles in the chordwise, 9 direction, and in the spanwise

or radial direction, r. Moreover, the boundary conditions for radial, tangential and

normal velocities are expressed as:

. at z=O on the blade surface, V. = = V = 0

. at z=oo outside the boundary layer, Vo = /(V) 2 + ( R) 2 (1 - ks) and

VrVzO

where k is a constant, which represents the velocity gradient and s is the arc distance

from the leading edge along the surface of the blade section r.

An external flow with a linear adverse velocity similar to that of Banks and Gadd

(1963) is assumed in order to solve the laminar case. The result of integrating the

boundary layer equations from the leading edge up to the laminar separation point,

s, gives an equation where the separation factor ks is expressed in the form

ks = f	 s/r)	 (3.4)
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where ks is a function of a modified local tip speed ratio Am = 2r/./(V) 2 + (lr)2,

the point of laminar separation s and the radial position r, Figure 3.1. The sep-

aration factor is numerically calculated by means of Eq. 3.4 for different values of

Am and s/r. The numerical results from Du and Selig at Am=l are presented in

Figure 3.2. In this figure, for a fixed value of ), the separation factor ks increases

with increasing s/r. Therefore, stall delay will increase on the inboard sections of

the blade, and for a fixed radial position with s the arc length along the aerofoil

surface. The assumptions inherent in the numerical model can, thus, be summarised

as:

• The full 3—D integral boundary layer equations are not used, instead 2—D

equations are enriched with some preserved 3—D terms.

• Surface curvature of the blade in the chorwise direction has been neglected, as

if the flat sector of a circle is rotating in its own plane.

• An external flow with a linear adverse velocity gradient is imposed on the

blade.

• Only laminar boundary layer separation is considered.

3.3.2 Formulation of the Separation Model

A simple correlation that simulates the numerical results of Eq. 3.4 is required, if

an engineering tool based on the above method is to be employed in a design code.

Following the work of Du and Selig (1998) a simple semi-empirical relation allows

the notional position of the boundary layer separation point to be related to the

ratio of local chord to local radius, (c/r), and the rotational speed of the rotor ft In
particular, the forward movement of the separation point, with increasing incidence,

is delayed as these two parameters increase in magnitude. The non-dimensional
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parameter, ks, is then an indicator of the severity of the three-dimensional stall

delay.

Du and Selig propose a correlation to simulate 3—D rotating separation as follows

C1 - (s/r)In
ks = 1.6 (s/r).	 (3.5)

C2 + (s/r)Am

In general, the greater the difference between the two-dimensional value of ks

and its value at some point on the rotating blade, the more severe the stall delay is

likely to be. This difference, termed i(ks) , is given by the expression

Li

	

1.6(s/r) C1 - (s/r)Am	
(3.6)L(ks) 

= 0.1267	 Li
C2 + (s/r)'m

In light of the empirical and approximate nature of the correction, the ratio

s/r is replaced by the blade local solidity parameter c/r. Also ) is replaced by a

modified tip speed ratio A and Eq. 3.6 is then re-expressed as

/(ks) - 
1.6(c/r) C1 - (c/r) A

1______ __________ -— 0.1267 C2+(c/r)A

where

1R	 A
A= _______ = ___

/(Voo) 2 + (QR) 2 \/1 + A2

The ratio of local chord to local radius (c/r), which accounts for the geometry of

the blade, appears directly in the above expression, whereas, the modified tip speed

ratio A, is used to account for the effect of rotation. The coefficient 0.1267 is the

two-dimensional value of ks for a 2—D flow without rotation. The factors C1 , C2,

and C3 are empirical constants and, following the recommendation of Du and Selig

(1998), are set to unity. In this form, Eq. (3.7), can be used to identify regions of

the rotor liable to experience three-dimensional stall delay.
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3.4 Implementation of the 3-D Stall Delay Model

3.4.1 Sensitivity of the Correlation to the Coefficients

Initially, in order to implement Eq. (3.7) into the BEM model, the coefficients C1,

C2 , and C3 need to be selected. Based on their full numerical model, Du and Selig

found them to vary from approximately 0.8 to 1.2 for C1 , C2 and from 0.4 to 1.0

for C3 . They recommended that the three coefficients be set to unity, but this does

not result in a very accurate fitting of the correlation expressed in Eq. (3.5) to the

numerical solution represented by Eq. (3.4) as can be observed in Figure 3.2.

The Figure 3.2 shows the variation of the separation factor with the local blade

solidity parameter c/r, for a fixed value of the modified local tip speed equal to unity.

It can be clearly seen how the correlation differs consistently from the numerical

solution, especially at the inboard positions of the blade.

Thus, prior to the implementation of the model, the sensitivity of the calcu-

lation to the three coefficients from Eq. (3.5) was evaluated. This sensitivity is

highlighted in Figure 3.3 were the values of the coefficients have been varied in the

ranges suggested by Du and Selig to produce the entire range of possible numerical

solutions.

3.4.2 Sensitivity of the Correlation to the Speed Ratio

To evaluate how the separation point is affected by changes in the )'m speed ratio,

the coefficients were set to C1 = C2 = C3 1, as recommended by Du and Selig

(1998). According to their numerical model ks should increase when augmenting

m for every value of c/r. Contrary to this, as can be seen from the calculations of

Eq. 3.5 in Figure 3.4, ks decreases when 	 is increased from 0.6 to 1 for any value

of c/r.

As a preliminary conclusion, it can be established that in order to reproduce,
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Figure 3.4: Effect of m in the separation factor ks

each radial station considered on the blade to simulate the numerical results.

. From Figure 3.4 the coefficients C1 , C2 , C3 should further vary with the speed

ratio ), for a fixed radial position, whenever there is a change in wind velocity

or rotational speed.

As can be seen from the previous comparison of numerical results against the

correlation, the values of the coefficients might need some refinement. Because of

the lack of available experimental data to validate any new set of these parameters,

it was decided to set Ci = C2 = C3 = 1, on the basis of the advice of Selig (1998).

Once these coefficients have been set, Eq. (3.7) is implemented into the BEM model,

to assess the onset and severity of the three-dimensional stall delay phenomenon.

3.5 Results and Discussion

3.5.1 Results: Regions Of Stall Delay

NREL's Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment, UAE wind turbine was chosen as the

basis for examination of three-dimensional stall delay. This machine was chosen

because of the wealth of field data which it has been used to collect and because
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it is now the focus of experiments to assess the impact of unsteady aerodynamics

on wind turbines. It is a 10.058 metre diameter, three-bladed downwind machine

that rotates clockwise (viewed from downwind) at a constant 72 r.p.m. The turbine

is supported on a 0.406 metre cylindrical tower. The data used in this study came

from NREL's UAE Phase II of the experiment (Butterfield et al. 1992b, Schepers

et al. 1997) which utilised untwisted rectangular planform blades of chord 0.457m.

These blades, whose cross-section was the NREL S809 aerofoil, were set at a constant

+12° pitch angle.

The results presented here are computed for Eq. (3.7) with Ci =C2=C3 =1, and

serve to identify regions of the rotor liable to experience three-dimensional stall delay.

It is known that three-dimensional stall delay is, generally, manifest on inboard

regions of wind turbine blades. In Figure 3.5(a), contours of the parameter L(ks)

are presented for the baseline case of a 18.9 rn/s onset flow at zero yaw. As discussed

previously, higher values of L(ks) indicate that stall delay due to rotation is likely

to be more severe. Values of z(ks) below unity indicate regions of the rotor where

such effects are likely to be almost negligible. As the figure shows, the severity of the

three-dimensional stall delay increases significantly towards the rotor hub. This is

entirely consistent with NREL Phase II field measurements (Butterfield et al. 1992b)

and computational studies (Sorensen 1986, Narramore and Vermeland 1992).

3.5.2 Effect of Changes in Wind Velocity

Increasing the wind speed has remarkably little effect on the result as can be observed

in Figure 3.5(b). In this figure, the wind speed has been increased to 37.9 rn/s which

corresponds to a tip speed ratio of unity. Despite this significant change in velocity,

there is only a very small outboard movement of the contours. The reason why the

change is so small relates to the use of the modified tip speed ratio parameter, A,

in the Eq. (3.8). The modified tip speed ratio parameter changes very little despite
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the large change in velocity. As a result, it is questionable whether this parameter

is an appropriate medium to represent changes in onset flow speed. Decreasing the

wind speed to 10 rn/s in Figure 3.5(c) has a negligible effect producing nearly the

same contours as for higher wind speeds.

3.5.3 Effect of Changes in Yaw

Another factor which may influence three-dimensional stall delay is any variation in

the onset flow angle. In fact, as shown in Figure 3.6, even a yaw angle of +30° has

almost no effect on the extent of the stall delay region.

One small effect which can be identified by careful comparison of Figure 3.5 and

Figure 3.6 is the flattening of the contours as they pass through tower shadow, at

180° azimuth, in the zero yaw case. The tower shadow effect is not so apparent in

the yawed case but does appear in Figure 3.6(a) and (b) as a slight disturbance in

the L(ks)=1 contour at approximately 170° and 190° azimuth, respectively. Tower

wake effects will be fully addressed on Chapter 5, Tower Shadow, where the blade

interaction with the tower wake is examined by means of modelling and experimental

results.
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Figure 3.5: Influence of wind velocity on 3—D effects for NREL UAE Phase II
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Figure 3.6: Influence of yawed flow on 3-D effects for NREL UAE Phase II

3.5.4 Discussion

The characteristics of the model evaluated in this study exhibit some limitations

when reproducing the effects of 3-D flow on wind turbine blades. This is discussed

further below.

The Stall Delay Model
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From the results presented above it appears that the 3—D correlation correctly rep-

resents the sensitivity to the blade shape term c/r. Use of the model confirms c/r as

the main parameter of influence. It also, however, exhibits a heavy dependency on

C1 , C2 , C3 , which is problematic as these coefficients are not uniquely defined. It is

suggested that a better fit could be achieved by varying the value of the coefficients

at each radial station; although the manner in which this should be done is unclear.

Finally, the model appears to have low sensitivity to changes in wind velocity and

rotational speed for the normal operational conditions of the NREL Phase II wind

turbine.

It is noted above that the model is based on a laminar separation analysis, not

taking into consideration the turbulent boundary layer. The movement of the sep-

aration point of the laminar boundary layer is a very significant factor in the 3—D

stalling process but it is not the only factor. Flow visualisation, e.g. McCroskey

(1971), has provided insight into the way in which spanwise flows develop on wind

turbine blades and has indicated that the strongest effects appear to be confined

to turbulent regions of separated flow on the blades. This modifies the pressure

distribution in the separated region and, consequently, 3—D chordwise pressure dis-

tributions often bear little resemblance to their 2—D counterparts, (Ronsten 1992).

Consideration of a turbulent radial flow thus appears to be appropriate.

There are contradictory opinions about the movement of the separation point on

a rotating blade when compared to the 2—D case. Snel et al. in his study of Sectional

Prediction states: "the real separation line is the same as 2—D". McCroskey (1971),

based on measurements and flow visualization, also notes no change in the separation

location on the rotating blade. Depending on the nature of the experiment there are

different observations: Savino and Nyland (1983) in a wind turbine flow visualization

experiment, found radial flow downstream of the separation line on the suction side

of the blade. Besides this, the location of the separation line was found to be 10%
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to 20% of chord downstream when compared to a 2—D non-rotating blade.

Another feature of the Du and Selig model is that it does not account for Reyn-

olds number, therefore omitting variations in the boundary layer thickness. The

radial flow on the blade increases the Reynolds number thus reducing the boundary

layer thickness over the suction surface of the blade (Tangler and Selig 1997). In

the head-on situation, the outward radial flow is stronger on inboard sections where

the larger Reynolds number, thins the boundary layer, promoting a more attached

flow. This might play an important role in the stall delay mechanism.

A further potential limitation of the model of Du and Selig is that it neglects

radial flow generated by yaw angle. In the yawed case, a cross-flow is manifest, as

seen in Eq. (2.31) from Chapter 2. This cross-flow will have a radial flow component,

Vr, which will change direction depending on the azimuthal position of the blade 'b,

since V,- V sin . If the blade tip is pointing towards the cross flow, the radial flow

will go from tip to root. On the other side of the rotor disk, the radial flow will be

from root to tip. Therefore the thinning of the boundary layer changes in a cyclic

fashion with azimuth and can be more severe either towards the root or towards the

tip. As shown in Figure 3.6, yawed flow has almost no effect on the results produced

by the correlation assessing the severity of the three-dimensional stall delay.

One further consideration in the Du and Selig model is that the blade shape

contribution to the stall delay is only expressed by the ratio of local chord to local

radius, c/r. As a result, other parameters such as the twist angle, are not considered.

In a recent study from Chaviaropoulos and Hansen (2000), 3—D and rotational vis-

cous effects were investigated by means of a quasi 3—D Navier—Stokes solver for

both laminar and turbulent flow. The work suggested that "the two most import-

ant parameters that trigger three-dimensional effects are the chord by radii ratio

and the twist angle of the considered blade section". It is also added that those

effects do not influence the attached flow regime significantly, while they play an
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important role where the flow is massively separated.

Other Models

Most authors (Milborrow 1985, Snel et al. 1993, Corrigan and Schillings 1994, Tan-

gler and Selig 1997, Du and Selig 1998), use the dr blade shape function as an in-

tegral part of the empirical model, based on the analysis of centrifugal and Coriolis

forces within the laminar boundary layer or both laminar and turbulent boundary

layers (Chaviaropoulos and Hansen 2000). There are only a few examples were 3—D

rotational effects are considered in an alternative way.

Wentz and Calhoun (1981) looked to r/R, the ratio of local radius to tip radius

of the blade to provide a correlation. The results from this method appeared to

overpredict the measurements.

Eggleston (1990) suggested on the basis of flow visualization that a possible cause

for the increase in lift coefficients near the blade root may be a trapped vortex.

Wood (1991), regarded 3—D flow differently than the centrifugal and Coriolis

force approach. He hypothesized that 3—D effects are related to the inviscid, ex-

ternal flow. Wood assumed that the main cause of the stall delay was the influence

of trailing edge vorticity, and as a consequence that stall delay depends mainly on

the local blade solidity and local tip speed ratio. His results are obtained by means

of a 3—D panel method, with a helical vortex formulation for the trailing edge vor-

ticity. Apparently the results indicated that increasing local blade solidity c/r and

decreasing the local tip speed ratio, )tr, increased the 3—D effects. The chordwise

pressure distributions for the blade (3—D) and the aerofoil (2—D) presented sharper

differences near the root sections and for higher wind velocities. Increasing Ar,

Wood showed a closer agreement between the blade and the aerofoil pressure dis-

tributions. He also added that three-dimensionality affects both, the structure of

turbulence and transition, and that these effects would have to be considered when,
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eventually, boundary layer calculations were performed along with the external flow

calculation.

3.6 Conclusions

In line with previous work, it has been shown that three-dimensional stall delay

is restricted to inboard blade sections regardless of the onset flow condition. The

results showed an acceptable sensitivity to the blade shape c/r parameter, but almost

no dependency to changes in wind velocity and rotational speed for the normal

operational conditions of the NREL Phase II wind turbine.

In order to improve 3—D calculations a better physical understanding of the flow

under rotational conditions is needed. Full numerical calculations together with

experimental flow measurements and visualization may throw some new light onto

the physics of 3—D stall delay. This, in turn, may provide the basis for new simple

and practical empirical models that capture and embody the physics of turbulence

and separated flows around rotating wind turbine blades.



Chapter 4

Dynamic Stall Onset Prediction

4.1 Introduction

Wind turbines operate in a complex three-dimensional aerodynamic environment

within which they experience rapidly changing unsteady aerodynamics. A wide

range of operational parameters contribute to the unsteady flow over a wind turbine

blade including atmospheric turbulence, wind speed variations, wind shear, skewed

flow, yawed flow, control inputs, the influence of the turbine tower on the blades,

blade and aerofoil shape and deformation, roughness sensitivity and the disturbance

created by other turbines in close proximity. In addition, unsteady aerodynamics

are of major importance in predicting performance, dynamic loads and fatigue lim-

its. Aspects of unsteady aerodynamics have been documented by Leishman (2002),

Robinson et al. (1995), Hansen and Butterfield (1993), Madsen (1991) and Galbraith

et al. (1990).

There are no theories or models for wind turbines which can properly account

for all of the unsteady factors listed above. One particular unsteady effect, which

has recently attracted the attention of wind turbine researchers, is the dynamic stall

event.
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The term dynamic stall refers to unsteady flow separation occurring on aero-

dynamic bodies which execute an unsteady motion. Dynamic stall phenomena are

often observed during the operation of wind turbines, the forward or manoeuvering

flight of helicopters, insect wings, on propeller and turbomachinery blades and on

the wings of rapidly manoeuvering aircraft. The physics of the dynamic stall pro-

cess are detailed by McCroskey et al. (1976), Carr (1977), McCroskey (1981), Carr

(1988) and Carr and Chandrasekhara (1996).

On stall regulated wind turbines, large portions of the blades suffer from separ-

ated flow at high wind velocities during normal operating conditions. In addition,

under yawed conditions, the blade section will experience a cyclic variation in incid-

ence which produces an effective blade pitching motion relative to the onset flow.

In the case of pitch regulated machines, this same effect may be originated from

both the delay in activating the mechanism and the sudden pitching motion of the

blade. Regardless of the type of control employed to regulate the power output, the

pitching motion, means that the blade sections operate in unsteady conditions.

When the flow separates from the blade surface, the aerodynamic characteristics

become progressively non-linear and stall hysteresis can occur for a periodically vary-

ing incidence. This non-reversible effect occurs due to the differences in separation

and reattachment for an increment or decrement in angle of attack. During stalled

operation, if the cyclic variations in incidence are such that the hysteresis is severe

enough, then highly non-linear effects will dynamically affect the stall process.

It has been generally accepted that dynamic stall is manifest when the static stall

angle has been dynamically exceeded due to severe pitching, or translational motions

as plunging or flapping. A characteristic feature of the dynamic stall process is a

delay in the forward movement of separation and the formation and shedding of a

discrete vortex near the leading edge, whose convection over the upper surface of the

aerofoil induces a highly unsteady pressure field. As a result, a delay in the onset of
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stall to a higher angle of attack than the static stall angle is produced together with

hysteresis loops in the unsteady lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients when

plotted as a function of incidence.

The sequence of events during dynamic stall have been studied by many re-

searchers in wind tunnel experiments on aerofoils. These can be summarised briefly

as observed by Carr (1977) or Niven (1988) as follows

. flow reversal from the trailing edge prior to flow separation at the leading edge,

subsequent shedding of a vortical structure from the leading edge,

. vortex convection downstream over the chord,

. as the vortex leaves the trailing edge, the flow over the aerofoil becomes fully

separated,

. when the angle of attack is reduced the flow reattaches, leading edge to trailing

edge.

The evolution of this process is shown in Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1.

The loads produced under these circumstances can be much higher than the

equivalent steady-state loads and may have important life cycle implications for a

wind turbine. Under certain conditions lift coefficients as great as five times their

maximum static counterparts are produced during formation of the dynamic stall

vortex, (Robinson et al. 1995).

As a result of the severity of the dynamic stall events, it has become clear that

a preliminary aerodynamic design method for wind turbines must be capable of

detecting the onset of the dynamic stall process. Modelling of the whole dynamic

stall process is beyond the scope of this work, but the prediction of its inception is

considered here.
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The objective has been to develop an engineering method, to detect the onset

of dynamic stall suitable for routine design work on wind turbine blade planforms.

The work here has focussed on both the detection of the dynamic stall phenomenon

and the prediction of its likely severity.

In this section a modified Blade Element/Momentum, BEM method is presented

which tracks temporal changes in blade incidence to identify regions of the rotor

disc which are susceptible to dynamic stall. It does this via a previously developed

dynamic stall onset correlation, Gracey et al. (1996), which is used for the detection

of dynamic stall onset. The results from the method are compared with experimental

data from two wind turbine configurations. In general, the method is shown to give

good predictions over a wide range of operating conditions and inflow angles.

4.2 Brief Overview: Experimental and Modelling

Dynamic Stall

A brief overview of previous studies of dynamic stall on wind turbines will now be

presented to put the present work in context.

Experimental Efforts Review

In 1989 Butterfield (1989a) presented results that quantified both the existence of

dynamic stall and its effect on rotor loads by measuring pressure distributions on a

10 m HAWT. Dynamic stall was shown to occur as a consequence of several factors,

including turbulence, tower shadow, and yawed flow. Also, the existence of dy-

namic hysteresis was found to significantly increase yaw loads. In a further study

by Hansen et al. (1990), it was again found that stall hysteresis has a large influence

on rotor yawing moments. Instantaneous pressure distributions measured on the

rotor provided conclusive evidence that stall hysteresis was present and calculations
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showed that the hysteresis increased the mean yaw moment dramatically (typically

over 100%) and the cyclic yaw moments to a lesser extent. In 1991 Madsen (1991)

published the results of a four year project on the experimental aerodynamics of a

100 kW HAWT in natural (field) conditions conducted by the RisØ National Labor-

atory. In particular, the measurements were designed to quantify the importance of

both 3—D flow on a rotating wing and unsteady effects. From the unsteady aerody-

namics analysis it was concluded "that clear stall hysteresis loops can occur when

the yaw error is big". Results from the Combined Experiment, conducted by the

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, NREL, have shown that unsteady aerody-

namics are present to some extent in all operating conditions and that dynamic stall

can occur for high yaw angle operation while stall hysteresis can be detected at even

small yaw angles (Butterfield et at. 1992a, Shipley et at. 1995a, Huyer et at. 1996).

Continuation of the Combined Experiment, under the name of the Unsteady Aero-

dynamics Experiment, UAE by NREL (Simms et at. 1999), has provided the op-

portunity to comprehend and characterise the three-dimensional, unsteady, vortical

flows that dominate the wind turbine blade aerodynamics (Schreck et al. 2000).

Historically, most of this research has been inspired by observations from dy-

namic stall studies on nominally two-dimensional aerofoils. More recent wind tunnel

experimental studies on three-dimensional blade geometries show interesting blade

planform effects on the three-dimensionality of the dynamic stall process, (Moir and

Coton 1995, Coton and Gaibraith 1999, Coton et at. 2001, Tan and Carr 1996).

Recently a remarkable experiment has been carried out by NREL in the NASA

Ames wind tunnel (Hand et at. 2001 b). This unique effort involved the wind tun-

nel testing of a well instrumented full size wind turbine and produced aerodynamic

measurements of high quality, which were free of the environmental disturbances

that compromise field data. These new measurements may help to improve the fu-

ture knowledge base of wind turbine rotor aerodynamics, (Schreck et at. 2001) and
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with it, predictive and modelling methods (Simms et al. 2001).

Numerical and Semi-empirical Modelling

One of the first to consider dynamic stall effects on wind turbine performance was

Cardona (1984) in 1984, who simulated it using a free vortex model of a VAWT.

The study of HAWT unsteady aerodynamics with engineering or numerical models

for dynamic stall has progressed well (Thresher et al. 1986, Hansen 1995, Pierce and

Hansen 1995, Voutsinas and Riziotis 1996, Riziotis et al. 1996, Ekaterinaris et al.

1998, Johansen 1999). The results from these studies have fuelled the development

of new predictive methods. Semi-empirical methods attempt to use static aerofoil

test data with corrections based on experimental tests to model dynamic stall events.

They are not based on the conservation of mass and momentum, but are the result

of the physical understanding between the forces on the aerofoil and its motion. The

semi-empirical approaches are not computationally intensive and so are suitable for

routine aeroelastic analysis. A good review of semi-empirical models of dynamic

stall can be found in Leishman (2002). Examples of engineering tools applied to

wind turbines with different degrees of success are a version of the On era model

as suggested by Peters (1985), the Oye (1991) model, and the Risø fgh model in

Rasmussen (1995). Results from these three models can be found in the Final

report for the Joule II Project, Dynamic Stall and 3—D Effects, Bjorck (1995). The

agreement they achieved with 2—D tests on three different aerofoils was generally

good when the model constants were appropriately tuned. Their simulation of field

measurements on wind turbine blade sections reflected a reasonable representation

of the main dynamic stall characteristics, but with less accuracy than for the 2—D

wind tunnel measurements.

The work of other researchers, has also been directed towards the application

of helicopter models to wind turbines. Gormont (1973) developed a dynamic stall
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model derived from the so-called gamma function method (Harris et al. 1970), where

the gamma function is an empirical function, which depends on aerofoil geometry

and Mach number and is different for lift and moment stall. The Gormont method

has been applied to the analysis of the yaw dynamics of HAWTs (Hansen et al.

1990). Application of the Beddoes-Leishinan (Leishman and Beddoes 1989) model

to wind turbines has demonstrated good agreement, in general, with measured data

(Coton et al. 1994, Pierce and Hansen 1995, Bjorck 1995) and CFD calculations

(Johansen 1999).

The inclusion of dynamic stall effects in wind turbine performance prediction

codes has generally involved coupling a basic prediction method with some form

of unsteady aerofoil predictor. This type of scheme, for example the unsteady pre-

scribed wake model of Coton and Wang (1999), can provide very detailed information

on the instantaneous loadings experienced by the blades. It does this, however, at

a cost in terms of computation time and, because of the empirical nature of such

models, may be prone to error. In the present work, the emphasis is not on pre-

dicting the effects of dynamic stall but, rather, on identifying where on the rotor

dynamic stall is likely to occur. To do this, a correlation developed by Gracey et al.

(1996) which indicates incipient dynamic stall onset is used. The correlation relates

the dynamic stall onset incidence of an aerofoil to its stall characteristics in steady

conditions and its reduced pitch rate.

4.3 Dynamic Stall Onset

Aerofoil Static Stall Onset

The study of flow separation from a solid surface, such as an aerofoil, and the way

in which this separation affects the flow field, is one of the most fundamental and

difficult problems of fluid mechanics. A separated flow when compared with a the-
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oretical attached flow exhibits major differences, not only in terms of the trajectory,

but also in terms of the aerodynamic forces produced on a body. It is well known

that, normally, separation induces lost of lift, a sharp increase in drag and changes

in the pressure distribution. Prandtl (1904) was the first to explain the physical

mechanism of separation as being associated with a thin viscous region of particles

that is always present near the solid surface, and which he called the boundary

layer. Thus, the behaviour of the boundary layer in immediate contact with the

surface was the agent provocateur for the air particles not to follow the contour of

the surface and to separate from it. The mechanism for separation was explained

by Prandtl as follows (Prandtl and Tietjens 1957). The boundary layer consists of

fluid particles whose velocity/kinetic energy, decreases towards the surface. As we

move away from the surface their velocity increases, until a point were they reach

a constant velocity equal to the free particles of the stream; this being, the edge of

the boundary layer. Because the velocity/kinetic energy of the particles inside the

boundary layer appears to be less than at its outer edge, an increase in the pressure

in the flow may cause the particles inside the boundary layer not to have the enough

velocity/kinetic energy to keep moving. This causes the particles near the surface to

stop and turn back into a reverse flow region, which characterises separated flows.

Despite progress in this field, Schlichting (1979), many aspects of boundary layer

separation remain unresolved. Most notably, the theory remains predominantly

restricted to incipient or small scale separations. Little is still known about three

dimensional boundary layer separation and unsteady separation, for instance.

The flow over aerofoil sections has been studied and measured many times in

wind tunnel experiments, as reported for example in Abbott and von Doenhoff's

Theory of Wing Sections. Augmenting the angle of attack of an aerofoil in attached

flow results in a linear increase in the lifting force. This progresses until the onset

of flow separation, after which the increase of lift becomes non-linear. Static stall is
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defined as the critical phenomenon that takes place when the extent of separation is

such that the lift reaches a maximum value and begins to decrease with subsequent

increases in incidence. An interesting work which describes the manner in which

aerofoil sections stall was conducted by McCullough and Gault (1951). In their

study, wind tunnel measurements were presented for a series of five aerofoil sections.

The stalling characteristics of these aerofoil sections at low speeds are of three types:

• "Trailing-edge stall (preceded by movement of the turbulent separation point

forward from the trailing edge with increasing angle of attack)". This appears

primarily on thick aerofoils

"Leading-edge stall (abrupt flow separation near the leading edge generally

without subsequent reattachment)". This appears primarily on moderate

thickness aerofoils

• "Thin-airfoil stall (preceded by flow separation at the leading edge with reat-

tachment at a point which moves progressively rearward with increasing angle

of attack)". This appears primarily on sharp edged aerofoils or, on rounded

edge thin aerofoils.

The effect that flow separation has on the aerodynamic loads on an aerofoil can be

estimated using quite simple models such as the Kirchhoff model which, for the case

of 1—D steady flow, provides an estimated effect of the variation of the separation

point along the chord at a given angle of attack. Modifications to the Kirchhoff

separation model, in order to introduce 2—D geometry (chordal variation) have been

attempted by Kuchemann in 1950, (Kuchemann 1978), and later by Beddoes (1991)

for 2—D steady flow. These studies were concerned with static stall, where the stall

is nominally steady, repeatable, and, in addition, the flow and geometry of the body

is considered to be two dimensional.
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Unsteadiness, and a 3—D geometry obviously introduces variations from 2—D

steady flow conditions, and the process of separation can be significantly different.

Under dynamic conditions, the two-dimensional flow separation process behaves dif-

ferently from the one-dimensional case, and may be significantly different to dynamic

stall on a three-dimensional body, Coton et al. (2001).

Aerofoil Dynamic Stall Onset

The exact nature of the mechanism which triggers the formation of the 2—D dy-

namic stall vortex is still unclear although, at low Mach numbers and for aerofoils

which display a smooth static trailing edge stall, there are indications that dynamic

stall onset is related to the steady trailing edge flow. The dominant nature of the

vortex formed near the leading edge has ,however, focussed research efforts on the

determination of its initiation mechanism.

Through experimentation, McCroskey et al. (1976) identified four different bound-

ary layer phenomena as possible sources of vortex inception and therefore of dynamic

stall onset. These dynamic stall triggers were separated into two categories: the first

pair were termed leading edge mechanisms, whilst the last two were termed abrupt

trailing edge and trailing edge respectively, these are

• the bursting of the laminar separation bubble.

• the appearance of transonic flow at the leading edge (M >0.2).

• the abrupt breakdown of the turbulent flow over the forward portion of the

aerofoil, commonly known as reseparation.

• the arrival, at the leading edge region, of a thin stratum of reversed flow

traveling upstream from the trailing edge.

These mechanisms have been reviewed in detail by Young (1984). Several meth-
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ods have been employed in order to asses the moment of dynamic stall onset. Carta

(1974) employed pressure coefficient histories as a technique to asses the incipient

dynamic stall. Scruggs et al. (1974) defined dynamic stall onset as the incidence at

which there is a sudden deviation in the gradient of the lift curve. Beddoes (1976)

studied its inception from the examination of airloads, i.e. C, whereas Wilby (1980)

determined a critical angle, which if exceeded meant that dynamic stall was unavoid-

able, based on the break in pitching moment under oscillatory tests. Wilby (1984)

later suggested that the dynamic stall incidence could be taken as the angle of attack

at which the pressure coefficient at 0.5% chord was at a minimum since this was

easier to define than a pitching moment break. Lorber and Carta (1987), monitored

the vortex by means of a variation in the unaveraged pressure readings, over the

aerofoil.

Gracey et al. (1989), in a consideration of low speed dynamic stall onset, presen-

ted a review of the various studies. They decided that dynamic stall onset could be

detected by examination of the pressure response at discrete chordwise locations.

This was based on a previous analysis by Seto and Galbraith (1985), who established

a criterion for indicating that the dynamic stall process had been initiated. At low

pitch rates they observed that the form of the pressure profile history was largely

unaltered, although significant lift and moment overshoots were evident. They la-

belled this response "quasi-static" and observed the limit of this regime as being at

a reduced pitch rate of 0.01. For higher reduced pitch rates, prior to the suction

peak collapse, they observed evidence of a vortex and the dynamic overshoot of C

and Cm, associated with dynamic stall. As in the manner of Carta (1974), the first

indication that the dynamic stall vortex had been initiated was found to be when a

sudden and abrupt deviation in one of the C traces was observed, normally on the

upper surface in the vicinity of 25% chord. The incidence at which this C deviation

occurred was defined as being at the intersection of two straight lines through data
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points immediately before and after the onset. They remark that this incidence is

the earliest indication of dynamic stall onset that can be observed from experimental

data but is not the stall trigger. This indicator, C deviation was used by Gracey

et al. (1996), to develop the correlation described later in this chapter.

4.4 2—D Dynamic Stall Onset Predictor

Dynamic stall is a term used to describe the complex series of events, which occur

when a rapidly pitching aerofoil, or blade, stalls. The phenomena which are mani-

fest in such cases are quite different from those associated with nominally steady

flow and, as previously mentioned, have a significant impact on the loads produced

and in the power quality generated by the turbine. The aerofoil incidence is the

major determinant of aerodynamic response. Instantaneous incidence generally is a

function of the axial and tangential induction factors, the inlet flow V , blade rota-

tional velocity x r, and turbine yaw,'y. Rapid changes in these variables alter the

incidence dynamically and may induce dynamic stall. This will occur if the blade

is effectively pitched up through stall from below the incidence of static stall at a

sufficiently high pitch rate. If this happens, the stall will be delayed well beyond

the incidence of static stall and the blade loads will continue to rise Robinson el

al. (1995). As stall develops, large fluctuations in lift, drag and pitching moment,

which are potentially detrimental to the structural integrity of the turbine, will be

experienced by the blades.

When HAWTs operate in yawed inflow they are subject to a cross wind which

produces a velocity component tangential to the rotor that varies with b, the blade's

azimuthal position. As seen in Eq. (2.32) in the yawed Flow Model section of

Chapter 2, this velocity, V = r + V cos , implies that the angle of attack of the

blade section will vary in a cycle. The angle of attack at the blade is therefore no
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longer constant around the azimuth. This cyclic variation in incidence results in an

effective pitching of the turbine blade. If the reduced frequency of this pitching is

high enough, unsteady effects are manifest, deviating the loading from the steady

values. If unsteady effects become severe they may result in dynamic stall.

The present work focuses on the detection of regions of dynamic stall on the rotor

disc. The occurrence of dynamic stall depends primarily on the rate at which the

blade is pitched and the incidence that it achieves during the pitching motion. In the

present predictive scheme, these parameters are used, via a correlation developed

by Gracey et al. (1996), to identify the likely onset of dynamic stall. The manner

in which this relationship is used in the present scheme, both as an indicator and

predictor of dynamic stall is fully described in next section.

4.4.1 The Method

The correlation attempts to relate the dynamic stall onset incidence of an aerofoil

to its stall characteristics in steady conditions and its reduced pitch rate. The

parameters in this correlation, which can be derived from experiment or predictive

algorithm, are the incidence of steady stall and a term related to the trailing edge

separation characteristics.

Progressive trailing edge separation appears to be involved in most types of stall

Beddoes (1983). Wilby (1984) from experimental tests suggested that trailing edge

separation may play a significant role in the onset of dynamic stall. In HAWT ex-

periments Huyer et al. (1996) observed this movement of the trailing edge separation

point, which produces a loss of circulation and introduces non-linearities in the force

coefficients.

Calculation of the movement of the separation point can be performed using

a coupled boundary layer/separation calculation. Alternatively, an approximation

to the location of boundary layer separation at any angle of attack for an aerofoil
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experiencing trailing edge separation in steady flow has been described by Beddoes

(1983) based on Kirchhoff flow theory.

Kirchhoff Flow Theory

Kirchhoff theory models (uniform, inviscid) separated flow regions on 2—D bodies,

(Thwaites 1960). A specific case, with C = 0 in the wake, has been derived by

Kirchhoff for separated flow past a 2—D flat plate in which the normal force (lift)

C is related to the separation point f = x/c by

7 i+\
Cfl=CflQ	 2 ) (c—co)	 (4.1)

where C is the normal force (lift) curve slope, f is the non dimensional separ-

ation point in terms of x/c measured along the chord from the leading edge to the

trailing edge, c is the angle of attack, and c the angle of attack corresponding to

zero force. Thus, if the separation point is determined then the normal force can be

calculated directly from the above Eq. (4.1), or vice versa.

Physically f is related to the divergence point of the separated streamline but,

for the steady case, this approximates to the boundary layer separation point. The

relationship between the separation point f and the angle of attack c, which depends

on the shape of the aerofoil, can be calculated by inserting C data obtained from

aerofoil wind tunnel tests into Eq. (4.1) rearranged as

2

=1V'c 
cn	 ii

[	 na(0)	
(4.2)

The variation of the separation point with angle of attack can be modelled as
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described in Beddoes (1983) by two exponential equations that are matched at the

70% chord location. These equations generalise into the form

where a represents the angle of attack and f is the separation point in the

non-dimensional form x/c. The seven terms, fmax, fmzn, K1 , K2 , S1 , S2 and a1 are

constants for a particular aerofoil and Reynolds number under steady conditions.

The constant fmax represents the maximum value that the separation point

reaches at very small incidence a, fmax = 1. The constant fj represents the

location of bluff body separation, at high incidence and is approximately equal for

each aerofoil, 0 < < 0.0025. K1 and K2 are constants for each aerofoil ob-

tained from curve fitting Eq. (4.3). The coefficients S 1 and S2 define the static stall

characteristic, while a 1 defines the break point corresponding to f = 0.7, which is

very near to the value of the angle of attack for static stall onset. S i , 82, and a1 can

easily be determined from wind tunnel static lift data.

It follows that, forward of the 70% chord location, for a > a1

df	 Ia1—al- = —S K2 exp 
L 2 ] = 

s2 ' (f - f)	 (4.4)
da

Using an unsteady boundary layer model, Scruggs et al. (1974) demonstrated

that there was a high degree of correlation between the incidence at which com-

puted flow reversal reached the 50% chord location, and the experimentally-assessed

incidence of dynamic stall. It was also note that this flow reversal was delayed with

increased pitch rate. Eq. (4.4) indicates that the rate of change of separation point

with incidence at the 50% of chord location, f = 0.5, is approximately proportional
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to S2 '. On this basis, Gracey et al. (1996) suggested that S2 may be a suitable

parameter to link static trailing edge separation and vortex inception.

The Correlation

The correlation is based on wind tunnel data obtained by Gaibraith et at. (1992)

for seven smooth clean aerofoils. These tests, conducted at a Reynolds number of

1.5 x 106 with natural boundary layer transition, were for ramp motions covering

a reduced pitch rate range 0.0001 < 0.037, and for oscillatory tests over a

reduced frequency range of 0.01 k < 0.2.

In the fully dynamic stall regime, the incidence of stall onset varies linearly with

reduced pitch rate. By consideration of this behaviour and the assumption that the

incidence of static stall, corresponds to a limiting case which can be regarded as

a ramp at zero pitch rate, it was possible to develop an effective stall onset correlation

based on 82 . This correlation was extended down into the quasi-steady stall regime

by switching the indicator from vortex inception to peak suction collapse. This is

possible because of an apparent convergence of vortex inception and suction collapse

on the upper boundary of the quasi-steady regime as seen in by Gracey et al. (1996)

The final form of the correlation is

ad8 = — 5.428 + 1.379 ass + 111.677S2 '14a + 42.723(S2 "4a)"2 	(4.5)

where ad5 is the resulting incidence angle for dynamic stall onset, a55 is the

incidence of static stall, 82 is related to the slope of the static separation point

curve as seen in Eq. (4.4) and a+ is the non-dimensional rate of change of angle of

attack, reduced pitch rate, represented in the form

dc
+ -a -	 (4.6)
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Figure 4.1: Correlation of C deviation incidences, (source: Gracey et al. 1986)

Gracey et al. (1996) demonstrated the effectiveness of the correlation for constant

pitch rate ramp motions. In particular, Figure 4.1 illustrates the level of correspond-

ence between the correlation and measured stall onset from wind tunnel tests on

seven aerofoils tested by Gaibraith et al. (1992). The formulation ads - 1.379 a55 is

plotted against S2"4a over the entire range of reduced pitch rate displaying a good

agreement. Particularly interesting to note is the narrow scatter in the experimental

data. This is evidence of the suitability of S2 as an appropriate parameter.

In the case of a yawing wind turbine, the pitch rate experienced by the blades is

not constant and so application of the correlation is more problematic. Gracey et al.

(1996) proposed the following solution for oscillatory cases: "If the mean incidence of

the oscillatory cycle is such that the pitch rate through the incidence at which onset

is deemed to have occurred is still greater than zero but not significantly lower than

the maximum pitch rate in the cycle, then the maximum reduced pitch rate which

the aerofoil experiences in the cycle should be used as the representative parameter".
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Whilst this may be possible when considering the incidence variation produced by

yawed onset flow, it is unlikely to be practical when considering the rapid incidence

variations in the tower shadow domain. For this reason, it was decided to apply

the correlation directly at each calculation point using the reduced pitch rate and

incidence at that point. Whilst this may produce some errors in pinpointing the

absolute location of stall onset, the general regions of dynamic stall on the rotor

should still be identified. Using the correlation in this way, dynamic stall would be

expected if the instantaneous local angle of attack a, predicted by the BEM routine

is greater than the dynamic stall angle ad8, given by the correlation, Eq. (4.5).

4.4.2 Results

In this section, the model will be applied to the NREL Phase II and Phase IV wind

turbines. The NREL Phase II machine is a downwind, three-bladed, stall regulated

wind turbine. The rotor diameter is 10.06 m. operating at 72 rpm and it rotates

clockwise, viewed from downwind. The three blades are untwisted, untapered and

have an NREL S809 aerofoil section with a 0.457 constant chord. The blades were

set at a constant +12° pitch angle.

The Phase IV turbine has highly twisted blades, set at a constant +30 pitch

angle, the rest of the configuration is the same as the Phase II machine. Both

turbines are supported on a 0.4064 meter diameter cylindrical tower.

4.4.3 Regions of Dynamic Stall: NREL UAE Phase II

At azimuth angle 'i4' = 0° , the turbine blade is pointing straight up (12 o'clock),

and at t' = 180° the turbine blade is aligned with the cylindrical tower. It should

be noted that the results plotted here correspond to an observer located downwind,

facing the wind, who will see the rotor in front of the support tower. Thus, the

direction of rotation is clockwise for the reader and observer.
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The onset of dynamic stall depends to some extent on the rate of change of

incidence of the blade. As discussed previously, this is represented in the dynamic

stall onset correlation by the reduced pitch rate parameter c. The variation of this

parameter on the rotor disc for the zero yaw case is presented in Figure 4.2(a). As

may be expected, the only region of the disc where there is any temporal rate of

change of incidence is in the tower shadow. It should be noted that in the first half

of the tower shadow the incidence is decreasing before increasing in the second half.

Because of this, the only region of the disc susceptible to dynamic stall is the region

of exit from the second half of the tower shadow domain and,

as may be observed in Figure 4.2(b), dynamic stall onset, identified by the con-

toured region, is predicted there on inboard blade sections. It should be noted that

the contoured region indicates a region where the instantaneous blade incidence is

higher than the predicted dynamic stall angle. Dynamic stall onset is possible any-

where within this region but, at a given radius, and considering the direction of

rotation, clockwise for the reader/observer, the most likely location of dynamic stall

onset is the point where the blade first penetrates the region.

Effect of Changes in Yaw

If the turbine operates in a yawed flow, the blades are then subject to a cyclic

variation in incidence. If this variation is severe enough, in terms of incidence and

pitch rate, then dynamic stall can be induced. Figure 4.2(e) shows the variation

in reduced pitch rate on the rotor disc for a yaw angle of +300. It is immediately

apparent that much more of the disc is potentially vulnerable to dynamic stall than

in the previous case. The region of tower shadow has moved ahead of the 180°

location because of the fact that the tower is separated by a finite distance from the

rotor plane. In addition to this region, however, there is also an area of high positive

reduced pitch rate on the left-hand side of the disc, which arises from the yawed
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onset flow. Application of the dynamic stall onset correlation to this case yields

Figure 4.2(f) which shows that dynamic stall would indeed be manifest over a large

region of the disc. It is interesting to note here that dynamic stall onset appears to

be triggered by both the tower shadow and the basic cyclic variation in incidence

resulting from yawed flow operation. It appears, from these results, that the latter

may be the most significant influence. Once again, it should be noted that the most

likely location of dynamic stall onset is the point where the blade first penetrates the

contoured region. On this basis, and considering the direction of rotation, clockwise

for the reader, it would appear that dynamic stall will be initiated first on inboard

sections and then spread progressively outboard from 47% to almost 90% of the

rotor radius.

When the dynamic stall correlation is applied to the +15° of yaw case, Fig-

ure 4.2(d), the region of predicted stall onset is apparently decreased from the +30°

of yaw case. In fact, the actual boundary of the onset region does not extend as

close to the blade tip, reaching only 70% of the blade radius. The result indicates

that dynamic stall would be likely to be more confined to a specific azimuth range.

One possible explanation for this is forthcoming from examination of Figure 4.2(c),

which shows the contours of reduced pitch rate for the +15° of yaw case. Here, on

the left half of the rotor, the boundary contour of reduced pitch rate which delimits

the possibility of vortex onset is more confined in azimuth making this case less

susceptible to dynamic stall. Once again, it is interesting to note that stall appears

to be initiated on inboard sections of the rotor before progressing out. In addition,

the stall onset boundary associated with the exit from tower shadow becomes more

defined as the yaw angle decreases.

Effect of Changes in Wind Velocity

The effect of changing wind velocity at a fixed yaw angle may be observed in Fig-
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ure 4.3 for a yaw angle of +300. In this case, the stall onset boundary extends

progressively towards the outer edge of the rotor disc as the wind velocity increases.

It is also interesting to note that this is true for both the section of the boundary

associated with the exit from tower shadow, just before '/' = 1800, and that resulting

from the cyclic variation in incidence. The reason for this lies in the increase in local

angle of attack when the wind velocity augments. In Figure 4.4, the angle of attack

distribution over the rotor disc is shown for the three cases presented in Figure 4.3.

It may be observed that the angle of attack contours are slightly asymmetric

due to the constant yaw angle of +30° in all the three plots. As the wind velocity

increases the local angle of attack increases at all azimuth and span locations. Thus,

the stall threshold is more severely penetrated at high wind speeds thus increasing

the possibility of dynamic stall occurrence.

A previous study by Huyer et al. (1996) identified dynamic stall onset by analysis

of experimental measurements from the NREL Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment,

UAE Phase II untwisted blade tests. The azimuth angles at which dynamic stall

was identified are compared with the code prediction in Figure 4.5 for a yaw angle

of +30° and a wind velocity of 15 rn/s. The measured dynamic stall onset locations

are plotted at three radial locations along the rotor: 30%, 47% and 63% of span. At

30% of span, the prediction agrees very well with the field measurements. Further

outboard the prediction progressively lags the field data. It is interesting to note

that no dynamic stall was identified outboard of the 80% of span location. This is

consistent with the prediction from the model. There are several possible reasons

for the differences between the predicted and measured onset locations. In all the

cases previously studied, it is interesting to note that the regions of dynamic stall

are predominantly located on inboard blade sections where three-dimensional stall

delay would be expected. It is likely that three-dimensional effects will influence the

dynamic stall process but not necessarily in the way they influence static stall.
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Figure 4.2: Dynamic Stall, wind velocity-18.96 m/s, NREL Phase II
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Figure 4.5: Dynamic Stall prediction compared to measurements, NREL Phase II

Recently Coton and Gaibraith (1999) demonstrated that dynamic stall onset on a

finite wing was a strongly three-dimensional phenomena. They observed that, during

pitching motion, dynamic stall was initiated at the mid-span of the wing. This then

triggered dynamic stall on outboard sections earlier than would have otherwise been

expected. This may explain the apparent lag in the prediction when compared with

the test data in the present case. Following a similar argument, it is also possible

that on a wind turbine, where strong spanwise flows develop once flow separation

has been initiated, that the simplistic nature of the present 2—D correlation may

be somewhat compromised if the movement of the separation point is influenced

by 3—D flows. In the actual correlation, the separation process is founded on the

parameter S2 and the static stall angle based on 2—D aerofoil data. On the other

hand it is possible that the tuning of the constants in the present correlation, will
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allow a closer agreement with the experiment to be obtained.

4.4.4 Regions of Dynamic Stall: NREL UAE Phase IV

The method was applied to the NREL UAE Phase IV turbine to illustrate the effect

of blade twist on the occurrence of dynamic stall.

On the Phase IV machine, the blade twist distribution, Figure 4.6, was optimised

to yield an angle of attack of 15° along the entire blade at a pitch angle of +3° and a

wind speed of 8 rn/s. Designers hoped to maintain a constant angle of attack along

the entire blade span in order to have a progressive stall over the blade span. On

the other hand, this may have the undesirable effect of causing the entire blade to

stall dynamically instead of just over a limited section. If this is correct, it could be

argued that, when a particular twist distribution is being implemented on the blade

the dynamic stall onset should be considered in the design process.

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
r, blade span (m)

Figure 4.6: Twist angle distribution for NREL Phase IV wind turbine

The angle of attack distribution for three wind velocities, 12, 14 and 18.96 rn/s
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at +300 yaw angle on the Phase IV twisted blade, may be seen in Figure 4.7. This

figure can be directly compared to the Phase II untwisted blade cases presented

in Figure 4.4. Some significant differences may be observed. On the Phase II un-

twisted blade Figure 4.4 the angle of attack contours follow a concentric pattern

around the hub with a small eccentricity about the 00 azimuthal axis, due to the

yaw error. However, in Figure 4.7, for the Phase IV turbine, the overall angle of

attack map differs considerably. The concentric incidence contours are localised at

the top half of the rotor, and have a higher eccentricity. As a result, in the 45 to

315° azimuthal region, the contours are more radially aligned. This effect is very

marked in the tower shadow region. The magnitude of the angle of attack values

are also significantly different. For example, at = 0° the untwisted Phase II blade

in Figure 4.4 exhibits a maximum angle of attack range of approximately 50° to 70°

at the 30% of span location. The twisted Phase IV blade, however, has maximum

angle of attack values of approximately 32° to 55° at the same azimuth and span.

In the tower shadow region the incidence distribution has change dramatically. For

the untwisted blade, the angle of attack can reach 30 ° on the most inboard sections,

while for the twisted blade the angle of attack values are lower than 15 0

Effect of Changes in Yaw

In Figure 4.8 the predicted regions of dynamic stall onset are presented for a fixed

wind velocity of 14 rn/s at three different yaw angles. At zero yaw, there is no indic-

ation of dynamic stall onset, even at the exit from tower shadow. The effect of yaw

angle on the location and shape of the regions of stall onset is reflected in the +15

and +30° yaw cases. In general, the region of stall onset is much more localised than

on the Phase II turbine and there is no evidence of dynamic stall induced by the

tower. Comparison of Figure 4.8(c) with Figure 4.3(b) illustrates this effect clearly.

It is, however, interesting to note that the radial extent of dynamic stall in this
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particular case is greater on the Phase IV machine than on the Phase II turbine. In

fact, over a much wider range of cases, it can be demonstrated that the likelihood of

dynamic stall on the Phase IV turbine is much less than on the Phase II machine.

This agrees well with the observations of Acker and Hand (1999) from field data.

Effect of Changes in Wind Velocity

The effect of increasing wind velocity on the occurrence of dynamic stall on this

turbine is shown in Figure 4.9 for a yaw angle of +300. This figure can be compared

directly with Figure 4.3 for the Phase II turbine and shows one particularly inter-

esting result. Whilst the Phase IV machine is generally less susceptible to dynamic

stall, this is not the case at high wind velocities. It appears that the entire rotor

blade may experience dynamic stall at wind velocity 18.96 rn/s. In this case, Fig-

ure 4.9(c), stall is being initiated on outboard sections first, at around 63% of span,

progressing very quickly along the blade span. Eventually, except for the most outer

portion of the tip, the stall covers the entire span of the blade.

An interesting case of dynamic stall initiation along the blade, at wind speed

18.96 rn/s, is shown for a yaw angle of +15° in Figure 4.10. With the blade rotating

clockwise, the first stall event occurs on the lower half of the rotor just after 180°

azimuth. The dynamic stall for this cycle initially occurs inboard, at around 30%

of span, and then moves in both directions outboard towards the tip, and inwards

towards the hub. This figure can be directly compared to the dynamic stall onset

for the untwisted blade at the same inflow conditions presented in Figure 4.2(d).

In Figure 4.10, the twisted configuration presents no signs of dynamic stall due to

the blade passing the tower shadow region. However, in Figure 4.2(d) dynamic stall

induced by the tower, can be clearly identify at 180° azimuth and almost reaches

47% of span for the untwisted blade. In addition, it can be observed that the

yaw induced dynamic stall onset on the left hand side of the rotor occupies, in
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both cases, a similar portion of the blade span and a similar azimuthal location in

the rotational cycle. However, the progression of stall is significantly different. In

contrast to Figure 4.2(d) where the untwisted blade stall onset is triggered at the

most inboard radial positions, near the root hub, and progresses outwards towards

the tip, the dynamic stall for the twisted blade planform moves in both directions

towards the tip and towards the root hub. This behaviour is particularly interesting

and suggests that the flow field structure on the twisted blade differs substantially

from the untwisted planform.

The dynamic stall occurrence for wind velocity 18.96 m/s, corresponding to a

tip speed ratio of A = 2, and yaw angle of 5°, is presented in Figure 4.11. The

motivation for such a yaw error calculation was the possibility of identifying tower

shadow induced dynamic stall which, has not been observed in any of the previous

Phase IV calculations. In fact, in Figure 4.11 it may be observed that, just after

= 1800 , a very narrow region of dynamic stall appears near the hub as the blade

leaves the tower shadow. At around = 270 another region of dynamic stall can

be seen, this time due to the yawed inflow condition.

In addition to examining the effect of twist, the effect of varying the tip pitch

angle has been calculated for wind velocity=18.96 m/s and yaw angle=+30° . It is

shown in Figure 4.12 that a decrease from pitch=+3° (solid line) to pitch=+2.3°

(dashed line), does not, in this particular case, alter the radial extent of dynamic

stall. It does, however, appear that a smaller tip pitch angle provokes dynamic stall

to occur at later times in the rotor cycle.

This tip pitch angle deviation appears to happen under normal operating con-

ditions during the life of the turbine, as well as during data collection experiments

like on the NREL Phases II to IV, which suffer from non-desirable variations of the

fixed blade pitch angle over a range of ±1°, (Simms et al. 1999).

The effect of blade parameters on the extent of dynamic stall occurrence on a
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wind turbine blade has been examined. It has been shown that the extent of dynamic

stall onset, both in terms of azimuthal location and span position, is dependent of

the inflow conditions and the blade planform, twist and pitch angle. The strong de-

pendence on blade planform shape is particularly interesting and the identification

of this behaviour demonstrates the capability of the present model to provide input

to the design process.
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Figure 4.7: Effect of Twist distribztion on incidence, NREL Phase IV
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Figure 4.12: Effect of pitch angle, NREL Phase IV

Prediction Compared to NREL Phase IV Measurements

Schreck et al. (2000) identified dynamic stall onset on the Phase IV turbine by ana-

lysis of experimental measurements. This work provided an opportunity to validate

the present technique against field data. The entirety of Phase IV data comprises 75

campaigns, each of 10 minutes of recorded samples. The results documented herein

were derived entirely from campaign d403022, which NREL judged to be typical of

Phase IV data in terms of mean wind velocity, 10.1 m/s and mean yaw error, —11.5°.

The average pitch angle during campaign d403022 is +2.3°; note that average pitch

angle during all 75 campaigns of Phase IV was +3°.

Campaign d403022 contained 720 cycles of data. One cycle was equivalent to one

rotor revolution, and contained measurements of the hub height wind velocity, yaw

error, azimuth position, angle of attack and blade surface pressures. The normal

force, C was calculated by integration of the surface pressure coefficient values, C,.
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Cycles in which the maximum C reached or exceeded 1.3 at the 30% span station

were identified by NREL as probably containing a stall event. Using the criterion of

minimum fluctuation around the cycle averaged yaw error, cycles were selected for

yaw angles between -45 and +45 °. This process identified 21 isolated cycles that

were then analysed by NREL to provide C, C, and c histories and from these,

the occurrence of peak C was defined. From this subset of 21 cycles, 9 cycles are

presented here, which cover the entire pre and post-static stall regime. It should be

noted that, in the experimental measurements presented here, peak C is identified.

This may be associated with static or dynamic stall depending on the value of the

angle of attack and the severity of the pitch rate in each particular cycle.

The predicted dynamic stall onset locations for a range of wind velocities and

yaw angles, are presented in Figures 4.13 through 4.19. The azimuth angles and the

radial positions at which peak C was identified by NREL (plotted as open circles)

are compared with the BEM code prediction (marked by solid squares) for dynamic

stall onset. All sets of data are plotted at five radial locations along the rotor: 30%,

47%, 63%, 80%, and 95% of span. (Note that the real positions of the transducers

in the experiment were located on the instrumented blade at: 30%, 46.6%, 63.3%,

80%, and 95% of span.)

Angle of attack contourlines are also plotted, to give an indication of whether

the experimental values of peak C exceed the static stall angle, 160; a necessary

condition for dynamic stall vortex formation. Note that the blade rotates clockwise

for a viewer located downwind, and for the reader. The azimuthal position of the

blade 0 is at 12 o'clock. At each radial position, the rotating blade encounters

a sinusoidal variation in c for every rotation, due to the yawed inflow. This cyclic

variation in a depends on the magnitude of the wind velocity, yaw angle, rotational

frequency, and blade twist architecture.
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Post-Stall Region

The results presented in Figure 4.13 correspond to positive yaw angles, while Fig-

ure 4.14 is for negative yaw angles; in both cases greater than 15° . As can be

observed in Figure 4.13(a), for a wind velocity of 11.6 rn/s and a yaw angle of

+17.03°, dynamic stall is both measured and predicted at the two inner most loca-

tions, 30% and 47% span, where the rate of increase in angle of attack is noticeably

rapid. For example, at 30% span, the angle of attack is 16° just before the ib = 270°

azimuth location but increases to a maximum of 27.5° at azimuth ' = 360°. The

47% span location exhibits a similar trend, albeit at a reduced level. At both of

these span positions, the dynamic stall onset predictions (solid squares) show good

agreement with the measured stall locations (open circles), although the prediction

noticeably lags the measured stall location at 47% of span. At the third radial loc-

ation, 63% of span, the blade angle of attack variation is quite different. Here the

blade exceeds the static stall angle of 16° at around '/ = 285° and gradually reaches

a maximum a of 18.5° at = 360°. The small amplitude of the oscillation and the

slow effective pitching do not trigger dynamic stall. Further outboard, blade angles

of attack are always below the static stall value.

In the next case, a moderate increase in yaw angle can be observed in Fig-

ure 4.13(b), for an almost equivalent wind velocity of 11.5 rn/s.

At both 30% and 47% of span, the rate of increase in blade incidence in the

fourth quadrant, the 270 to 360° of azimuth region, is greater than in the previous

case. The predicted locations of dynamic stall, at 30% and 47% of span considerably

lead the measured data, with the code predicting earlier azimuthal dynamic stall.

Outboard of 47% of span, the effective pitching is too mild to produce dynamic stall.

Further outboard, at 63% of span, the angle of attack is always below the static stall

value.

In Figure 4.14(a), a negative yaw case is presented for a wind velocity of 12 rn/s
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and a yaw angle of —15.56°. In this case, the right half of the rotor encounters the

wind before the left half. For this reason, dynamic stall is more likely to occur in

the 90 to 1800 of azimuth region. At 30% and 47% of span the rate of increase

in angle of attack there is considerable. For 30% span, a is above 18° at azimuth

90° and reaches a maximum of a = 28° at azimuth = 180°. At 47% of

span, the trend is once again similar but the magnitude of the incidence change, is

reduced. At these two radial stations, the predicted locations of dynamic stall show

good general agreement with the measured stall locations, although, the prediction

is slightly early at 30% of span and late at 47% span. The rest of the rotor disc

is not prone to dynamic stall due to the low amplitudes of the oscillations and the

slow effective pitching rates.

In Figure 4.14(b), the inflow velocity has increased to 14.7 m/s and the yaw

angle to —23.92°. In this case, large and rapid variations in angle of attack can be

identified at the first four radial locations, 30%, 47%,63% and 80% span. However,

near the tip at 95% span, the maximum angle of attack is found to be around 19°,

with only a very gentle incursion into the post-static stall region. As a result, dy-

namic stall has penetrated further outboard, being identified by the correlation at

four different span locations, but there are still no signs of dynamic stall onset at

95% of span.

Pre-Stall Region

A case in which there is a low wind velocity and a small yaw angle is presented in

Figure 4.15(a). As may be observed in the figure, there is no predicted dynamic

stall onset for this wind velocity, 9.4 m/s, and yaw angle, —5.42° . At 30% of span,

the maximum angle of attack is 14.5°. This decreases further outboard until at 95%

span, the maximum angle of attack is only 9.5°. Because the static stall boundary

was not exceeded, dynamic stall would not be expected and the model confirms
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this expectation. Therefore, the experimental locations of peak C, plotted as open

circles, may simply correspond to the locations where the maximum angle of attack

at a particular radial position is reached. In order to verify this, the maximum C1

at each radial position was calculated using the BEM code and then contours of

these C1 values were plotted in Figure 4.15(b). As may be seen from this figure, the

predicted azimuth angles at which the maximum C1 contours intercept the radial

stations generally agree well with the measured static stall data.

Stall Region

Figure 4.16, presents results for a wind velocity of 11.6 rn/s and a yaw angle of

+8.3°. As mentioned earlier, the onset of dynamic stall depends on a+ , the rate of

change of the angle of attack, as well as angle of attack itself. Table 4.1, presents the

calculated mean values and amplitude of the periodic variation in angle of attack

at three of the span locations for this case. Clearly, angle of attack variations are

greatest at the inner radial location, 30% span, and progressively smaller at 47% and

63% of span. The non-dimensional pitch rates, a+, at the experimentally derived

locations of peak C were also computed to estimate if the effective pitching was

high enough to allow dynamic stall vortex initiation.

Seto and Galbraith (1985) detected two divisible stall regimes around + = 0.01.

At low values, a+ < 0.01, the regime is labelled quasi-static: the pressure profiles

are similar to those in steady conditions, no vortex is formed, but the lift coefficient

value shows an overshoot. At higher non-dimensional pitch rates, "a dynamic stall

vortex is clearly defined and is manifest as a suction bulge (bump)". Examination of

Figure 4.16 and Table 4.1 shows that the computed + values at the experimental

peak C locations (open circles), a =0.0005, 0.0002, 0.0007, fall into the quasi-

static regime. Therefore, a very weak dynamic overshoot might be expected, but no

dynamic stall vortex formation. However at 30% span, the a+ value at the predicted
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location of dynamic stall is about ten times larger, equal to 0.009, which is on the

threshold of the fully dynamic regime and may be sufficient to allow dynamic stall

to occur.

Large Yaw Angles

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, the applicability of the model may be limited

at higher yaw angles. To examine this potential limitation, the computed dynamic

stall onset locations at three high yaw angles are compared with experimental ob-

servations in Figures 4.17 through 4.19. Also in the figures are both, quasi-steady

and unsteady predictions from the more complex prescribed wake code of (Coton

and Wang 1999) (open squares).

Figure 4.17(a) presents results for a wind velocity of 9.6 m/s and yaw angle of

—26.02°. Dynamic stall onset is only predicted by the BEM model at the inner

most section, 30% of span at = 165°. This is in good agreement with the open

square at b = 162° which corresponds to the quasi-steady calculation from the

vortex wake code. The open circles, as before, are the experimentally determined

locations of peak C which apparently occur near the maximum angle of attack

which is approximately 12°. As may be seen from the figure, the predictions from

the two schemes lead the field data.

Figure 4.17(b), is the same case but this time with the unsteady calculation from

the vortex wake code along with the previously presented BEM prediction and the

field data. In this case the unsteady vortex method predicts dynamic stall at a

radial position of 20% of span at = 174°.

The effect of increasing the yaw angle to —30.7° for a wind velocity of 12.3

m/s is shown in Figure 4.18(a). For this case the BEM model predicts dynamic

stall initiation at three radial locations: 30%, 47% and just less than 67% of span.

The prescribed wake prediction follows a similar trend, and the two predictions
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agree particularly well at 30% of span. Further outboard, dynamic stall is predicted

slightly earlier in azimuth angle by the vortex model compared to the BEM model.

The field measurements at 30% span are consistent with the predictions. At 47%,

67%, 80% and 95% span, the peak C events occur below stall, since the maximum

angle of attack is only 14°. In Figure 4.18(b) the unsteady wake code computation

is presented. Although slightly delayed compared to the BEM prediction, the two

predictions follow each other quite closely.

The final figure in the sequence, Figure 4.19 presents an extremely yawed turbine,

yaw angle —40.46° and wind velocity 10.8 rn/s. In Figure 4.19(a) the field data (open

circles) at 95%, 80%, 63%, and 47% do not exceed the static stall boundary, since

the maximum angle of attack corresponding to the measured peak C is only 14°.

Therefore, there is no stall onset at these four span sections. However, at 30% span,

the static stall angle of attack is exceeded and a maximum instantaneous value of

34° is achieved at 162°, at a reduced pitch rate sufficient for dynamic stall.

On the other hand, both the prescribed wake and BEM models, predict dynamic

stall locations at 30%, and 47% of span in regions of high blade incidence. Here,

the difference between the quasi-steady computation and the unsteady computation,

Figure 4.19(b) from the prescribed wake model is quite small.
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Figure 4.13: Dynamic Stall prediction compared to NREL Phase IV measurements
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Figure 4.14: Dynamic Stall prediction compared to NREL Phase IV measurements
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Figure 4.16: Dynamic Stall prediction compared to NREL Phase IV measurements

Table 4.1: Pitching characteristics for Figure 4.16

r	 mean	 Amplitude of	 K	 a+ at experimental peak C

radius angle of attack	 oscillation	 red. freq.	 red. pitch rate

30%	 17.5	 5.5	 0.115	 0.0007

47%	 16	 4	 0.090	 0.0002

63%	 14.75	 2.75	 0.070	 0.0005

%	 degrees	 degrees	 -	 -
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(b) Unsteady Prescribed Wake, wind velocity=12.3 rn/s yaw=-30.7°

Figure 4.18: BEM and P Wake Dynamic Stall prediction compared to Phase IV
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Figure 4.19: BEM and P Wake Dynamic Stall prediction compared to Phase IV
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4.4.5 Discussion

The general level of prediction obtained from the BEM scheme is comparable with

predictions from the more sophisticated prescribed wake code, as shown in Fig-

ures 4.17 through 4.19. The BEM prediction compares well to the unsteady and

very well to the quasi-steady solution from the vortex wake code. This suggests

that blade element/momentum theory is able to provide a good estimate of angles

of attack, even at the high yaw angles tested here.

Generally, a slight phase difference in azimuthal position is detected between

the quasi-steady vortex wake and BEM predictions. The reason for this may lie in

the level of accuracy employed in the solution. The prescribed wake calculation is

made at relatively low azimuthal resolution to ensure an acceptable computation

time. For instance, the azimuthal interval for global calculations of turbine per-

formance is normally L/ 200 for the vortex code. In the wake vortex calculations

which provided the results for Figure 4.17 to Figure 4.19, the azimuthal interval

was reduced to ij' = 100. This resulted in a six-fold increase in the required com-

putational time. By contrast, since BEM calculations are not too computational.ly

demanding, the azimuthal resolution employed through out all the calculations has

been 10. This high resolution would also increase the resolution of the input to the

dynamic stall model.

The difference between the = 10 0 resolution for the prescribed wake code

and the Li = 10 used in the BEM model can more clearly been seen in Figure 4.20

where the calculated blade incidence variations corresponding to Figure 4.18(a) are

presented.

The blade incidence variations predicted by the prescribed wake scheme in Fig-

ure. 4.20(a), can be compared with those from the BEM model in Figure. 4.20(b).

The curves of angle of attack calculated by the BEM code (1° azimuth step) are

smooth. In contrast, the results from the vortex wake code (10° azimuth step) are
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rather jagged. Looking carefully at the contours, it can be observed that there

appears to be a slight azimuthal offset in the general incidence pattern in the two

figures. This arises, primarily, from the discretisation step used in the prescribed

wake model. This may explain the offset in the dynamic stall locations predicted by

the prescribed wake code and the BEM model, and observed in Figures 4.17 through

4.19.

The radial step size used in the BEM model may also have an effect on the results,

and this effect is briefly evaluated next. The influence of the radial resolution on

the dynamic stall contourlines predicted by the BEM model is demonstrated by

comparison of a prediction with 19 radial stations with one using 25 radial stations.

The region of dynamic stall shown in Figure 4.21(a) (19 radial elements) never

reaches 47% span, whereas in Figure 4.21(b) (25 radial elements) it penetrates just

outboard of the 47% span location. The calculations presented in this work have all

been carried out with 25 spanwise blade elements.

The previous discussion serves to highlight the problems that may arise if a

low resolution modelling approach is used. The unsteady model seems to exhibit

a high sensitivity to the radial and azimuthal step size, especially for large pitch

rates, where the angle of attack variation is large and rapid. BEM calculations

are less time consuming than other techniques and hence, increased resolution is

possible whilst keeping the computing time relatively low (acceptable for the design

process). This enhances the accuracy of the required input to the dynamic stall

model. Furthermore, it is straight forward and easy to implement this demand. In

the present BEM scheme no requirement to smooth the input for the stall onset

model has been identified.

The predicted locations of dynamic stall compare well with the experimental

measurements, especially when the field data exhibit low variations in mean yaw. It

should be noted that the measured wind velocities and yaw directions vary during
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a single cycle. Also, the values of wind velocity and yaw angle are not constant

(unique) over the entire blade span at any given azimuth position. Whereas the

previous calculations have all been computed for a fixed mean velocity and yaw

angle on the rotor disc, a single case where velocities and yaw angles are azimuth

averaged at each radial station is presented in Figure 4.22(b). Comparison of this

calculation with the equivalent simulation in which the values are averaged over

the rotor disc, Figure 4.22(a), shows that the use of local averaged values as input

for the BEM prediction may provide an improvement in the predicted locations of

dynamic stall onset.

It should also be noted that the predicted dynamic stall locations, via the C

deviation criterion, should appear earlier than the experimental peak C. It is

interesting to observe that this is, in fact, the case at the most inboard locations for

most of the cases presented here.

With this in mind the locations of dynamic stall are correctly characterised.

For the Phase II configuration, the largest differences can be seen to occur at the

outboard sections of the blade (low pitch rates), although predictions fall within the

scatter of the field data, Figure 4.5. For the Phase IV turbine, a marked feature

in the difference in azimuthal phase may be observed at the inboard sections by

looking carefully at Figures 4.13 through 4.19. The BEM predicted locations at

30% of span, are generally, as expected, at an ear\ier azimuthaX ang\ nan ]n

measured locations, whereas at 47% of span the opposite behaviour is consistently

observed.

The disagreement between the locations predicted by the dynamic stall correl-

ation and the data collected in the NREL experiment may come from either the

correlation itself or from the field data. This is now examined in more detail.

The Correlation
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The dynamic stall correlation was developed from ramp motion (constant rate)

pitching. Its application to sinusoidal pitching oscillations, as on wind turbines

blades, has only been validated, Gracey et al. (1996), for reduced frequencies, greater

than 0.01 and not in the quasi-steady region at low c. As already indicated, Gracey

et al. (1996), suggested that the highest pitch rate in the oscillatory cycle should

be used in the correlation rather than the instantaneous value used herein. To

investigate the sensitivity of the correlation to the slight changes in the pitch rate,

two cases in which the pitch rate is averaged over 5 and 10 azimuthal step times,

are shown in Figure. 4.23. This figure shows that the extent of the dynamic stall

region increases slightly in the radial direction when the averaged values are used.

However, the relatively low sensitivity to the change in the reduced pitch rate from

instantaneous to averaged values, suggests that the use of the instantaneous value

of + will provide a reliable estimate of the stall onset boundary. Nevertheless, a

more thorough analysis of the effect of the history of the reduced pitch rate, would

be required before this could be stated with complete confidence.

Some of the discrepancies could also be related to the Reynolds number influence

on aerofoil characteristics, (Galbraith et al. 1987), such as the incidence of static

stall, which is required as an input data to the correlation. The test conditions

used to develop the correlation were, a Reynolds number of 1.5 x 106, which is

more common number for large scale wind turbines. The NREL turbine operates

at less than half this Reynolds number, around 5 x i0 5 . Coton et al. (2002) in

an examination of key aerodynamic issues raised by the NREL blind comparison,

suggest that the predicted characteristics of a similar machine, are sensitive to the

choice of input aerofoil data in the Reynolds number range Re=5 x io to 1 x 106

In that case the higher Reynolds number data, gave a better match to the NREL-

NASA Phase VI test, for quasi-steady calculations, especially on outboard blade

sections. The influence of Reynolds number on the dynamic stall onset correlation
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has been studied to an extent by Gracey (1991) who suggested a possible adjustment

of the correlation. The data used to derive this adjustment were, however, not

comprehensive enough to fully validate it.

The computed results generally seem to be on the conservative side. A possible

reason for this may be the high static stall angle, c 38=16°, chosen for the S809

aerofoil as an input for the dynamic stall correlation. It is possible that a smaller

value of c, may produce better agreement between the correlation and the field

data. The peculiar aerodynamic characteristics of the S809 aerofoil in the pre and

post-static stall region, make the accurate specification of c 3 difficult.

Gracey et al. (1996) suggested that the correlation produced better agreement

with experiment, if o was regarded as the incidence of pitching moment break in

steady conditions. The incidence of the pitching moment break in steady conditions

for the S809 aerofoil is around 16° , (reference Ohio). Therefore, substitution of c

as the pitching moment break angle will not affect the results, since the static stall

angle is also 16°.

The Dynamic Stall Field Data

The prediction scheme used here assumes locally two-dimensional flow. This may

not actually be the case in reality and it is possible that the field data may be

exhibiting dynamic stall triggered by the spanwise influences in a highly three-

dimensional dynamic stall process.

The experimental study of Coton and Galbraith (1999) on a finite wing showed,

that once the stall vortex was initiated at the mid span location it triggered dynamic

stall on outboard sections earlier than would have otherwise been expected. As may

be observed in Figure 4.5 the earliest signs of dynamic stall which in this case appear

on inboard blade sections are generally well predicted. As the blade moves around

the azimuth, the stall progresses outboard, where the predicted locations are delayed
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compared to the field data. The three-dimensionality of the dynamic stall process

may be the main reason why this effect is particularly pronounced on outboard blade

sections.

On the other hand, improved experimental measurements of the azimuthal pos-

ition of the blade, will be of benefit when phenomena occurring in a relatively small

azimuthal range are of interest. A slight phase difference between the measured

and actual azimuthal position may be present in the experimental measurements as

cited by Simms et al. (1999). in relation to the NREL UAE, Phases II and IV. An

NREL analysis of Phase II data, Huyer et al. (1996), showed that the uncertainty

in measuring blade azimuth angle amounts to a full scale error of 2.8%. In addition,

measurements suffer from non-desirable total uncertainty in the fixed blade pitch

angle of +1°. In reality, the major cause of the discrepancies is likely to be the vari-

ations in onset flow conditions experienced by the turbine during the field tests. This

would account for the apparent mis-match between the experimentally determined

peak C values and the mean incidence distributions observed in Figures 4.18 and

4.19. In fact, even in moderately benign field conditions, the variations in instant-

aneous onset flow velocity and direction can be severe enough to make comparison

with predicted average values problematic.
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Figure 4.20: Azimuthal step size influence on P Wake and BEM angle of attack
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Figure 4.21: Radial Step size influence on BEM Dynamic Stall prediction
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Figure 4.22: Effect of local averaged inflow values in BEM, NREL Phase IV
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4.4.6 2—D Conclusions

Application of the method to the downwind coiifigured NREL Unsteady Aerody-

namics Experiment turbine Phases II and IV identifies regions of dynamic stall which

are broadly in line with field observations. It is shown that the location and severity

of dynamic stall on the rotor disc is, as may be expected, very sensitive to the onset

flow conditions, blade planform, twist and tip pitch angle. It is also shown that

dynamic stall can be produced by two different mechanisms. The first is associated

with the exit of the blade from the tower shadow region and is, thus, particular to

downwind machines. The second mechanism is simply the effective temporal vari-

ation in incidence experienced by the blades when the turbine operates in yawed

flow. It is also clear, at this stage, that the yaw and tower shadow induced dynamic

stall regions, given their proximity, are likely to interact.

The potential effect of blade design on the extent and location of dynamic stall

has been illustrated by comparison of the predictions for the untwisted Phase II and

the twisted Phase IV rotor configurations. For example, dynamic stall may be first

triggered either at the outboard sections, as may be observed in Figure 4.9(c) for

the Phase IV twisted blade, or at the most inboard radial positions, as has been

shown for both the Phase II and Phase IV wind turbine configurations.

There is obviously room to improve the qciai.-teady 2—i?

At this stage, only the onset of dynamic stall has been considered and even this has

been dealt with in a fairly crude manner. Once dynamic stall has been initiated,

the subsequent process involves a complex series of events which take around three

to four chord lengths of blade travel to be completed. Even after this, depending on

the subsequent variation of blade incidence, secondary vortex shedding can produce

large fluctuating loads. This effectively means that large portions of the disc are

likely to be affected by dynamic stall if the turbine operates in a significantly yawed

flow.
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In all the cases studied, it is interesting to note that there is some overlap between

the regions of dynamic stall and three-dimensional stall delay. It is possible that

three-dimensional effects may, in fact, delay the onset of dynamic stall in a man-

ner similar to the delay in static stall. Such an effect, however, will inevitably be

restricted to inboard blade sections. The extent to which three-dimensional stall

delay interacts with the regions of unsteadiness will be considered next.

4.5 3—D Dynamic Stall Onset Predictor

Although contemporary aerodynamic models (Rawlinson-Smith 1996) reflect more

of the flow physics than was previously possible, a key aerodynamic issue remaining

to be addressed is the manner in which unsteady three dimensional flow develops

and subsequently influences the loading distribution on the blades.

In order to assess the severity of the interaction of three dimensional stall delay

with regions of unsteadiness, a simple method is presented below.

4.5.1 Three Dimensional Unsteady Stall Model

The inclusion of three-dimensional effects in the dynamic stall model described pre-

viously, has been attempted by combining it with a 3—D stall delay lift correction

to the static Kirchhoff model for separated flow. Two parameters from the dynamic

stall correlation, Eq. (4.5), have been used to model the effects of 3—D flow separa-

tion in the unsteady stall model. These two variables are: S 2 , the rate of change of

separation point with incidence and c, the incidence of static stall. This technique

is briefly described next.

3—D Stall Delay Lift Correêtion to 2—D Aerofoil Data

As has been seen in Chapter 3, strong spanwise separated flow on a rotating blade
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can produce a delay in the stalling process compared to static aerofoil data. As a

result, the aerodynamic force coefficients can be altered resulting in an increase in

lift and a reduction in drag. The 3-D lift and drag coefficients, cI3D, Cd3D can be

calculated from

CI3D = Cl2D + tiC1	(4.7)

Cd3D = Cd2D -	 (4.8)

where 612D and Gd2D are the 2-D aerofoil lift and drag coefficients. Based on

the stall delay correlation, the increment in the lift coefficient tiC1 and decrement

in the drag coefficient tiCd are modelled as

tiC1 = ft (C1 - Cl2D)	 (4.9)

= Id (Cd2D - Cdo)	 (4.10)

where Cdo is the 2-D aerofoil drag coefficient at zero incidence, and the po-

tential lift coefficient C1 is given by

C1 = 2 ir (a - ao)

with a0 being the angle of attack at which Cl2D = 0. The correction factors for

lift and drag, ft and fd are obtained from Eq. 3.7, the empirical separation point

correlation as

ft 
= --- 11.6(c/r) Cl - (c/r)	 '

2 
L 

0.1267 c2 + (c/r)* -
	 (4.11)
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£a
1 1.6 (d/r ) C1 - (c/r) 2A r -

	 (4.12)fd =	
[ 0.1267 C2 + (c/r)2A£aj

Thus, the stall delay model has been used to derive a 3—D lift coefficient CI3D.

The new set of curves obtained for CI3D are presented in Figure 4.24. The lowest

curve represents the static Cl2D lift coefficient versus angle of attack, which corres-

ponds to the behaviour at the tip of the blade, where there are no 3—D stall delay

effects. The rest of the curves correspond to radial positions progressively closer to

the root of the blade, where 3—D stall might delay separation and increase lift. The

upper curve corresponds to the inboard section at 32% of span. As may be seen

from the figure, the modelling assumes 3—D post-stall characteristics similar to the

static behaviour.

3—D Lift Correction in the Unsteady Model

Once the 3—D lift coefficient is obtained, the three-dimensional values for the

normal force coefficient Cn3D, and the chordwise force coefficient, Ct3D are given by

Cn3D CI3D COS a + Cd3D Sifl a	 (4.13)

Ct3D - CID sina - Cd3D cosa	 (4.14)

Assuming that the Kirchhoff flow separation model Eq. (4.1) can be applied to

3—D flows, then the movement of the 3—D trailing edge separation point can be

expressed in terms of Cn3D by rearranging Eq. (4.2) as
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Figure 4.24: Calculated lift coefficient incorporating 3—D stall delay
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f3D=4 [C
na (a_ao) 2]

(4.15)

where f3D represents the chordwise location of flow separation in the 3—D flow.

For a fixed tip speed ratio, f3D is a function not only of angle of attack, as in

the 2—D case, but also of the local radius r, thus f3D = g(a, r). On this basis a new

set of curves can be obtained and are presented in Figure 4.25

As in the previous figure, the lowest curve represents the static separation point

versus angle of attack, which corresponds to the behaviour at the tip of the blade,

where there are no 3—D stall delay effects. The rest of the curves correspond to
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Figure 4.25: Calculated flow separation incorporating S-D stall delay

radial sections progressively closer to the root of the blade, where 3-D stall might

delay separation. The upper curve corresponds to the most inboard section at 18%

of span.

Thus, the relationship between the separation point f and the angle of attack a,

is no longer an unique (static) curve. Instead, a set of f-a curves has been obtained;

one curve for each radial station. This, in turn, changes both the parameter S2,

which is related to the slope of the f-a curve through the relationship shown in

Eq. (4.4), and a, the incidence of static stall, as can be seen in Figure 4.25. It

should be appreciated that for a fixed value of a along the blade span, moving from

the tip inwards towards the root, the separation point moves backwards, towards

the trailing edge (f 1). Another feature is that, in order to obtain a fixed chordal

separation point across the whole blade span, the sectional angle of attack needs to

increase towards the blade root.

In the present work, the values of the two parameters, S 2 and ag, are stored
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in a lookup table as a function of radial position for input into the dynamic stall

onset correlation. Results obtained from the 3—D dynamic stall predictor using these

values are presented in the next section.

4.5.2 Results and Discussion

The regions of dynamic stall and stall delay due to rotation have been previously

shown to overlap. In this section, the capability of the modelling strategy to mon-

itor how three-dimensional stall delay interacts with the regions of unsteadiness will

be evaluated and compared to the NREL UAE Phase II wind turbine data, for a

wind velocity of 15 rn/s and yaw angle of +300. The open circles represent the

experimentally assessed locations of dynamic stall onset, while the predicted region

of dynamic stall is plotted as a contour line.

Effect of S2

The parameter S2 is related to the position and rapidity of movement of the steady

separation point. From Eq. (4.4), this relationship is approximately

-f	 (4.16)
da

So, the higher the value of 52 at a particular chord location, the slower the

steady separation point moves with increasing incidence . Higher values of 52 in the

correlation are, therefore, expected to have the effect of reducing the dynamic stall

onset boundary.

The basic effect of S2 on the extent of the dynamic stall region predicted by the

correlation is examined in Figures 4.26(a) through 4.26(f), which have been obtained

for values of 82 equal to 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 1.8, 3.2 and 4 respectively. The nominally

2—D static S2 , equal to 1.6, is shown in Figure 4.26(c) to facilitate comparison.
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From the preceding analysis, Figure 4.25, this may be a representative range of 82

for the S809 aerofoil, when 3—D effects are considered. Interestingly, the predicted

dynamic stall contours show little sensitivity to variations in the parameter. Even

the highest value of 82 = 4, Figure 4.26(f), produces a similar region of predicted

dynamic stall to the 2—D static case. Closer examination of this case does, however

reveal a slightly inboard movement of the contour between 30% and 63% of span,

delaying the dynamic stall onset at these inboard stations.

To examine how S2 may influence the onset of 3—D dynamic stall in a more

realistic scenario, a case is presented in Figure 4.27 in which, a83 has been kept

constant and equal to 16°, whereas 82, changes at each radial position, according to

the slope of the f3D-a curves at f = 0.5, in Figure 4.25.

Comparison of this case with the 2—D case presented in Figure 4.26(c) shows that

the predicted location of 3—D dynamic stall has not significantly changed, except

between 30% to 63% of span, where a very marginal inboard movement of the

dynamic stall contour may be observed. For example, by looking carefully at 47%

of span, just after 270° , a delay in the azimuthal location of dynamic stall initiation

can be detected in the 3—D case.

In reality, if the blade incidence is constant along the span, a situation will exist

in which, if the 3—D effects are considered, the separation point will be near the

leading edge at the blade root and near the trailing edge at the blade tip. As may

be observed from Figure 4.25, f will increase at the most inboard locations, but

the slope of the f-a curve does not change for a fixed value of a. Therefore the 82

variation, which is a function of both f and the slope of the f-a curve, Eq. (4.16)

is less severe than in the previous case, where the slope changes. Thus, the general

shape of the dynamic stall contour will not change significantly, and a more 2—D

like prediction may be expected.
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Effect of a33 at f = 0.5

In addition to 52, the other principle parameter in the dynamic stall onset correlation

is the static stall angle. The effect of accounting for 3—D stall delay through this

parameter is examined in Figure 4.29 where S 2 is kept constant while a changes for

each radial location according to the f3D-a curve at f = 0.5. Although a33 has been

described as the static stall angle, it has been suggested that a more appropriate

physical interpretation for c is the incidence at which flow reversal from the trailing

edge has reached the mid-chord. The effect of changing a33 according to Figure 4.25,

in comparison with the 2—D case presented again in Figure 4.28, is that the predicted

location of 3—D dynamic stall extends further outboard, reaching 80% of span. Also

at 63% and 47% of span, it is identified at an earlier azimuthal angle. At span

sections where r 21%, dynamic stall is not detected at all.

This behaviour can be related to Figure 4.25. The range of a33 values at f = 0.5,

starts at around 100 at 100% of span and increases steadily until the separation

point does no actually reach f = 0.5 at the most inboard sections, r 21%.

This effectively means that dynamic stall would not be predicted by the correlation.

For the more outboard sections, dynamic stall is predicted in accordance with the

reduction in a33 , which represents the boundary which must be exceeded for dynamic

stall to happen.

In order to avoid the problem at inboard sections a cut-off strategy was imple-

mented. This was done by limiting the range of a33 from around 100 at the 100%

of span location, to an upper limit of 16° at approximately 28% of span. This inner

value was then maintained constant for locations further inboard. Doing this, whilst

keeping S2 constant, produces the result shown in Figure 4.30, where dynamic stall

onset is predicted now at the most inboard locations. The implications of this result

are discussed in more detail later.
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Effect of a88 and S2 at f = 0.5

The effects of simultaneous changes in S2 and c at f 0.5 are presented in

Figure 4.31. In this case, a is allowed to vary in the manner described above, and

S2 increases, according to the f3jj-c curve at f = 0.5, from the tip of the blade to the

28% of span location. Further inboard, 82 remains constant to retain consistency

with the c cut-off strategy. The resulting predicted locations of 3—D dynamic stall

are shown in Figure 4.31

Most of the characteristics apparent in Figure 4.31, are quite similar to those

in Figure 4.30. At 30% of span the prediction has remain unchanged. At 47% and

63% of span, the predicted contour of dynamic stall has in both cases, again moved

outboard, in comparison with the 2—D case. Furthermore, the 3—D dynamic stall

prediction now reaches 80% of span.
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Figure 4.26: Dynamic Stall prediction, a fixed from 2—D static test, NREL Phase

II
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Figure 4.29: 3—D Dynamic Stall prediction compared to NREL Phase II
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Figure 4.30: 3—D Dynamic Stall prediction compared to NREL Phase II
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Figure 4.31: 3-D Dynamic Stall prediction compared to NREL Phase II

Discussion

It has been shown that consideration of the position and rapidity of the movement

of the separation point along the blade surface, through changes in c and 82

respectively, can affect the onset of the dynamic stall process considerably. The

stall boundary is particularly sensitive to the choice of c.

This attempt to simulate the three dimensionality of the dynamic stall process

through rotational stall delay, has highlighted a serious limitation of the modelling

strategy at the most inboard sections of the blade. The drawback can be explained

with reference to Figure 4.25, which relies on the Kirchhoff formulation and in

addition assumes that 3-D post-stall aerodynamic characteristics exhibit the same

behaviour as their quasi-steady counterparts. In Figure 4.25, for blade radius r <

21%, the separation point does not show any symptoms of moving forward of the

mid-chord, as the angle of attack is increased. In the same manner, for blade radius
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r < 25% the separation point does not reach 0.38 of the chord. This behaviour would

suggest that the suction pressure will theoretically keep increasing in an unrealistic

manner with incidence, without any sign of stalling. Therefore, dynamic stall would

not be predicted by the correlation at the inboard sections of the blade, Figure 4.29.

This raises the question as to whether 3—D rotating effects affect dynamic stall in a

different manner to the way they influence the delay of the static stall. Indeed, the

experimentally measured locations of dynamic stall onset are closely characterised

by the 2—D correlation, for both the Phase II and Phase IV configurations, especially

when the onset occurs at inboard locations on the blade.

The main discrepancies between dynamic stall in 2—D flow and on the turbine

blade may occur after stall has been initiated and a dynamic stall vortex has been

formed. For example, experiments on a three-dimensional pitching wing, Coton et

al. (2001), have shown that initiation of dynamic stall at one location on the wing

can promote early stall on adjacent sections of the wing.

Given this discussion, the potential to develop a 3—D dynamic stall predictor as

an extension of the present 2—D module is severely limited. The main considerations

would be:

• the location of dynamic stall onset is predicted using the assumption of 2—D

flow reversal from the trailing edge prior to unsteady flow separation at the

leading edge. The particular criterion adopted needs more careful consider-

ation and should be representative of distinct aerofoil profile characteristics.

This is examined in more detail in the following section.

• based on consideration of the duration of dynamic stall from Galbraith et al.

(1986), it may be possible not only to identify stall onset but also to identify

the azimuthal extent of the dynamic stall process. Galbraith et al. (1986)

suggested that dynamic stall can endure for about eight semi-chords duration,
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with a vortex convection speed independent of the reduced pitch rate or the

frequency. The maximum azimuthal extent of dynamic stall can be calculated

for the NREL machine on this basis, and is about 200. It is interesting to note

that this may be in conflict with other experimental studies. In a experimental

analysis of a rotating wind turbine blade, Schreck et al. (2000) concludes that

the kinematics of the vortex convection speed, at low wind velocities and

small angles, vary in a near linear fashion with the reduced frequency, whereas

at moderate to high wind velocities and intermediate to large yaw angles,

the convection speed varies in a highly non-monotonic fashion with reduced

frequency.

• developing a simple model of how the dynamic stall vortex evolves and con-

vects in a 3—D highly separated environment may be a more challenging task.

Understanding the manner in which the dynamic stall vortex affects and in-

teracts with other portions of the blade is still the focus of experiment and

analysis Coton et al. (2001), Schreck et al. (2001).

Possibly the most significant outcome of the analysis conducted in this section

is the beneficial effect of reducing c on outboard blade sections. This cannot be

considered as a 3—D stall delay effect since the lower limit of cr88 in the 3—D case

should be the static stall angle. Instead, the result brings into question the definition

of c. It is also interesting to note that, on outboard blade sections, the reduced

pitch rate can be close to the quasi-steady boundary. Both of these issues are now

considered in more detail.

2—D Correction

As observed in Figure 4.30, at low pitch rates on outboard portions of the blade, low

values of a8 , compared with the static stall angle, which gradually increase until
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approximately the stall angle at inboard locations, appear to give better agreement

with the 3—D dynamic stall locations measured in the experiment. The manner in

which this reduction in the incidence of c can be justified is discussed below.

The angle at which the flow reversal reaches a particular chordal position in the

steady f-of curve, has, in previous studies, been found to provide a good correlation

with the angle at which dynamic stall onset is triggered at different pitch rates. The

appropriate angle and chordal position, in the case of the S809 aerofoil, have never

been properly established. Previous studies on other aerofoil sections illustrate the

wide range of possibilities.

McCroskey et al. (1976), suggested from experimental results that dynamic stall

onset is dependent on the abruptness of the aerofoil's steady trailing edge separa-

tion characteristics. Prior to vortex initiation, a gradual forward movement of flow

reversal in a thin layer was observed at the bottom of the boundary layer.

Scruggs et al. (1974) found good correlation between the predicted angle of attack

at which the flow reversal point reached the f = 0.5 chordal position, and dynamic

stall onset for the NACA 0012 aerofoil in low Mach number tests.

Experimental investigations by Seto (1988) on the NACA 23012 indicated that

flow reversal may have reached the f 0.30 chord location prior to the detection of

the nascent dynamic stall vortex.

Niven and Gaibraith (1997) found for the case of the NACA 23012A, which to

an extent resembles the S809 aerofoil, that a good correlation existed between the

angle of attack at which C deviation predicted dynamic stall onset and the angle

at which the separation point reached f = 0.34 chord. They noted that, when a

divergence criterion was used to indicate dynamic stall vortex inception, the aerofoil

shape had little influence (apart from aerofoil thickness, and especially leading edge

thickness) if the movement of the trailing edge separation point with incidence under

steady conditions, was similar for the aerofoils considered.
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In the correlation due to Gracey et al. (1996) the onset of dynamic stall is

predicted on the basis of slope of the f - a curve and the incidence of static stall.

The use of the static stall incidence is, however, problematic. Wilby (1980), Wilby

(2001), in his review of rotor aerofoil testing in the U.K., suggested that, " steady

state wind tunnel tests do not provide a means of assessing the relative merits of

aerofoils operating under dynamic conditions." He did, however, note that some

successful semi-empirical dynamic stall models use the angle of attack at which

static stall occurs within their formulation, but qualified this by stating that it is

by no means clear how this angle should be identified. Indeed, Gracey et al. (1996)

suggested that the angle of moment stall may be more appropriate than the angle

of lift stall in his correlation.

It is clear from the preceding discussion that the use of the static angle of at-

tack in the correlation of (Gracey et al. 1996) is, somewhat, arbitrary. It clearly

provided Gracey et al. (1996) with a good fit to the data on which they based their

correlation. It may, however, not be appropriate for all aerofoils. The S809 has par-

ticularly unusual stalling characteristics and so may be one such aerofoil. A possible

substitute for the static stall angle would be some angle based on the characteristics

of the f - a curve. In particular, aerofoils exhibit a marked change in the rate of

forward movement of the separation point around stall. The angle at which this

change occurs may be appropriate to use, as it may mark a distinct change in the

boundary layer dynamics in a pitching case. It may also represent a boundary below

which dynamic stall cannot be forced. This is important since the measured data

suggest vortex onset even at pitch rates which are firmly in the quasi-steady regime.

For rapidly trailing edge stalling aerofoils under steady conditions, the first di-

vergence of the f - a slope to a lower gradient, occurs at an incidence coincident

with the static stall angle. Contrary to this, in the case of aerofoils which have been

designed to stall gradually, the slope of the f - a curve is less severe and the curve
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tends to flatten out as the static stall incidence is approached. Such aerofoils, may

exhibit the first divergence of the f - a slope to a lower gradient, well before the

incidence has reached the static stall angle. It may be possible to replace a in the

correlation with this angle, a1.

The way in which the incidence a1 can be deduced from the steady f - a curve,

for the S809 aerofoil is explained next.

The S809 aerofoil stalls between 15.2 and 16°, as the Reynolds number is in-

creased from 3 x iO to 5 x iO, Huyer et al. (1996). In the present work a static

stall angle of 16° has always been considered. Figure 4.25 shows the static trailing

edge separation point movement from (f = 1) trailing edge, towards (J = D) the

leading edge. From around f 0.95 to f = 0.60, a = 6° to 9°, the s'ope of the f-a

curve is constant. Beyond f = 0.60 the slope slightly decreases before increasing

again until approximately f = 0.38, which may be regarded as the point where the

reversing flow particles, first start experiencing a slow down in their forward pro-

gression. At any point between f = 0.38 and f = 0.32, a = 11° to 12°, the slope

remains constant. Forward of f = 0.32 there is an irregular increase of f with a

until the trailing edge separation point reaches 0.15 chord where the aerofoil stalls

at approximately 16°.

The f = 0.38 chord location may be considered as the first divergence of the

f - a slope to a lower gradient. The incidence a1 at this point is equal to 11°.

Because however, of the approximate nature of the assumption, any point between

f = 0.38 to f = 0.32, a = 11° to 12°, may be a fair approximation to af.

Using the incidence af = 110 at the 38% chord position, as the lower limit to be

input to the correlation, the locations of dynamic stall for the Phase II untwisted

wind turbine at wind velocity 15 m/s and yaw angle +30° are presented in Fig-

ure 4.32(a). In this case 82 is kept constant, while a33 (aj) is allowed to change

according to the f3D-a curve, at the f = 0.38 chordal position, starting at 110 for
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the most outboard blade station until reaches the static stall angle of 16° on the

inboard parts of the blade.

As a result, comparison with the 2—D case presented in Figure 4.28 shows that

the predicted locations of 3—D dynamic stall, Figure 4.32(a), extend further out-

board, reaching 80% of span. Also at 47% and 63% of span, it is identified at

an earlier azimuthal angle, whereas, at 30% of span, dynamic stall is predicted at

the same location. Thus the predictions using the correction are more in line with

the experimentally identified locations. It is worthy of note that the reduced pitch

rates encountered in this case were: =0.0070 at 30%, o =0.0085 at 47% and

& =0.0012 at 60% of the span. Thus, dynamic stall would not be expected as far

outboard as 60% of the span in this case. The possibility that it is triggered there

by the formation of the vortex further inboard cannot be ruled out.

Application of the same correction, to the Phase IV configuration is presented in

Figure 4.32(b). It may be observed that, at around 47% of span, and more clearly

at 63% of span, dynamic stall is detected now just after the static stall threshold of

16°. The pitch rates encountered at the predicted locations of dynamic stall were:

= 0.015 at 30% c = 0.0084 at 47% and a = 0.0065 at 60% of the span
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4.5.3 3—D Conclusions

BEM predictions based on a 2—D correlation of vortex stall onset provide a fair

representation of the actual dynamic stall onset experienced by the rotating wind

turbine blade over the entire range of operating conditions, that have been analysed.

It has been shown that rotational stall delay does not affect dynamic stall as

it does static stall. Examination of the three-dimensionality of the dynamic stall

process has revealed that, its initial onset is correctly characterised by the BEM

2—D correlation but that after its local inception, earlier dynamic stall appears to

be triggered in adjacent stations.

The influence of the wind turbine blade planform and aerofoil section on dynamic

stall onset has been examined using two parameters related to the steady stall

characteristics. The first, 82 represents the abruptness of the steady trailing edge

separation and the second, c 9 , is the static stall angle. The incidence at which

the first divergence of the f - c slope to a lower gradient is detected from the steady

characteristics, has been introduced as a possible replacement for It appears

to provide a possible mechanism to improve the prediction from the correlation

for the particular aerofoil used on the NREL turbine. Further work is, however,

required to fully consider the impact of three-dimensional effects on the dynamic

stalling process. Theoretical and experimental studies, such as flow visualisation of

a rotating wind turbine blade, will be of help in addressing the complicated physics

of both, attached and separated unsteady three dimensional rotating flows.

The applicability of the correlation of Gracey et al. (1996) to the S809 aerofoil

is also a major question that needs to be considered. Ideally, this aerofoil should be

tested under dynamic conditions and the results compared to the correlation. This

would help to resolve the question of the suitability of o j or



Chapter 5

Tower Shadow

This section presents detailed experimental measurements of blade surface pressures

obtained during the interaction of a wind turbine blade with the tower wake. The

blade pressure distributions, were also integrated around the chord to yield transient

normal force and quarter chord pitching moment coefficients which are also presented

to illustrate the salient features of the aerodynamic response. In examining the effect

that the tower wake has on the blade, special attention will be given to the behaviour

of C, the normal force coefficient and Cm, the pitching moment coefficient. Finally,

comment will be made on the suitability of specific tower shadow modelling strategies

with emphasis on how improvements could be made.

A explanation of tower shadow effects is given next, together with a brief review

of relevant experimental and numerical efforts.

5.1 Tower Shadow Effects

The blades of a horizontal axis wind turbine, HAWT, are connected through the

hub and shaft to the rest of the components which are ultimately supported by

a cylindrical tower. During the rotational cycle, the blade encounters a region of

disturbed inflow when it passes near the azimuthal position coincident with the
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tower. For upwind rotor configurations this effect is mainly caused by the slow

down and deflection of the flow due to the presence of the tower and only extends a

short distance upstream. In the case of a downwind turbine, i.e. when the rotor is

downwind of the tower, the blades interact with the wake of the tower which extends

some distance downstream. The tower wake or shadow is a region of reduced wind

velocity and turbulence produced, as the name suggests, by the wake of the turbine

tower. For this reason, it has a significant effect on turbines which operate in a

downwind configuration. Upwind machines often experience fluctuations in blade

loads as the blades pass in front of the tower but these proximity effects are not

considered in the present work.

WIND VELOCITY	 WAKE VELOCITY

TURBINE
TOWER

_

Figure 5.1: Sketch of tower shadow velocity deficit, plant view

On a downwind turbine, the tower wake has a severe effect on the blade inflow

conditions. Tower shadow will produce a rapid decrement of the inflow velocity fol-

lowed by an increment as the blade passes through the wake, Figure 5.1, which will
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vary the angle of attack in an oscillatory and impulsive manner. As explained in

Chapter 4 rapid variations of the blade incidence may cause stall to occur dynam-

ically. In addition, concentrated vorticity shed from both sides of the tower could

produce a blade vortex interaction BVI like effect.

All these perturbations contribute to the unsteady loads suffered by the blade as

it passes the tower. These dynamic loads can induce blade stall vibrations which will

either mitigate (damp) or amplify, the natural frequency oscillations of the tower,

with serious structural dynamics implications for the turbine. The blade deflection

around the rotor cycle may also be accentuated in the tower wake region. As a result,

flap bending moments on the blade can reach their maximum values at azimuthal

positions coincident with the tower shadow. This has been seen in experiments

(Thresher et al. 1986). The yawing moment will, therefore, be very much dependent

on the damping of the blade oscillations produced in the tower wake (Petersen 1984).

In addition to these problems, the oscillations in the loading of the blades, may

introduce fluctuations in the generated electric signal, damaging the quality of the

power output and compromising the stability of the grid connection.

Some early downwind turbine designs also developed a distinction for generating

noise as the blades passed through the tower shadow. Downwind turbines operating

today generally have lower tip speeds which result in negligible infrasound emissions

(Kelley and McKenna 1985). Because the blade spends such a brief period of time

in the tower shadow, one may incorrectly conclude that the primary tower shadow

effects are on the fatigue life and on noise, other than mean power performance.

The tower shadow not only alters the local angle of attack, but can also significantly

influence the onset of dynamic stall. Even under unyawed conditions, tower shadow

can trigger dynamic stall, which lasts a significant duration before the blade recovers

from stall. This may contribute to a persistent loss of power for a prolonged period

of time. The location and severity of dynamic stall on the rotor disk, is very sensitive
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to the onset flow conditions. Given the rapid incidence variations within the tower

shadow domain, any aerodynamic design code needs to cope with tower shadow in

order to correctly identify dynamic stall.

5.2 Tower Shadow Experiments and Modelling

Experiments

In addition to producing a velocity deficit, the shadow region may contain sources

of unsteadiness resulting from vortex shedding from the tower itself, making the

local aerodynamic response of the blade highly unsteady (Robinson et al. 1995).

Although some experimental testing into the problem has been undertaken, few

detailed analyses of the measurements are available in the open literature at the

time of writing this chapter.

Some early wind tunnel experiments (Savino and Wagner 1976, Burley et al.

1976, Snyder and Wentz 1981, Powles 1983) measured the wind velocity profile in

the wake of tower models to determine the magnitude of the velocity reduttion.

Subsequently studies of tower shadow effects were conducted via wind tunnel pres-

sure measurements and open field collected data, (Petersen 1984, Wilmshurst et

al. 1985, Shipley et al. 1995b, Graham and Brown 1999). For example, the NREL

Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment has collected field data which comprises pres-

sure distributions on different blade sections, integrated blade loads (normal force,

tangential force, and pitching moment coefficients), information about the angle of

attack at various wind speeds and yaw angles, on a downwind turbine, thus provid-

ing unique aerodynamic data for model validation and development. More recently,

this turbine was used in the NREL/NASA Ames wind tunnel experiment to provide

high quality clean data for a downwind turbine, without the uncertainties of open

field measurements.
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European laboratories have also conducted a unified study of the rotor tower

interaction problem, (Rotow 2000). Wind tunnel and field data, together with

numerical simulations have been contributed to this E.U. Joule project. The final

report from this project has not been made available, to date.

Independently, Glasgow University conducted a wind tunnel test in February

1998, the results of which are presented later in this chapter.

Modelling

Studies have been initiated to examine how the induced unsteadiness produced by

the tower shadow on the rotor aerodynamics could be modelled.

By close examination of experimental pressure differences and wind velocity con-

tours in the tower wake, Powles (1983) proposed a model for the tower shadow ve-

locity deficit as a cosine fall-off from the free stream velocity, with width and depth

variation of this cosine function varying with the distance from the tower. When

Thresher et al. (1986) used a computer code to analyse blade dynamic loads, the

tower shadow effects were not the main concern; instead, the velocity deficit in the

tower shadow was included in passing only as a deterministic excitation. The model

of Thresher et al. (1986), employed a pi-shaped tower shadow representation of the

velocity deficit, which was assumed to be approximately 0.25 to 0.30 of the free

stream wind velocity, based on the experimental work of Snyder and Wentz (1981).

Hansen (1992) studied the free-yaw mechanics of downwind turbines and de-

veloped engineering design tools which included tower shadow modelling. His struc-

tural response code named YawDyn, developed by the University of Utah for NREL,

makes use of the AeroDyn aerodynamics subroutine which is based on BEM theory

and with a cosine-shaped wake representing the tower shadow.

A similar approach has been followed in the commercial aeroelastic code, Bladed,

version 3.2 (Bossanyi 1997). Originally, this structural code, developed and owned
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by Garrad Hassan and Partners Limited, utilised a cosine function to represent the

tower shadow. This was based on the experimental work of Powles (1983), with a

fixed user-specified width and depth intensity. But, in a later version, the width and

intensity of the tower wake vary with the square root and inverse square root of the

distance from the tower, respectively. This is also the case in the YawDyn code.

Wang et al. (1998) presented a tower shadow modelling strategy for downwind

wind turbines. The scheme is also based on a cosine pi-shaped function that ac-

counts for yawed flow and the corresponding skew of the tower wake. Application

of this model within a vortex wake code has been reported in several papers, with

encouraging results (Coton and Wang 1999, Wang and Coton 2001).

Duque et al. (1999), used an Navier-Stokes solver to examine rotor tower inter-

action but, in comparison to experiment, the computed results are still not quite

satisfactory, mainly due to grid density mismatches in the analysis. Xu and Sankar

(2000) used a hybrid Navier-Stokes / potential flow solver developed at Georgia

Institute of Technology in which spanwise and azimuthal variations of circulation

are captured using vortex filaments, freely convected by the local flow. In a progress

report to NREL, Sankar (2001) states that the hybrid Navier-Stokes / potential

code predicted the loss in dynamic pressure due to the tower shadow, but the vor-

tex shedding from the tower was not captured because of the sparse grid employed

there.

Recently, within the Rotow Joule project, two and three-dimensional simulations

of the rotor blade aerodynamic interaction with the tower wake and its impact on

the wind turbine design were conducted. Commercial packages such as Fluent and

Star-Cd were tested together with in-house solvers and engineering codes. It was

suggested by Johansen and Bak (2000) that wind tunnel experimental conditions

could be the reason for the bad comparison with their numerical results for a down-

wind rotor. In particular the low Reynolds number of 7.2x10 4 , large centrifugal
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forces, the coarse distribution of pressure taps on the measured blade and tunnel

blockage were cited as contributing factors.

Some approaches in the form of simple engineering models have also recently

appeared in the literature. Three models are described and tested by Madsen (2000),

who prefers a model, called model 3 for the downwind configuration. In this model

the flow around the tower is represented by a potential flow but with the tower

radius and the tower drag included in the formulation. Another method proposed

to model the response of the blade to the tower wake, paying special attention to

the unsteady conditions in attached flow, has been described by Leishman (2002).

He proposes the use of the Küssner function in order to simulate the response of the

blade to the change in the velocity field during its passage through tower shadow.

This approach is examined in more detail later in this chapter.

5.3 Wind Tunnel Experiment

The objective of the present work is the study and analysis of wind tunnel experi-

mental data to enhance understanding of the aerodynamic effect that the tower has

on the passage of the blades, and if possible, from this understanding to outline

ways to improve its modelling. Descriptions of the experimental test setup, data

processing and results are presented next.

5.3.1 Description of the Wind Tunnel Experiment

A series of tests were previously conducted in the closed circuit "Handley Page"

wind tunnel at the University of Glasgow on a small wind turbine using laser sheet

visualisation (LSV) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) to study the rotor wake

structure (Grant et al. 1998, Grant et al. 2000). This wind turbine also provided

the opportunity to carry out an additional experiment to examine tower shadow
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interference with the blades.

This section presents results from the experimental study of tower shadow on

the small scale wind turbine in the controlled environment of the wind tunnel. The

test programme was conducted in the "Handley Page", University of Glasgow, 2.13

m x 1.61 m low speed wind tunnel. The turbine model, which was a two bladed

upwind design, had a rotor diameter of 1 m, and a nacelle specifically designed to

maximise the available internal space for instrumentation. The NACA 4415 section

blades were manufactured from carbon fiber composite and had a chord length of

0.1 m. The stiff blades were set at a fixed —12° pitch angle, having no twist and

no taper. One blade was instrumented with sixteen miniature pressure transducers

positioned at the 75% of chord location, eleven on the upper surface and five on the

lower side of the aerofoil. The internal structure of the nacelle was constructed from

aluminium and housed the rotating shaft of the turbine. On this shaft were located

the necessary electronics to condition the signals from the pressure transducers prior

to passing the signals through slip-rings located at the rear of the nacelle. The signals

were then passed to a high speed data acquisition system capable of sampling at up

to 50kHz per channel. The speed of rotation was controlled by an electronic braking

system, similar to that used in the PIV proving tests, located below the wind tunnel

floor and connected to the turbine shaft by a belt and pulley system. In this manner,

a fixed tip speed ratio of 5 was achieved throughout the measurement process. The

entire turbine arrangement could be rotated about the support shaft and locked at

any required yaw angle. Most of the measurements were made for the head-on flow

case although some were made at yaw angles up to +20°.

To simulate tower shadow, a dummy, tunnel-spanning tower was placed ahead

of the turbine. This additional tower was mounted vertically in a direct line with

the actual turbine support strut. As a consequence, the turbine blades experienced

a double tower shadow as they passed the dummy tower both above and below
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the nacelle. The lower tower passage was contaminated by the proximity of the

turbine support strut and so only the tower shadow above the nacelle is considered

here. A schematic of the experimental arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The

cylindrical tower had a 70 mm diameter and the distance between the rear edge of

the tower and the rotational plane of the blade was set equal to 140 mm, i.e. two

tower diameters. Because of the low Reynolds numbers, test were conducted with

both a clean smooth tower, and a roughened tower surface.

5.3.2 Pre and Post-Processing of Data

A fully automated data acquisition system was used for the measurement of the

unsteady blade pressures. This system has two-hundred channels, each of which

is capable of sampling to a maximum rate of 50kHz. For the tests reported here,

the wind tunnel velocity ranged from 9 rn/s to 11.7 rn/s and the turbine rotational

speed from 15.3 Hz to 19.9 Hz.

During testing, the pressure data were sampled at a frequency of 50kHz per

channel, giving approximately 2500 to 3200 samples per revolution. The pressure

transducer signals were corrected for the effects of rotation by subtracting the signals

measured during a test in which all the transducers were covered by tape.

No wall or tunnel blockage corrections were applied to the data. Normal force,

pitching moment and tangential force coefficients, were calculated as a function of

time by integration of the chordal pressure distributions using the trapezoidal rule.

A summary of the experimental test conditions is presented in Table 5.1.

5.3.3 Results of the Wind Tunnel Experiment

As a basis for comparison, and also as a measure of the quality of the data, a steady

case with no tower is presented in Figure 5.3 for zero yaw error and 11 rn/s wind

velocity. The bottom plot in the figure, shows the locations of the transducers on
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Table 5.1: Experimental conditions of tower shadow tests

yaw	 wind rotational Tip Speed Reynolds number 	 type of

angle velocity	 speed	 Ratio	 at the blade	 tower

o	 9	 15.3	 5.34	 2.5 x105	smooth tower

o	 11	 18.7	 5.33	 3.0 x105	smooth tower

0	 11	 18.7	 5.33	 3.0 x105	rough tower

0	 11	 18.8	 5.35	 3.1 x105	no tower

0	 11.7	 19.8	 5.31	 3.2 x105	smooth tower

0	 11.7	 19.9	 5.34	 3.2 x105	no tower

+20	 9	 15.3	 5	 2.5 x105	smooth tower

+20	 11	 18.7	 5	 3.0 x105	smooth tower

+20	 11	 18.7	 5	 3.0 x105	rough tower

+20	 11	 18.7	 5	 3.0 x105	no tower

+20	 11.7	 19.9	 5	 3.2 x10 5	smooth tower

+20	 11.7	 19.7	 5	 3.2 x10 5	no tower

degrees	 rn/s	 Hz	 -	 -	
-	 I
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the wind turbine model for tower shadow experiment
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the upper and lower surfaces of the NACA 4415 aerofoil. The top plot shows the

chordal pressure distribution measured during one rotational cycle of the blade. All

2500 samples measured over the entire 3600 rotational cycle are plotted at each

transducer location in this figure. As expected, with the turbine set at zero yaw

error and no tower present, the pressure coefficients remain almost constant over

the complete cycle.

In Figure 5.4, the calculated pressure distribution from a panel method (triangle

symbols) for an angle of attack equal to 10, is compared to the experimental pres-

sure distribution (diamond symbols). This angle provided the best fit between the

panel method and the measured data. Despite this, substantial disagreement exits

between the two distributions. For example the measured pressure at the stagnation

point, is not correctly evaluated; instead of the theoretical —C = —1 obtained from

the panel method at x/c 0, the experimental data give a —Ci, = —1.2 at the

leading edge. This could be due to the difficulty in determining the true value of

the dynamic pressure in the rotating environment but this would not explain the

more significant differences elsewhere on the chord. No clear explanation for this

has been found by the author. For the calculated geometric angle of attack, about

0.9° including the local negative aerofoil pitch, the flow conditions are attached and

the blades are not stalled. However, the centrifugal effect due to rotation is of such

a magnitude that the steady 2—D panel method approach may be questionable. A

more likely reason for the difference relates to the manner in which the centrifugal

offsets were taken. It is possible that covering the blades with tape may introduce

some difficulties. For example, the tape may trap air above the transducer at a

pressure above ambient. Alternatively, the tape itself may act like a diaphragm

which deforms under the action of the flow. In both cases, the offset reading would

be compromised. Regardless of the cause of the difference, it is likely that the effect

that the tower has on the response of each individual pressure signal will still be
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correctly characterised by the measured data.
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Figure 5.3: Pressure distribution on the aerofoil for one cycle, no tower, wind velo-

city=11 m/s, yaw=O°

The results presented herein are instantaneous unaveraged data, and so exhibit

some degree of noise. Generally, however, the quality of the pressure signals are such

that they permit an assessment of the force and moment coefficients without filtering

or averaging. In addition, clear correspondence between detailed time histories in

each cycle can be observed.

In order to understand the basic response to tower shadow, head-on flow cases

are examined first. At 75% of the blade span, the tower shadow is the oniy source of

unsteadiness in head-on flow and hence any variations in the blade loads are caused

by tower shadow effects. Figures 5.5 through 5.9 illustrate measured pressure, nor-

mal force and quarter chord pitching moment coefficients at three wind velocities:

9 rn/s, 11 rn/s and 11.7 rn/s for nominally unyawed cases.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of measured pressure (diamonds) and calculated via panel

method (triangles), no tower, wind velocity=11 m/s, yaw=O°

Head-on Flow Cases

Figure 5.5 shows the azimuthal pressure coefficient time histories recorded for trans-

ducers on the upper and lower surface of the blade section (top left and right plots

of the figure respectively) and the corresponding chordal force and moment time

histories (bottom plot) for a test case in which the wind velocity was set at 9 rn/s

and the turbine was set at zero yaw error.

In both of the pressure coefficient plots, the bottom trace represents the meas-

urement from the transducer closest to the leading edge and the top trace is from the

transducer closest to the trailing edge. The intermediate traces show the progression

from leading edge to the trailing edge. The pressure traces themselves, are plotted

such that a drop indicates a decrease in suction and a rise an increase in suction.

The tower shadow region, which is clearly identifiable in the figure, around the 900

azimuth angle, exhibits a number of interesting features. For example the response

at the leading edge is quite different from elsewhere on the blade and is closely linked
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to the movement of the stagnation point during the passage of the blade through

the tower wake. Generally, however, the data show a progressive trend in which

the severity of Lhe response reduces as the trailing edge is approached. In fact, the

transducers near the trailing edge show almost no response until later stages of the

tower shadow passage when a slight rise in suction can be observed. Another signi-

ficant feature of the figure is the slight rise in suction experienced by some forward

transducers on the upper surface, just prior to the tower shadow entry, as can be

seen on the second transducer from the leading edge at approximately 85° azimuth.

This is accompanied, on the lower surface, by a slight drop in suction observed just

before entering the tower shadow region, as may be seen on the third transducer

from the leading edge at around 85° azimuth angle. This effect is significant and,

as may be observed in the corresponding plot of normal force and pitching moment

versus azimuthal angle (bottom plot), sustains the normal force and causes a pro-

gressive increase in pitching moment prior to a sharp drop in C, and Cm, at points

1 and A respectively. Within the tower shadow region, approximately 80° through

130° azimuth, points 1-2-3; the normal force drops considerably from about 0.30 to

0.05 and then it recovers as the blade leaves the tower shadow region. This dramatic

change in normal force is mainly associated with the velocity deficit encountered by

the blade behind the cylindrical tower.

The quarter chord pitching moment remains roughly constant up to about an azi-

muthal position of 70°. Beyond this azimuthal value, the pitching moment increases

until it reaches a local maximum, point A, just before the 90° azimuth position.

After that, within the tower shadow region, the blade initially experiences a drop in

pitching moment, A-B as the blade enters the tower wake. This is followed by a re-

covery of the pitching moment between B' and C, reaching a second local maximum

peak, C just before the 120° azimuthal position. Following this, Cm drops sharply,

C-D, the pitching moment then gradually returns to the undisturbed value. Coin-
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cident in azimuth with the local maximum at point C, is a small localised decrease

in C just before the 1200 azimuth angle. This reflects a minor loss of suction as the

blade trailing edge passes out of the tower shadow. The relatively slow recovery in

C,, from the tower shadow, points 2-3, is also an interesting feature of this plot.

Increasing the wind tunnel velocity yields the case presented in Figure 5.6, in

which the wind velocity was set at 11 rn/s and the turbine was set at zero yaw error.

Most of the features observed previously (Figure 5.5) apply to this case, although

they may not appear as clearly as in the previous case. An interesting difference in

Figure 5.6 is that there is no strong evidence of a rise in suction at any of the forward

transducers on the upper surface just before the tower shadow entry. Similarly, none

of the lower surface pressure coefficients show any symptoms of a drop in suction

just before entering the tower shadow region. As a consequence, the normal force

begins to drop earlier and more gradually than in the previous case, although the

pitching moment shows some indication of a slow increase between 70° and 90°

azimuth angle, before collapsing. Once more, as the blade leaves the tower shadow,

the recovery of the normal force from the minimum value of 0.07, points 2-3, is less

rapid than the drop in C when the blade enters the tower shadow region.

In Figure 5.7, the wind velocity is again set at 11 rn/s and the turbine at zero yaw

error, but this time, the tower surface is not smooth. The roughness was increased

by means of a strip of sand-paper stuck to the tower surface. Increasing the tower

roughness, for this particular case, does not significantly change the blade load

variation compared with the smooth tower at the same flow conditions. However,

a feature which distinguishes the rough tower case is the absence of clear local Cm

peaks, at entry and exit from the tower shadow region; points A and C respectively.

Once again the C, recovery is more gradual than the initial drop.

A steady case with no tower presence was also measured. Figure 5.8 presents,

the data measured for this case in which the wind velocity was set at 11 rn/s and the
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turbine set at zero yaw error. In this case the pressure coefficient traces are almost

horizontal but not quite. This and the undulation in the C7 curve indicates that

there was a srriall yaw error during the experiment, possibly due to slightly skewed

flow in the wind tunnel. The higher level of noise on the Cm plot is an artifact of

the integration process.

The final zero yaw case is presented in Figure 5.9 for a wind velocity of 11.7 m/s,

with a smooth tower. This case has some interesting features. Some of the forward

transducers on the upper surface, experience a slight rise in suction, just prior to the

tower shadow entry at approximately 85° azimuth. This is accompanied by a slight

pressure rise at the corresponding lower surface transducers. As may be observed in

the corresponding plots of normal force and pitching moment, this manifests itself

as a progressive increase in the normal force and pitching moment prior to a sharp

and severe drop in C and Cm, points 1 and A respectively. The effective lift de-

creases from points 1-2 and the normal force reaches a minimum value of 0.04. The

pitching moment recovery, points B'-C, is much more gradual than the drop as the

blade enters the tower shadow, points A-B. When the blade is leaving the shadow

region, the force data show a perturbation just before the 130° azimuth angle. Here,

an upward spike in the positive C direction is detected. The reason for this is not

obvious from the individual pressure traces. Once more the pressure signals and

normal force recover more gradually as the blade leaves the shadow region.

Yawed Flow Cases

On a yawed wind turbine, the incoming flow and the tower wake are not perpendicu-

lar to the rotor plane anymore. Thus, for a +20° yaw angle, the blade is encountering

the wake at a slightly later azimuth. The blade does not cut the tower wake in a

perpendicular fashion, but rather on a skewed basis instead. In addition, there is a

cross-flow component of the inflow, on the rotor plane, which causes the blade angle
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of attack to vary with azimuth in a sinusoidal fashion.

Figures 5.10 through 5.14 show the azimuthal pressure coefficient time histories

recorded oii the upper and lower surface of the blade section (top left and right plots

respectively) and the force and moment time histories (bottom plot), for cases in

which the turbine was set at +200 yaw error. The wind velocities and remaining

test conditions are the same as in the head-on flow configuration, that is: smooth

tower at 9 m/s, smooth tower at 11 m/s, rough tower at 11 m/s, no tower at 11 rn/s

and smooth tower at 11.7 m/s.

From the pressure histories (top plots), it can be seen again that the first trace

corresponding to the leading edge pressure transducer exhibits a different signal

than the rest of the traces. This can be related, as previously mentioned, to the

movement of the stagnation point when entering the tower shadow region. The rest

of the transducers exhibit a similar behaviour to the unyawed case. As mentioned

above, the tower shadow region has shifted about 5° to a higher azimuth angle,

because of the yawed position of the tower wake.

The normal force and pitching moment coefficients are presented in the bottom

plots of Figures 5.10 to 5.14. Within the region of the tower wake influence, points

1-2-3, a drop in suction followed by a slow recovery as the blade is leaving the tower

shadow region can be observed in all the figures, in a manner similar to the head-on

flow test cases. Outside the tower shadow region, a persistent increase in C and Cm

can be observed before entering the tower shadow, prior to point 1, followed by a

decrease in both coefficients after leaving the region, beyond point 3. This is caused

by the cross-flow on the rotor which produces the azimuthal variation in the angle

of attack. This can be clearly observed in the yawed case presented in Figure 5.13

without the tower presence, where the force and moment values vary in response to

the yawed inflow.
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Figure 5.5:	 Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, smooth tower, yaw=O°, wind velocity=9 rn/s
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Figure 5.6:	 Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, smooth tower, yaw=O°, wind velocity=11 in/s
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Figure 5.7:	 Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, rough tower, yaw=O°, wind velocity=11 rn/s
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Figure 5.8:	 Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, no tower, yaw=O°, wind velocity=11 m/s
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Figure 5.9:	 Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, smooth tower, yaw=O°, wind velocity—il. 7 rn/s
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Figure 5.10: Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, smooth tower, yaw=+20°, wind velocity=9 rn/s
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Figure 5.11: Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, smooth tower, yaw=+20°, wind velocity=11 m/s
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Figure 5.12: Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, rough tower, yaw=+20°, wind velocity=11 m/s
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Figure 5.13: Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, no tower, yaw=+20°, wind velocity—li m/s
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Figure 5.14: Upper and lower surface pressure measurements, normal force and

pitching moment coefficients, smooth tower, yaw=+20°, wind velocity=11.7 rn/s
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5.3.4 Discussion

The basic features of the effect that the support tower has on the aerodynamic

response of the blade have been presented. To gain a better understanding of the

physical mechanisms associated with the tower shadow interaction, it is appropriate

to take a closer look to the measurements.

A closer examination of the upper surface pressure response near the leading edge

is presented in Figure 5.15 for the head-on flow cases with a smooth tower at 9 m/s,

11 rn/s and 11.7 rn/s wind velocities, and a rough tower at 11 rn/s wind velocity.

The data for the 9 rn/s case, Figure 5.15(a), all exhibit a drop in suction during the

interaction but the transducer closest to the leading edge (the bottom trace) initially

experiences a rise in suction when the blade first encounters the wake. There are two

possible explanations for this behaviour. It may be indicative of a vortex interacting

with the blade Homer et al. (1995). It is possible that the vorticity shed from the

support tower is convected along the edge of the wake in discrete structures that are

encountered first by the blade. This vorticity will, inevitably be quite weak. The

vorticity would only be encountered by transducers near the leading edge before

being convected downstream and so its effect is diminished at the other transducers.

Similar behaviour, although with different intensity is found at 11 rn/s wind velocity

for the smooth and the rough tower cases presented in Figures 5.15(b) and (c),

respectively. For the higher wind velocity case of 11.7 rn/s in Figure 5.15(d), the

suction rise prior to the dramatic decrease in pressure, appears more clearly defined

and affects more of the surface of the blade.

Another possible reason for the slight increase in suction before the blade enters

the tower shadow, may be an increase in the wind velocity field at each edge of the

tower shadow area as the flow separates from the cylindrical tower. This has been

predicted numerically (Sorensen and W.Z.Shen 1999) and observed in experirnent

(Powles 1983).
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(c) wind velocity=11 m/s, rough tower (d) wind velocity=11.7 m/s, smooth tower

Figure 5.15: Detail of Upper surface -Cp measurements near the L.E., yaw=O
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The different intensity of this pressure rise in each of the figures does not have

a straightforward explanation. Reynolds number variations around a critical value,

can produce either laminar or turbulent separation on a cylindrical surface, with

resulting changes in wake structure. The flow over a circular cylinder has been

the subject of extensive study (Schlichting 1979). It has been established that,

at Reynolds numbers less than 5x10 4 the flow is expected to be characterised by

asymmetric vortex formation in a broad wake, with asymmetrically disposed laminar

boundary layer separation points on the cylinder surface. For Re > 5x105 a turbulent

symmetric flow, with symmetrically placed turbulent boundary separation points

may appear, producing a narrower wake than in the laminar case. This Reynolds

number dependency it is obviously influenced by the turbulence intensity of the flow

and the roughness of the tower surface.

At 9 rn/s, 11 m/s and 11.7 rn/s the corresponding Reynolds numbers at the

tower are Re 4.3x10 4 , Re = 5.2x104 and Re = 5.6x104 . At 9 rn/s laminar

separation would be expected. The 11 rn/s and 11.7 rn/s cases fall within the

transitional Reynolds number range and so it is not clear if turbulent separation

will occur. The strongest rises in suction have been observed at the lowest and

highest Reynolds numbers and not at the intermediate value. This would suggest

that the test Reynolds number cannot be used to account for the changes in severity

of the suction rise prior to tower shadow.

To provide some insight, the three sets of results for the smooth tower at 9m/s,

11 rn/s and 11.7 rn/s wind velocity have been over-plotted in Figure 5.16. In this

figure, the variations in the upper surface pressure coefficient, for the 9m/s case

(dotted line), appear to be shifted by approximately 5° azimuth when compared to

both, the 11 rn/s (dashed line) and 11.7 rn/s (solid line) cases.

This azimuthal difference could be attributed to a broader wake in the 9 rn/s

case typical of that associated with larninar separation. Despite apparently being
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in phase, the pressure variations on the 11 rn/s and 11.7 rn/s cases exhibit different

shapes within the tower shadow. Between 900 and 1000 azimuth angle the slope of

the 11.7 rn/s response is much steeper than the other case.

65	 80	 95	 110	 125	 140	 155

65	 80	 95	 110	 125	 140	 155
ozirnuth angle

V=9 rn/S	 V=11 rn/s	 V=11.7 rn/

Figure 5.16: Comparison of Upper surface -Cp measurements near the L.E. at three

wind velocities, yaw=0°

The reason for this is not clear but will inevitably be linked to the state of

the tower wake. Indeed the difference between the two cases may be indicative of

the passage of discrete vortical structures of different strength that have been shed

from the tower. As the blade leaves the tower shadow region, the response of the

transducers is quite similar, showing a comparable rate of recovery in each of the

cases. This is a particularly interesting result, which appears to be independent of
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the wind velocity.

The same three pressure responses for the smooth tower at 9rn/s, 11 rn/s and

11.7 rn/s wind velocities are presented in Figure 5.17 for the +200 yaw case.

85	 80	 95	 110	 125	 140	 155

65	 80	 95	 110	 125	 140	 155
azirnuth angle

V=9 rn/s ---- \/=11 rn/s -V=11.7 rn/

Figure 5.17: Comparison of Upper surface -Cp measurements near the L.E. at three

wind velocities, yaw—+20°

Once again the 9m/s case, appears to be out of phase with the other two cases.

Compared to the head-on case (Figure 5.16), all the responses in the yawed configur-

ation show an azimuthal delay of 5°. It is also interesting to note that the azimuthal

range of the pressure rise is greater than in the head-on flow cases.

In the head-on and the yawed flow figures, a common feature of the pressure

profile at 9 rn/s can be observed when comparison is made with, the urn/s and
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11.7 rn/s responses. The azimuthal response at 9 rn/s occurs earlier and is wider

than for the other two velocities. This is in consistent with the wider wake produced

behind a cylinder in laminar flow. Increasing the Reynolds number, has the effect of

narrowing the wake, which could explain the dephase and azimuthal range change

at the urn/s and 11.7 rn/s cases.

Given the degree of similarity, and the observed differences, between the 11 rn/s

and 11.7 rn/s cases, it is interesting to examine these cases further by looking in

more detail at the normal force and pitching moment coefficients.

Figure 5.18 illustrates the effects of the tower shadow region at wind velocities

of 11 rn/s and 11.7 m/s, for the turbine set at zero yaw error. Figure 5.18(a) shows

a comparison between the measured C,, histories with and without the tower, at

a wind velocity of 11 rn/s. As may be seen from this plot, the response of the

normal force with no tower, represented as a dashed line, is almost horizontal, with

a mean C value of 0.33. The variation that the normal force suffers when the tower

is present can be seen from the solid line; it exhibits a drop in the force as the

blade enters the tower wake followed by an a slow recovery, until the normal force

reaches the undisturbed inflow matching the no tower case. Here it is interesting

to note that, prior to the drop in suction, the value of the normal force is almost

constant, there is no sign at all of a rise in C. Figure 5.18(b) shows the measured

C,, history with and without the tower at a wind velocity of 11.7 rn/s. The dashed

line, represents the normal force for the no tower configuration, and has a mean

value of 0.32. The solid line represents the normal force when the tower is present,

and shows a consistent and progressive increase in the normal force up to a value

of 0.375 prior to the blade entrance into the tower shadow region. Furthermore, a

dramatic drop in the normal force is observed as the blade enters the tower wake

and the subsequent recovery is slow as it leaves the tower wake region.

Figure 5.18(c) provides comparison of the measured normal force and pitching
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moment coefficients for the two wind velocities presented in plots (a) and (b). It

can be seen that there are significant differences between the measured aerody-

namic coefficients in the two cases. For example, while the measured normal force

C, coincides well when the blade is leaving the tower shadow, there are obvious

discrepancies between the C values at entry to the tower shadow region. This is

consistent with the pressure transducer response presented in Figure 5.16. In par-

ticular, the drop in C begins much later and is much steeper in the high velocity

case. The level of agreement in the pitching moment coefficients in the two cases is

considerable. There is, however, an obvious difference in the strength of the pitching

moment between 950 and 1100 azimuth. This may be related not only to differences

in the velocity deficit in the tower shadow but also to the blade encountering shed

vorticity during its passage out of the wake.

Figure 5.19 illustrates the aerodynamic response in the tower shadow region at

wind velocities of 11 m/s and 11.7 rn/s, for the turbine set at +20° yaw error. When

the turbine is yawed, the features of the tower shadow response are qualitatively sim-

ilar to that observed in head-on flow. The two cases presented do, however, exhibit

some interesting features. It is noticeable that the data from the two wind velocities

exhibit a similar response but with an almost constant offset in both, C and Cm. It

is possible that the offsets between the curves have arisen from experimental error.

In fact, the relatively small number of chordal pressure measurement locations make

the force integration sensitive to small errors in individual pressures. It is interesting

to note, in this respect, that the corresponding cases with no tower present, also

exhibit the offset. Despite the offset, it is clear that the correspondence between the

two cases is better than in the head-on flow case.

In order to clarify the effects of tower shadow for different tower roughness,

a comparison at 11 rn/s wind velocity is presented next for two roughness levels

at zero yaw error angle. The solid line in Figure 5.20 represents the smooth tower
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measurements of C and Cm, while the dotted line represents the C and Cm data for

a rough surfaced tower. The results for the rough tower reflect most of the features

observed for the smooth tower. There is, however, a constant offset between the two

sets of results. This may, again, be due to an experimental error. If the offset were

to be removed, the drop in C due to the passage of the blade through the rough

tower, would be smaller than for the smooth tower. The difference would, however,

be too small to be significant. Figure 5.21 shows the effect of the rough and smooth

tower at +200 yaw error. Once again, the only discernible difference in the curves

is a slight offset between the cases.

The data presented so far in this chapter have been extracted from individual

rotor cycles at each wind velocity. These data are, therefore, unaveraged, and may

include instantaneous variations that are not presented in the mean cycle response.

In order to verify the repeatability of the aerodynamic features discussed previously,

a comparison is now made between two consecutive cycles. This comparison is shown

in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 at 11 rn/s and 11.7 rn/s wind velocity respectively. It should

be noted that, only two consecutive tower shadow responses were measured for each

case. In both figures an obvious azimuthal shift of 3° to 4° can be observed. This

is probably due to the experimental uncertainty in the measurement of the azimuth

angle. Slight differences in rotational speed impact significantly on the calculation

of azimuth position.

Despite this, the distinct response at entry to the tower shadow and the recovery

phase on the way out, remain qualitatively the same for the two consecutive cycles

at each of the velocities. They, therefore, demonstrate the repeatable nature of the

interaction measurements.
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Figure 5.18: Effect of tower shadow at two wind velocities, 11 rn/s and 11.7 m/s,
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5.3.5 Conclusions

Pressure measurements and integrated values of normal force and quarter chord

pitching moment have been presented in order to analyse the impact of the blade

interaction with the tower wake on a downwind turbine.

Prior to the blade entering the tower shadow, deviations in —Cr, C and Cm

from the undisturbed flow values have been observed. This is not the case for all

flow speeds but is repeatable from cycle to cycle. It is, as yet, unclear why this

should be so.

Over a circular cylinder, the boundary layer can separate under laminar or tur-

bulent flow conditions, depending on Reynolds number, surface roughness, and tur-

bulence intensity. Laminar or turbulent separation will produce quite different wake

formations behind the cylinder. This will influence the phase and extent of the blade

interaction with the wake behind the cylindrical tower and may provide the key to

understanding the behaviour described above. Indeed the measurements were all

taken around a transitional Reynolds number range where variations in the wake

geometry may be significant for even small changes in velocity. Clearly, however,

these changes are not progressive as the anomalous behaviour at 11 rn/s illustrates.

It is interesting to note that for head-on flow, the wind tunnel measurements of

the tower shadow are not centred around the 90 0 azimuth position. Instead the

minimum normal force peak has been measured at 950 and 1000. This may be due

to inaccuracies in measuring the blade azimuth or interaction of the tower wake with

the rotor inflow. It may also, however, be a feature of the dynamic response of the

blade as it passes through the tower shadow.

The pressure recovery as the blade leaves the tower wake is much slower than

the response at the entrance to tower shadow region. This behaviour is consistent

regardless of possible vortex collisions, and wind velocity (Reynolds number) as may

be seen in Figures 5.16, 5.17, 5.18(c) and 5.19(c). This behaviour is most likely
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a feature of the dynamic response of the normal force to the velocity deficit as the

blade progresses through tower wake. The delay in recovery of C could be explained

in terms of the induced velocity due to the vorticity shed from the aerofoil as its

circulation changes.

For all the cases presented here, the tower roughness had a negligible effect on

the blade response.

5.4 Modelling of Tower Shadow Effects

The blade element method described previously has been extended to include a rep-

resentation of the blade/tower interaction. The effect that this has on the onset of

dynamic stall has been previously analysed in Chapter 4. In this section, two differ-

ent tower shadow strategies are analysed. In the first, only the steady aerodynamic

response due to the velocity deficit has been taken into account. In the second, an

enhancement of the physical interaction between the tower wake and the aerofoil

has been implemented by including the unsteady aerodynamic effects resulting from

the aerofoil wake induced effects. In this section, the calculated aerodynamic forcing

deriving from the two strategies, are shown and analysed.

5.4.1 Formulation and Implementation of the Steady Model

The steady tower shadow model and the equations used to describe the velocity

deficit in the wake are detailed next.

For downwind machines, the tower wake has been modelled as a velocity deficit

in the form of a cosine function; according to Wang et al. (1998) represented by:

r	 27r(c1,t—i)]V	 D	 ________
1	 [1+cos	

]

(5.1)
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where V, the velocity within the tower shadow is expressed as a function of the

freestream velocity V, the maximum velocity deficit Dv, the half angle of the tower

shadow sector	 and the shadow azimuth angle corresponding to a blade section

r at the azimuth b (see Fig. 5.24)

Generally,

B
= arctan

	

	 (5.2)
2r sin'b1

r cos 'y sin b - Z sin 'y
= - arctan	

r sinb1	
(5.3)

where B is the tower shadow width and Z the distance from the yaw axis to the

blade rotation plane. The tower shadow width B and maximum value of velocity

deficit Dv mainly depend on the streamwise distance downstream and Reynolds

number. For a yawed rotor, the tower shadow region will not centre around the 1800

azimuth position. Thus, because the wake as seen by the blade is not symmetric

about its centerline, it is necessary to account for the skew of the tower wake by

means of 'J' and 2• These azimuth angles, and 2 at which the blade enters

and leaves the shadow respectively, vary with the spanwise location r, and can be

formulated thus (see Fig. 5.24)

1
Z sin + B

arccos

	

	 (5.4)
r cos'y

zt sin 'y -
arccos

	

	 (5.5)
r cos'y
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Figure 5.24: Definition of the tower shadow modelling parameters
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This tower shadow model has been introduced into the BEM scheme by rep-

resenting the incoming wind velocity in the tower shadow domain by the velocity

V, from Eq. (5.1). Outside the range of influence of the wake, the incoming wind

velocity remains unaltered according to the free stream, V. Then, the induced

velocities at the blades can be calculated using the BEM method (Chapter 2). The

aerodynamic information obtained from the extended BEM model, such as angle of

attack transients due to the inflow alteration by the tower wake, are then input to

the 3—D stall delay model (Chapter 3) and to the dynamic stall onset correlation

(Chapter 4).

5.4.2 Results and Discussion
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Figure 5.25: Steady prediction (Dv = 0.30, B = 2.75) compared to measurements,

yaw=0°, wind velocity=9 m/s

Here, the focus is on the tower shadow response, and its modelling accuracy will
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be contrasted with the wind tunnel measurements. At a wind velocity of 9 rn/s

in head-on flow, Figure 5.25 shows the force variation encountered by the blade

during its passage through the tower wake. The experimental and predicted force

coefficients have been normalised by subtracting the force response outside the tower

shadow region. Thus, only the force variation due to the tower wake contribution is

illustrated.

The tower shadow width has been modelled as 2.75 tower diameters, and the

maximum velocity deficit is 0.30. On the basis of these parameters, the suitability

of which are discussed later, the intensity of the prediction is not well characterised

by the model when compared to the wind tunnel measurements. In addition, the

trend, particularly on the way out of the tower shadow region, is not correctly

captured by the steady model. The model prediction follows the symmetric profile

of the velocity deficit, while the measurements show asymmetry with a slow recovery

as the blade leaves the tower wake.

The reason for this disagreement, could b a change in the blade wake induced

velocity caused by its passage through the tower shadow velocity deficit. At this

stage, only the velocity deficit has been considered in the tower shadow modelling

and even this has been dealt with in a crude manner. Once the blade encounters

the tower wake, the subsequent process involves a complex series of events in which

the unsteady response of the blade may be a significant factor.

5.4.3 Enhancement of the Tower Shadow Modelling

Intrinsic to the BEM scheme is the idealization of the physical blade as a one-

dimensional lifting line. Thus, the steady aerodynamic information corresponding

to a blade element is evaluated and considered exclusively at a single point, usually

the quarter chord location is used as a control point. This treatment of the aerody-

namics, which produces acceptable results under steady inflow conditions, may have
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a serious disadvantage when the aerofoil encounters a nonuniform velocity inflow

over its chordal extension. This is the situation in the tower shadow case. The short

duration of the tower shadow passage also means that, even at low angles of attack,

unsteady effects may be significant.

A new tower shadow model is proposed based on the Küssner function, as de-

scribed by Leishman (2002). The Küssner function responds to the problem of

obtaining the transient lift response to a sharp change in the nonuniform velocity

normal to the blade chord for unsteady attached flow. This indicial method is an

appropriate way of simulating the response of the blade during its passage through

tower shadow. The formulation of the model, as implemented here, is explained

next.

5.4.4 The Küssner Function

For attached flow, the unsteady lift produced on a thin aerofoil entering a sharp

change in velocity normal to the chord was considered by Kiissner and solved by

von Kármán and Sears. This classical theory, among others, can be found in e.g.

Bisplinghoff et al. (1996).

The physical mechanism underlying the method is that an aerofoil moving through

a varying velocity normal to the chord, in addition to a change in angle of attack,

experiences a nonuniform angle of attack over the entire aerofoil chord.

Indicial Response

An indicial function is by definition the response to a disturbance which is applied

instantaneously at time zero and held constant thereafter; i.e. a response given by

a step change in forcing. The unsteady loads due to arbitrary step changes (e.g. in

angle of attack or in induced velocity) can be obtained by superposition of indicial

aerodynamic responses, using Duhamel's integral. In addition, the total indicial
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response can be split into two components; one for the circulatory loading which

builds up quickly and asymptotes to the appropriate steady state loading, and the

other for the initial loading which is impulsive (noncirculatory) and decays rapidly

with time. Thus, for the head-on tower shadow case the total indicial lift force

coefficient, C1 due to a change in inflow velocity (deficit) over the blade chord can

be written using Duhamel's superposition integral of the velocity deficit, Wge(S) as

2ir
C1 (s) =	 [Wge(S)] =	 [wg ü (S) + 

JS dw9(a) (S - 
a) da]	 (5.6)

da

where W is the relative velocity of the aerofoil, wg (0) is the initial value of the

velocity deficit, a is a representative time variable, S is the reduced time in terms of

the distance travelled by the aerofoil in semi-chords at a constant velocity W given

by

S
c/2

and '(S), is the indicial response function; in this case the Küssner function.

Although the Kiissner function is known, it is not in a convenient analytical form.

Therefore, for practical calculations it is usually replaced by an exponential approx-

imation given by Sears and Sparks (1941) as

= 1 - A1 exp(—b 1 S) - A2 exp(—b2S)

where the coefficients

A1 = A2 = 0.5, b 1 = 0.13, b2 = 1.0

The Duhamel's integral above, ge(S) then becomes
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w9 (S) = 'w9 (0) [1 - A 1 exp(—bi S) - A2 exp(—b2 S)] +

+ 1S dw9(a) [(1 - 
A1 exp(—bi (S - a)) - A2 exp(—b2 (S - a))] da

j 0	 da

The expression in Eq. (5.6) is usually solved numerically for discrete values of

time, (8). If the indicial function '(S) is written in exponential form as above and

the terms representative of short term transients are neglected, the evaluation of the

velocity response Wge(S) can be conducted in a simple recursive manner. This leads

to Duhamel's integral of the velocity deficit, wge(S) being written as

wge(S)wg(S) —X(S)—Y(S)	 (5.7)

were the resultant inflow velocity is expressed by subtracting from the original

steady velocity deficit wg (S) the deficiency functions X(S) and Y(S). These rep-

resent the time history effect due to the aerofoil's shed wake and are given in terms

of the Küssner indicial approximation as

X(S) = X(S - zS) exp(—b 1 zS) + A1 /6zw9 (S) [1 + 4exp(—b 1 LS/2) + exp(—b1zS)]

Y(S) = Y(S - zS) exp(—b1 zS) + A2/6Lw9 (S) [1 + 4exp(—b2 zS/2) + exp(—b2LS)]

This approach assumes continuity between samples and a time step /S, which

can be nonuniform, where

Wzt

c/2
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The method works by evaluating the velocity deficit at each time step and sub-

tracting from it the history effects of the unsteady aerodynamics contained in the

functions X(S) and Y(S). These history functions are then updated and the calcu-

lation steps forward in time to the next sample.

5.4.5 Implementation of the Unsteady Tower Shadow Model

In the present model, the nonuniform velocity has been implemented only for the

head-on flow case, where the relative velocity of the aerofoil W is considered as a

constant.

Instead of using the steady velocity deficit prescribed in the form of a cosine

function to predict the tower shadow aerodynamic response, the cosine velocity

deficit V from Eq. (5.1) is introduced into Eq. (5.7) as the w9 (S) term. This velocity

deficit is progressively modified by the unsteady aerodynamic history effects and,

the resulting unsteady lift is calculated by means of Eq. (5.6).

5.4.6 Results and Discussion

The results in Figures 5.26 to 5.28 show the normalised experimental and predicted

force coefficient variations due to the tower wake interaction for head-on flow cases.

The normal force coefficient variation obtained from the wind tunnel experiments

is compared to the lift variation from both, the previous steady tower model and

the enhanced unsteady tower shadow scheme. Normal force and lift coefficients

are not strictly comparable. However, due to the small blade incidence angle, of

approximately 10, a comparison between the experimental Ci-, and the predicted C1

is not inappropriate.

The tower shadow geometry settings that have been used for the prediction are

the same as before. These settings, maximum velocity deficit Dv of 0.30 of the

freestream velocity and tower shadow width, B, of 2.75 tower diameters, have been
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determined from observation of the blade response and are in line with other wind

tunnel studies (Schlichting 1979, Snyder and Wentz 1981) and field observations of

the tower shadow geometry for wind turbines (Shipley et al. 1995b).

- - -	 Cl steady	 .........ACn experimental	 Cl unsteady

Figure 5.26: Tower shadow prediction (Dv = 0.30, B = 2.75) and measurement at

yaw=0°, wind velocity=9 rn/s

At a wind velocity of 9 rn/s and zero yaw angle, in addition to the steady model

prediction (dashed line), Figure 5.26 shows a quite remarkable improvement of the

predicted lift using the unsteady model (solid line) compared to the measurements

(dotted line). Both, the phase and intensity of the unsteady prediction show a good

agreement with the experimental measurements. It is worthy of note that the slow

recovery from the tower shadow is now captured by the unsteady model.

At a wind velocity of 11 rn/s and zero yaw error, Figure 5.27 illustrates again the

improvement of the unsteady solution compared to the steady prediction. Although

a slight intensity difference and phase lag is evident between the experimental normal
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Figure 5.27: Tower shadow prediction (Dv = 0.30, B = 2.75) and measurement at

yaw=0°, wind velocity=11 rn/s

force coefficient and the predicted unsteady lift, the general trend is well captured.

In particular, the force recovery at the blade exit from the tower shadow region is

well represented.

Figure 5.28 shows the normal force and lift coefficient variations for a wind

velocity of 11.7 rn/s at zero yaw error. In this figure the measured data differ con-

siderably from the unsteady prediction. It appears, that the blade encounters the

tower wake at a later azimuthal position and is affected by a more intense velocity

deficit than the unsteady prediction suggests. The reason for this disagreement is

not straightforward. Possibly this behaviour could have been attributed to the in-

stantaneous unaveraged nature of the experimental data, were only a single rotation

to have been presented. However, verification of the response in a second consec-

utive cycle, as previously shown in Figure 5.23, confirms the repeatability of the
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Figure 5.28: Tower shadow prediction (Dv = 0.30, B = 2.75) and measurement at

yaw=0°, wind velocity=11.7 rn/s

measured aerodynamic normal force. It was previously noted that this particular

case was measured at a Reynolds number, based on the tower diameter, of 5.6x104

where transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer separation could appear.

In previous experiments, Snyder and Wentz (1981) showed that the tower shadow

width depends strongly on the type of boundary layer; as the Reynolds number in-

creases the tower shadow width decreases. This could be the reason for the narrower

width of the tower wake encounter in this case. The more energetic deficit in the

wake may also be explained in this way.

Sensitivity of the Unsteady Model to the Tower Shadow Geometry

It is worthy of note, from all the previous figures, that there is almost no appreciable

change in the force predictions at 9 rn/s 11 rn/s and 11.7 rn/s. The reason for the
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similarity can be explain by the sensitivity of the model to the tip speed ratio and the

tower shadow parameters. It should be noted that the experimental measurements

were collected at an almost constant tip speed ratio by means of increasing the

rotational speed as the free stream was increased for the three wind velocities tested.

As may been seen in Table 5.1, the tip speed ratio does not change dramatically;

5.34, 5.33 and 5.31 at 9 m/s 11 rn/s and 11.7 rn/s respectively. In addition the tower

shadow settings are fixed in the numerical model. Therefore the model, correctly,

does not show any appreciable change when predicting the unsteady lift in the three

	

- - - . Dv=O.30, Bt=2.75	 - - . Dv=O.37, Bt=2.75

	

Dv=O.41, Bt=1.85	 Cn experimental

Figure 5.29: Effects of tower shadow geometry, D and B L on the unsteady prediction

at yaw=Oa, wind velocity=11.7 rn/s

The sensitivity of the unsteady model prediction to the tower shadow width and

the velocity deficit is illustrated in Figure 5.29 at 11.7 rn/s wind velocity and zero

yaw error. The differences in the predicted lift variation produced by the different
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settings of the tower shadow geometry can be observed in terms of both the severity

and extent of the unsteady response. An increase in the maximum velocity deficit D

from 0.30 to 0.37, while maintaining a constant width, B, of 2.75 tower diameters,

has the effect of producing a more severe variation of the lift intensity while keeping

the same phase. On the other hand, a simultaneous reduction in the tower shadow

width from 2.75 to 1.85 tower diameters, together with an increase in the velocity

deficit to 0.41 (solid line) reduces the extent and changes the phase of the response.

The intensity is also increased, obtaining a closer agreement with the experiment

(dotted line). Thus, for this particular case, reduction in the tower shadow width

and an increase of the maximum velocity deficit seems to be responsible for the

different response in the test. It is possible that the marginal change in Reynolds

number between the different cases produces this effect. Indeed, this behaviour was

observed by Snyder and Wentz (1981) at higher Reynolds number but in a different

test facility with a different turbulence environment.

5.4.7. Conclusions

Two different models of the aerodynamic response of a wind turbine blade, due to the

velocity deficit produced by the wind turbine support tower, have been presented.

In the first model, the velocity deficit is simply applied to the onset flow as a cosine

function. This substantially modifies the blade incidence and velocity variations

through the tower shadow region. Unfortunately, this approach does not adequately

represent the response of the blade in the tower shadow region.

An alternative model has been developed which involves the use of the Küssner

function for the velocity deficit. This model includes the contribution of the attached

flow unsteadiness in terms of the attenuation in unsteady lift response and a phase

lag compared to the steady lift values. This considerably improves the tower shadow

modelling.
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The effect that the tower shadow has on the chordal variation in angle of attack

persists until the aerofoil is far away from the source of the velocity distortion. This

has been seen from the wind tunnel measurements and the new model captures this

effect very well. This will inevitably influence dynamic stall onset due to tower

shadow and, with appropriate extension, the new model may provide a means to

predict this more accurately.

It should be noted that the azimuthal interval used within the shadow region

was 0.5° but, despite this, the computational cost introduced by the unsteady model

is almost negligible.

Further Improvements

In the light of the results presented here, a further validation and extension to the

yawed case seems reasonable. This could provide a focus for future work. In this

case however it would also be necessary to account for the unsteady effects produced

by the yawed flow.

The flow over bluff bodies is still an open challenge for modelling; even the

simplest case of a cylinder. If unsteady vortex shedding effects could be included

in a tower shadow model, it would be possible to examine cycle by cycle loads

to identify peak unsteady loadings. This, however, will require a model of some

complexity.

Another area of interest is the sensitivity of the tower shadow response to the

distance between the blade and the tower. The velocity deficit of the wake decays

quite gradually in the axial direction of the wake. From an aerodynamic point of

view, a large distance between the tower and the rotor will be beneficial by producing

a less energetic response. Obviously from the structural point of view, it is desirable

to have the tower axis as close as possible to the rotor hub. The design trend for

new downwind turbines is to have greater tower clearances. A novel prototype,
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the MS4 constructed by the Wind Energy Group, has highly flexible blades which

move by coning in strong winds. The Scottish Provengen manufacturer of small

sized turbines, uses a simple and similar power regulating system. Coning can

be introduced to decrease mean blade loads by balancing aerodynamic loads with

centrifugal loads for downwind turbines. In addition coning means that the blades

pass through the tower wake at a greater distance from the tower. For machines that

are designed to cone under the action of the wind, the coning angle, and hence the

tower/blade separation distance will change with the turbine operating conditions.

It would, therefore, be desirable to extend the tower shadow model to account for

the axial decay of the tower wake with increased distance from the tower.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and

Recommendations

The main conclusions of this investigation are summarised next and further work is

suggested at the end of this chapter. In addition to the concluding remarks, more

detailed and partial conclusions are given at the end of every chapter.

6.1 Final Conclusions

A code to assist in the preliminary stages of wind turbine blade aerodynamic design

has been developed at Glasgow University, which embodies the methods applied

and the results obtained during this investigation. This engineering tool, based on

a classic BEM solver, can provide valuable information on three-dimensional stall

delay, dynamic stall onset and tower shadow effects.

The basic model still exhibits the classical limitations of the BEM theory; blade

incidence will be prone to error at low wind speed or high yaw angles. Although the

predicted unsteady response, such as the locations of dynamic stall are sensitive to

this effect, the general level of prediction obtained from the scheme is acceptable.

This has been illustrated by comparing the BEM predicted spanwise variation in
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blade incidence at low wind speeds (Chapter 2) and the dynamic stall locations at

high yaw angles (Chapter 4), with predictions from the more sophisticated prescribed

wake scheme of Coton and Wang (1999).

In line with previous work, it has been shown that three-dimensional stall delay

is restricted to inboard blade sections regardless of the onset flow conditions. The

present results showed an acceptable sensitivity to the blade chord to radius para-

meter, c/r, but almost no dependency to changes in wind velocity and rotational

speed for the normal operational conditions of the NREL Phase II untwisted wind

turbine. The stall delay model is based on a laminar separation analysis, which

does not take into consideration the turbulent boundary layer. Previous flow visu-

alisation studies have indicated that the strongest effects appear to be confined to

turbulent regions of separated flow on the blades. Therefore, consideration must

be made of the turbulent radial flow ahead of the massive separations occurring on

wind turbine blades, if development of better 3—D stall delay algorithms are to be

achieved.

Despite some differences in the measured and predicted results, the BEM pre-

dictions based on a 2—D correlation of dynamic stall vortex onset provide a fair

representation of the actual dynamic stall onset experienced by the untwisted and

the twisted rotor configurations of the NREL Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment

turbine Phases II and IV. The location and severity of dynamic stall on the rotor

disc has been shown to be very sensitive to onset flow conditions and blade geometry.

The results show that dynamic stall caii be produced by two different mechanisms;

the tower shadow region and the turbine operating in yawed flow.

It has been shown that 3—D stall delay does not affect dynamic stall in the same

way as it does static stall. Examination of the three-dimensionality of the dynamic

stall field measurements has revealed that, the initial stall onset is correctly char-

acterised by the 2—D correlation. After its local inception, however earlier dynamic
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stall appears to be triggered in adjacent stations. This is a significant result and

suggests that the first signs of dynamic stall on a wind turbine blade can be correctly

determined on the basis of the prediction scheme assuming locally two-dimensional

flow. Despite this, there is obviously room to improve the 2—D dynamic stall pre-

dictor. In particular, it has been shown that basing the dynamic stall prediction

on the static stall angle may be inappropriate in some cases and so an alternative

formulation has been explored. It has been shown that the use of the angle, c, at

which the first divergence of the f - a curve to a lower gradient occurs in steady

flow, may be a more appropriate parameter for the S809 aerofoil, which has unusual

static stalling characteristics.

Finally, the work has considered the aerodynamic response to tower shadow. A

wind tunnel experiment was conducted and results from the analysis of pressure

measurements and integrated force coefficients have been presented. The impact

that the tower wake on a downwind turbine has on the blade for both, head-on flow

and a fixed yaw error has been examined. It has been observed that for head-on

flow, the wind tunnel measurements of the tower shadow are not centred around the

90 0 azimuth position, the minimum normal force peak has been measured between

950 and 1000. This may be partially due to inaccuracies in measuring the blade

azimuth but it is also a feature of the dynamic response of the blade as it passes

through the tower shadow.

The pressure recovery as the blade leaves the tower wake is much slower than the

response at the entrance to the tower shadow region. This observation is important

and suggests that the effective variation in angle of attack persists until the aerofoil

is far away from the source of the velocity distortion. This behaviour is consistent

regardless of possible vortex collisions and Reynolds number. This delay in the

recovery of the normal force could be explained in terms of the induced velocity due

to the vorticity shed from the aerofoil as its circulation changes during the passage
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through the tower wake. The implications of this for dynamic stall modelling may

be significant since it is the effective variation in angle of attack on the way out of

the tower wake that determines the onset of dynamic stall in this region.

In parallel to the experimental data analysis, the blade element method was

extended to include the blade/tower interaction using two different tower shadow

modelling strategies. These were evaluated by comparison with the wind tunnel

measurements.

In the first model, only the steady aerodynamic response due to the wake velocity

deficit described by a cosine function was taken into account. Unfortunately, this

approach did not adequately represent the response of the blade in the tower shadow

region. In the second model, an enhancement of the physical interaction between the

tower wake and the aerofoil was implemented for unyawed flow by including unsteady

aerodynamic effects. This considerably improved the tower shadow modelling. It

was shown that the phase, extent and intensity of the tower shadow effects were

modelled well. In addition, the predicted recovery as the blade leaves the tower

wake was almost identical to the measured data.

It should be noted that the design tools developed during this study contribute

to enhanced rotor design capability. In particular, the methods should allow more

comprehensive evaluation of new blade designs at an early stage of the design pro-

cess. This should, in turn, reduce the risk of bringing entirely new blade geometries

into operational service.

6.2 Further Work

In addition to local flow unsteady aerodynamics, the global unsteadiness inherent

in the wake due to the various flow states that a wind turbine encounters in its
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operational envelop, needs further research. For most normal operating conditions

a wind turbine is operating in the windmill brake state, where BEM methods have

proved to provide accurate results. However, turbulent wake and vortex ring states

may occur, for example, during start-up at low wind speeds. New trends are pointing

towards wind turbines operating even at lower wind speed regimes, where cut-in

velocities are lower and the probability of general operation at low winds speed is

increased. The basic BEM theory has a number of limitations when predicting these

flow conditions, as do the more complex codes. If BEM methods are to be used to

provide input into aeroelastic calculations or control strategies, extension into these

regimes will be necessary.

In order to improve stall delay calculations, a better physical understanding of

the flow under rotational conditions is needed. Full numerical calculations together

with experimental flow measurements and visualization on wind turbines may throw

some new light into the physics of 3—D stall delay. This, in turn, may provide the

basis for obtaining new practical semi-empirical models that capture and embody

the effects of separated flows around the rotating wind turbine blades. It should be

noted that 3—D effects and the corresponding semi-empirical models have their origin

in propeller and helicopter studies. There are important differences between these

and wind turbines. The helicopter flow field is dominated by compressibility effects,

and the rotor blades have very low solidity. A relevant characteristic of helicopters,

as Wood (1991) stated, is that" the most rapid change in bound circulation occurs

near the tip of the rotor, so the hub vortex is relatively unimportant. For the turbine

considered here, and probably for most turbines, the hub trailing vortex contributes

significantly to the downstream circulation and hence to the power extracted from

the wind ". Insight into the hub vortex effect could help to clarify the stall delay

phenomenon. In addition consideration of 3—D blade geometry such as taper, aspect

ratio and sweep effects may also provide more insight.
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The applicability of the dynamic stall correlation to the S809 aerofoil is also a

major question that needs to be considered. Ideally, this aerofoil should be tested

under dynamic conditions and the results compared to the correlation. This would

help to resolve the question of the suitability of c or a within the correlation.

The response at reduced pitch rates close to the quasi-steady boundary also requires

further investigation. Developing a simple model of how the dynamic stall vortex

evolves and convects in a highly separated 3—D environment may be a more challen-

ging task. Understanding the manner in which the dynamic stall vortex affects and

interacts with other portions of the blade is still the focus of ongoing experimental

effort. Further work is, however, required to fully consider the impact of three-

dimensional effects on the dynamic stalling process. Theoretical and experimental

studies, such as flow visualisation of a rotating wind turbine blade, will be of help in

addressing the complicated physics of both, attached and separated unsteady three

dimensional rotating flows.

In the light of the tower shadow predictions obtained here, further validation

and extension to the yawed case seems reasonable. The unsteady tower shadow

model captures very well the response as the blade leaves the tower wake. This will

inevitably influence dynamic stall onset due to tower shadow and, with appropriate

extension, the new model may provide a means to predict this more accurately.

Another area of interest is the sensitivity of the tower shadow response to the

distance between the blade and the tower. For machines that are designed to cone

under the action of the wind, the coning angle, and hence the tower/blade separation

distance will change with the turbine operating conditions. It would, therefore, be

desirable to extend the tower shadow model to account for the axial decay of the

tower wake with increased distance from the tower. This could provide a focus for

future work.

Throughout the progress of this work it has become clear to the author that
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much of the physics undergoing the aerodynamics of wind turbines is still lacking in

even the most elaborate design tools. There is a need to address these deficiencies

if more efficient, cost-effective designs are to be realised in the future.
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